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SEX ChROMOSOMES AND GENE DOSAGE DIFFERENCES
The origin of sexual reproduction with all its advantageous effects on the fi tness of offspring 

was accompanied by the evolution of complex sex determination systems. Sex determination 

can be regulated by environmental cues such as temperature, however, these systems are 

highly sensitive to changes in the natural environment, and do not guarantee an equal distri-

bution of sexes. A more stable distribution of sexes is achieved by genetic sex determination, 

either by utilizing a specifi c sex-determining gene or by employing the sex chromosome to 

autosome ratio. However, the evolution of heteromorphic sex chromosomes resulted in po-

tential gene dosage imbalances between sexes. In these heterogametic species across all 

taxa diverse gene dosage compensation mechanisms have evolved to counter the detrimen-

tal effects of haploinsuffi ciency of sex chromosome-linked genes (Figure 1) (Disteche, 2012; 

Livernois et al., 2013a). In mammals, for example, an XY system with a degenerated Y carrying 

a few functional genes including the single Y-linked sex-determining gene, SRY, led to the 

evolution of X chromosome inactivation (XCI). The fact that in humans only very few trisomies 

and no monosomies are viable clearly illustrates the potentially devastating effects of improp-

er gene dosage (Disteche, 2012).

Figure 1. Dosage compensation strategies in different organisms.

In mammals, the loss of Y chromosome genes resulted in upregulation of X-encoded genes. In females, 
XCI equalizes X-linked gene expression between the sexes. In fl ies, the X linked genes are twofold over-
expressed in males to match the total level of gene expression from the two female X chromosomes. In 
worms, X-linked gene expression is also upregulated but in hermaphrodite individuals gene expression 
of both X chromosomes is repressed to half the level observed in male.

Figure 1. Dosage compensation strategies in di�erent organisms. 

In mammals, the loss of Y chromosome genes resulted in upregulation of X-encoded genes. In females, 
XCI equalizes X-linked gene expression between the sexes. In �ies, the X linked genes are twofold over-
expressed in males to match the total level of gene expression from the two female X chromosomes. In 
worms, X-linked gene expression is also upregulated but in hermaphrodite individuals gene expression 
of both X chromosomes is repressed to half the level observed in male. 
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DOSAGE COMpENSATION IN wORMS, FLIES AND BIRDS
Dosage compensation mechanisms have been investigated in only a couple of different spe-

cies from relatively few taxa. Given the fact that mechanisms of dosage compensation vary 

extensively from the molecular to macroscopic level, it would come as no surprise to find new 

variants as sex chromosome research advances. 

In the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans males are XO and hermaphrodites are XX. Sex is 

determined by the X to autosome ratio involving X-chromosomal numerators and autoso-

mal denominators (Carmi et al., 1998; Powell et al., 2005) which lead to repression of the 

male-specifying gene xol-1 in hermaphrodites (Miller et al., 1988). To compensate for the loss 

of one complete X chromosome, X-linked gene expression is up-regulated in male somatic 

cells (Deng et al., 2011). Although little is known about the mechanisms of X chromosome 

up-regulation, in XX hermaphrodites this up-regulation would be detrimental, and is counter-

acted by a mechanism that represses expression of both X chromosomes to approximately 

half the level observed in males.  Chromosome wide down-regulation of gene expression 

in hermaphrodites involves a ten-protein dosage compensation complex (DCC), containing 

zinc-finger proteins and condensins which mediate repression of transcription (Meyer, 2010). 

In the absence of XOL-1 the DCC is activated and specifically targeted to the X chromosomes 

by a hierarchy of two different types of binding sites. The first type is capable of autonomously 

recruiting the DCC to the X by specific sequence motifs enriched on the X while the second 

type is dependent on the first and predominantly targets active promoters (Jans et al., 2009). 

In the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster males are heterogametic (XY). The X to autosome 

ratio determines sex by an intricate interplay of dosage-sensitive, autosomal and X chromo-

some-linked factors resulting in presence or absence of the sex-determining protein SXL, 

whose expression triggers female development (Cline, 1983; Salz et al., 1989). Dosage com-

pensation has been studied extensively in this model organism. In males the single X chromo-

some is up-regulated approximately two-fold by a DCC to equalize X-linked gene expression 

between males and females and match X-linked gene expression with autosomal gene ex-

pression (Conrad and Akhtar, 2011; Gelbart and Kuroda, 2009; Straub et al., 2008). The Dro-

sophila DCC, amongst other proteins, consists of the male-specific core protein MSL2 (Copps 

et al., 1998), the histone acetyltransferase MOF  (Hilfiker et al., 1997), MSL3 and two X-linked 

non-coding RNAs, roX1 and roX2 (Meller et al., 1997). How exactly up-regulation is achieved 

remains an open debate. SXL is the key repressor of DCC, and only in male cells where SXL is 

absent DCC accumulates. The preferential binding of the DCC and accumulation of H4K16ac 

in gene bodies of active genes (Gilfillan et al., 2006) and global run-on sequencing showing 

higher RNA Polymerase II (Pol II) occupancy in the 3’ region of X-linked genes (Larschan et 

al., 2011) suggest that enhanced transcriptional elongation causes X-specific up-regulation. 

Another study found slightly enhanced Pol II activity at X-linked promoters and concluded 

that transcription initiation is the most important determinant of up-regulation (Conrad et 
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al., 2012). In Drosophila, the DCC is initially recruited to the X by so-called high affinity sites 

(HAS), which are approx. 2-fold enriched on the X and show a weak GA-rich sequence motif 

(Alekseyenko et al., 2008; Straub et al., 2008). From HAS the DCC spreads into adjacent chro-

matin predominantly targeting active genes  (Larschan et al., 2007), possibly by MSL3 binding 

to H3K36me3 (Sural et al., 2008). 

In birds females are heterogametic (ZW) whereas males carry two Z chromosomes. Notably, 

although superficially similar, ZW chromosomes of birds and reptiles, and XY chromosomes 

in mammals are non-homologous chromosomes. In birds, DMRT1, a Z-linked gene, which 

is present in two copies in males, is involved in sex determination by dosage dependent 

initiation of testes development, while the W-linked genes FET1 and ASW are necessary for 

female development (Nanda et al., 2002; 1999). Dosage compensation in birds appears to be 

incomplete.  Examination of the Z to autosome ratio in ZW females revealed ratios between 

0.6 and 0.8 arguing for partial but incomplete up-regulation of Z-linked genes (Wolf and Bryk, 

2011).  Z-linked gene expression ratios between male and female range between 1.2 and 1.6 

(Ellegren et al., 2007; Itoh et al., 2007) and this ratio differs along the Z chromosome (Melamed 

and Arnold, 2007). Recent evidence suggests that dosage compensation in birds involves a 

mechanism that leads to inactivation of Z-linked, dosage-sensitive genes, in ZZ males on a 

gene-to-gene basis (Livernois et al., 2013b).

DOSAGE COMpENSATION By X ChROMOSOME INACTIvATION
In 1949 Barr and Bertram observed a dense structure in the nucleus of neurons of a female 

calico cat that was absent in male neurons (Barr and Bertram, 1949), a structure nowadays 

called Barr body. This observation, together with the description of an X-linked locus con-

ferring a mottled coat color in heterozygous females (Fraser, 1953), the fact that XO females 

survive and are fertile (Russell et al., 1959) and Ohno’s proposal that the Barr body is actually 

a condensed X chromosome, led Mary Lyon to formulate her XCI theory (Lyon, 1961). She 

proposed that the heterochromatic Barr body could be randomly established on either the 

maternal or the paternal X chromosome and was clonally propagated through a near infinite 

number of cell divisions. Ohno postulated that dosage compensation evolved in two phases: 

A two-fold up-regulation from the X chromosome to compensate for the loss of one X in 

males was followed by inactivation of one X in females to account for gene dosage differ-

ences between sexes (Ohno, 1967). The first part of his hypothesis still is a matter of intense 

debate (Deng et al., 2011; Nguyen and Disteche, 2006; Xiong et al., 2010). Different studies 

report X chromosome to autosome expression ratios anywhere between 0.5 and 1 depending 

on which filters were used for the data analysis. Comparison of these different studies and 

methodologies indicates that Ohno’s hypothesis holds true for highly expressed genes and a 

dosage-sensitive subset of genes, e.g. those coding for proteins present in complexes (Pessia 

et al., 2013; 2012).
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XCI has mainly been studied in mice, which show two forms of XCI (Figure 6). The first wave of 

XCI is initiated at the 4-8-cell stage, and results in the exclusive inactivation of the paternally 

derived X chromosome (Xp) (Takagi and Sasaki, 1975). This so-called imprinted XCI (iXCI) is 

maintained in the extra-embryonic lineages.  After reactivation of the paternal X chromosome 

in the inner cell mass (ICM) of the blastocyst (Mak et al., 2004; Okamoto et al., 2004), which 

gives rise to the embryo proper, a second wave of XCI takes place just after implantation at 

E5.5. XCI in the embryo is random XCI (rXCI) with respect to the parental X chromosome that 

is inactivated. After XCI is completed the inactive X chromosome (Xi) is stably transmitted to 

daughter cells. The consequence of this rXCI process is clearly visible in the calico cat, where 

the orange and black fur color are determined by an X-linked locus, but is also observed in 

several mouse strains with heterozygous X-linked marker genes (Hadjantonakis, 2001; Nesbitt 

and Gartler, 1971). 

Even though most insights into XCI have come forth from studies in mice, a growing amount 

of data from other eutherian species suggest that the regulation and details of XCI might dif-

fer substantially between these species. Only rats and cattle have been found to initiate iXCI 

in the extra-embryonic lineages (Wake et al., 1976; Xue et al., 2002). In human, rabbit, monkey 

and horse iXCI has not been observed. Instead, the extra-embryonic tissues and embryo both 

display rXCI (Okamoto et al., 2011; Tachibana et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012). In addition, the 

timing of XCI differs between species, with most species initiating XCI later during develop-

ment than observed in mice. 

Marsupials diverged from placental mammals about 148 million years ago, but share ancestral 

sex chromosomes which originated before the split. Similar to eutherians, marsupials have 

evolved XCI, although the marsupial form is less stable and more tissue-specific than in eu-

therians (Kaslow et al., 1987). In addition, XCI is imprinted – in embryonic and extra-embryonic 

tissues (Graves, 2006; Sharman, 1971). These findings have led to speculations of iXCI being 

the ancestral form of XCI. However, recent work implicating non-homologous molecular play-

ers in the process of XCI indicate that different dosage compensation mechanisms might have 

evolved independently in meta- and eutherians (Grant et al., 2012).

STEM CELLS AS A MODEL FOR XCI
Initiation of XCI is closely linked to loss of pluripotency and several pluripotent stem cell lines 

have been used to study XCI. Mouse embryonic carcinoma (EC) cells represented the first in 

vitro model for XCI (Martin GR, 1978). These cell lines, derived from female teratocarcinomas, 

can be clonally expanded and have two active X chromosomes, one of which is inactivated 

upon differentiation in vitro. However, a final game-changing discovery for the field of XCI was 

the derivation of embryonic stem (ES) cells from early mouse embryos  (Evans and Kaufman, 

1981; Martin, 1981), which resemble the pre-XCI cells in the developing embryo much better 

than the EC cells obtained from tumors. ES cells are derived from the ICM of a female blasto-
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cyst, and capture the moment just after reactivation of the paternal X chromosome, contain-

ing two active X chromosomes, one of which is inactivated upon differentiation in a random 

fashion (Rastan and Robertson, 1985). ES cells thus constitute a perfect ex vivo model for the 

dissection of the molecular mechanisms underlying XCI (rXCI in particular) and much of the 

current knowledge of XCI has come forth from studies using ES cells.

ThE X INACTIvATION CENTER 
Soon after the initial X chromosome hypothesis had been established two key concepts of XCI 

were formulated. One concerned the number of X chromosomes being inactivated. Studies 

in humans with abnormal numbers of X chromosomes showed that all but one X chromo-

some were condensed and thus inactivated (Ferguson-Smith and Johnston, 1960; Fraccaro 

et al., 1960; Grumbach et al., 1963; Lyon, 1962) suggesting that cells were able to “count” the 

number of X chromosomes. These observations were further substantiated by experiments 

using female tetraploid mouse embryos which inactivate two X chromosomes (Copps et al., 

1998; Takagi, 1993; Webb et al., 1992), indicating that each cell inactivates all X chromosomes 

except one per diploid genome. The finding of a Barr body in Klinefelter XXY patients also in-

dicated that the regulation of sex-determination and dosage compensation involve separate 

mechanisms, contrasting the mechanisms driving sex-determination and dosage compensa-

tion in C. elegans and Drosophila.

A second concept concerned the choice of the X chromosome to inactivate, given the fact that 

during rXCI one of two identical X chromosomes is “chosen” to become inactivated. Initially, 

an X-linked locus involved in skewing of rXCI from an expected ratio of 50:50 was found by 

comparing the extent of position effect variegation in an X-to-autosome translocation model 

(Cattanach and Isaacson, 1967). Subsequently, crossings of inbred mouse strains showed that 

X chromosomes from certain strains are more resistant to XCI than X chromosomes from other 

strains, leading to the description of the X chromosome controlling element (Xce) as the ele-

ment responsible for the observed skewing of XCI (Cattanach and Papworth, 1981; Cattanach 

et al., 1972). Since then, several studies have been trying to precisely define the extent of this 

locus on the X chromosome, with candidate regions ranging from 0.2Mb to 3.5Mb in length 

(Chadwick et al., 2006; Simmler et al., 1993; Thorvaldsen et al., 2012; Calaway et al., 2013). 

However, the mechanism(s) by which Xce mediates XCI choice remains elusive. Several other 

modifiers of choice have been identified, e.g. parent-of-origin effects (Chadwick and Willard, 

2005) and autosomal loci (Percec et al., 2002), but similarly to the Xce element none of these 

factors’ mode of action is understood and how they influence the outcome of XCI choice on 

a molecular level remains to be elucidated. 

Based on studies of balanced X to autosome translocations showing that XCI could only 

spread into one of the two autosomal segments (Russell, 1963; Russell and Cacheiro, 1978), a 

single region on the X, overlapping with the Xce, has been proposed to control both counting 
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and choice. This region, termed X-inactivation center (Xic in mouse, XIC in human), would be 

responsible for the initiation of the silencing signal that would then spread over the entire X 

chromosome  (Lyon et al., 1964; Russell, 1963). Using murine embryonic stem cells with trun-

cated X chromosomes and somatic cells carrying a reciprocal X to autosome translocation, 

a 8cM (10-20Mb) region on the X chromosome, delineated by the T16H and the HD3 break-

points, was shown to harbor the Xic (Figure 2) (Rastan and Robertson, 1985, Rastan, 1983, 

Eicher et al., 1972). As cells carrying only one Xic were never able to initiate XCI, these studies 

also demonstrated that two Xic’s are necessary for XCI initiation and hinted at a mechanism 

of trans-communication involved in XCI. The human XIC was defi ned by a similar approach 

studying rearranged human X chromosomes, and revealed a region in Xq13 spanning ca. 1 

Mb that is indispensable for XCI  (Brown et al., 1991b). 

Figure 2. Mapping of the Xic on the mouse X chromosome.

Chromosomes that are competent to become inactivated in cis are indicated by asterixs.
(A) Schematic representation of the T(X;16)16H Searle’s reciprocal transclocation. Although balanced 
Searle’s translocation results in skewed XCI towards the wild type X chromosome, in unbalanced carrier 
embryos only the 16X translocation product can be inactivated (Rastan 1983). Since the X16 product is also 
never inactivated in 40(X,X16,16,16) embryos, in which its transcriptional silencing would result in restored 
genetic balance (Tagaki 1980), the T16H breakpoints was suggested to defi ne one of the Xic physical 
boundaries (Rastan 1983). (B) Schematic representation of two of the six different-sized deletions of the 
distal part of the X chromosomes that were studied to further map the Xic on the X chromosome (Rastan 
1985). Upon differentiation of ES cells carrying the HD3 deletion either the wild type or the deleted X 
chromosome can be inactivated, whereas the HD2 deletion is never associated with XCI. Thus, the distal 
boundary of the Xic was mapped between HD3 and H2D breakpoints. Beside localizing the Xic on the X 
chromosome, these studies also showed that two Xics are necessary to trigger XCI. Indeed, unbalanced 
40(X,X16,16,16) embryos and H2D differentiang ES cells never showed XCI.

Extensive genetic studies revealed a gene, Xist/XIST (X-inactive specifi c transcript in mouse/

human), located within the Xic/XIC, which is exclusively expressed from the Xi (Borsani et al., 

1991; Brockdorff et al., 1991; Brown et al., 1991a). Surprisingly, Xist encodes for a 15-17 kb 

long, spliced and poly-adenylated nuclear RNA lacking any conserved or signifi cantly long 

ORFs (Brockdorff et al., 1992; Brown et al., 1992; Clemson et al., 1996).  Together with the 

H19 RNA (Brannan et al., 1990), Xist constituted one of the fi rst long non-coding RNAs to be 

Figure 2

Figure 2. Mapping of the Xic on the mouse X chromosome.

Chromosomes that are competent to become inactivated in cis are indicated by asterixs. 
(A) Schematic representation of the T(X;16)16H Searle’s reciprocal transclocation. 
Although balanced Searle’s translocation results in skewed XCI towards the wild type X 
chromosome, in unbalanced carrier embryos only the 16X translocation product can be 
inactivated (Rastan 1983). Since the X16 product is also never inactivated in 40(X,X-
16,16,16) embryos, in which its transcriptional silencing would result in restored genetic 
balance (Tagaki 1980), the T16H breakpoints was suggested to de�ne one of the Xic 
physical boundaries (Rastan 1983). (B) Schematic representation of two of the six di�er-
ent-sized deletions of the distal part of the X chromosomes that were studied to further 
map the Xic on the X chromosome (Rastan 1985). Upon di�erentiation of ES cells carry-
ing the HD3 deletion either the wild type or the deleted X chromosome can be inactivat-
ed, whereas the HD2 deletion is never associated with XCI. Thus, the distal boundary of 
the Xic was mapped between HD3 and H2D breakpoints. Beside localizing the Xic on the 
X chromosome, these studies also showed that two Xics are necessary to trigger XCI. 
Indeed, unbalanced 40(X,X16,16,16) embryos and H2D di�erentiang ES cells never 
showed XCI. 
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discovered.  Even though overall low levels of Xist and Xic conservation suggest evolutionary 

constraints other than mere DNA sequence (Chureau et al., 2002; Nesterova et al., 2001a), the 

Xist gene in particular shows a similar structure and conserved repeats, while the Xic in gen-

eral harbors several conserved genes (Brockdorff et al., 1992; Brown et al., 1992). The findings 

above and studies showing Xist up-regulation just before the onset of XCI during early mouse 

embryonic development (Kay et al., 1993) clearly implicated Xist in the process of XCI and 

made it a prime candidate for the Xic. Final proof for requirement of Xist for XCI to occur in cis 

came forth from targeted mutagenesis of Xist in mouse ES cells and mice resulting in primary 

non-random XCI of the wild type X chromosome (Marahrens et al., 1997; Penny et al., 1996). 

Paternal inheritance of the mutated Xist allele in mice is embryonic lethal due to loss of iXCI, 

and the incapability to activate the maternally inherited Xist allele. Thus, Xist is necessary for 

iXCI and rXCI to initiate XCI and establish the Xi, but it does not recapitulate all aspects of the 

Xic, because the rXCI counting process is not hampered by this mutation.

Cis- REGuLATION OF XCI
Studies of an ESC line carrying a 65 kb deletion downstream of Xist indicated that this muta-

tion invariably leads to inactivation of the mutated allele (Clerc and Avner, 1998), suggesting 

the presence of an element with a cis-repressive function on XCI. This element harbors the 

promoter of a second long non-coding gene, Tsix, which is transcribed antisense to Xist. Tsix 

spans 40kb and completely overlaps with the Xist transcriptional unit and its promoter. It is 

highly expressed in undifferentiated ES cells and becomes down-regulated upon differentia-

tion (Lee et al., 1999b). Deletion of the Tsix promoter, or the DXPas34 Tsix regulatory element  

(Debrand et al., 1999), does not result in aberrant counting, but leads to up-regulation of Xist 

in cis and almost exclusive inactivation of the mutated allele in vitro and in vivo, supporting the 

idea that Tsix is repressing Xist in cis. However, the same Tsix promoter deletion did not result 

in aberrant XCI in undifferentiated cells, highlighting the involvement of additional develop-

mentally regulated factors in the process of XCI (Lee et al., 1999a). Since maternal inheritance 

of Tsix mutations lead to early embryonic lethality supposedly derived from the erroneous 

inactivation of the two X chromosomes, Tsix has been also proposed to play a role in iXCI by 

preventing the maternal Xist allele to be up-regulated (Lee, 2000; Sado et al., 2001). However, 

Tsix-mediated repression of the maternal Xist allele has been recently reported to be dispens-

able during early embryonic development (Maclary et al., 2014). TSIX, the human homologue, 

appears to have a similar expression pattern as mouse Tsix, but its truncation raises questions 

about its role in XCI  (Migeon et al., 2001). Both long non-coding RNAs, Xist and Tsix, are thus 

main players with opposing effects on the outcome of XCI initiation. How Tsix represses Xist 

remains an open question, however, several mechanisms have been proposed. Tsix may act 

through a transcriptional interference mechanism, supported by experiments showing that 

Xist repression requires Tsix transcription through the Xist promoter, but may also involve RNA 
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mediated recruitment of chromatin remodeling complexes (Shibata and Lee, 2004). Several 

studies indeed demonstrated that lack of Tsix antisense transcription compromises the es-

tablishment of repressive chromatin marks at the Xist promoter (Navarro et al., 2006; Ohhata 

et al., 2007; Sado et al., 2005; Sun et al., 2006). The RNA interference pathway has also been 

proposed to play a role in Tsix-mediated Xist regulation (Ogawa et al., 2008), but the reported 

effects in Dicer mutants appear indirect and mediated through DNA-hypomethylation (Nes-

terova et al., 2008). Several non-coding genes have been implicated in the cis-regulation of 

Xist and Tsix (Figure 3). Tsx and Xite, located proximal to Tsix, are positive regulators of Tsix  

(Anguera et al., 2011; Ogawa and Lee, 2003). Deletion of Xite or Tsx down-regulates Tsix ex-

pression and results in skewing toward XCI of the mutated allele, resembling the phenotype 

associated with Tsix mutants (Anguera et al., 2011; Ogawa and Lee, 2003; Stavropoulos et 

al., 2005). In contrast, deletion of Jpx and Ftx, which are located proximal to Xist, negatively 

affects Xist expression (Chureau et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2013; Tian et al., 2010). 

Interestingly, chromatin conformation capture studies examining the higher order chromatin 

structure of the Xic indicates that Tsix, and its positive regulators Xite and Tsx reside in the 

same topological associated domain (TAD) which is flanking a distinct TAD that includes Xist, 

Jpx and Ftx (Nora et al., 2012; Spencer et al., 2011). The TAD-based partitioning of the ge-

nome has been observed both in mouse and human and is maintained across different cell 

types (Dixon et al., 2012). Importantly, several lines of evidence suggest that the high levels 

of chromatin interactions occurring within different TADs might play a role in mediating tran-

scriptional regulation (Le Dily et al., 2014; Nora et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2012; Smallwood and 

Ren, 2013). These findings suggest a co-regulation mechanism for genes embedded within 

the same TAD through a yet unknown mechanism, and indicate that the Xist and Tsix TADs 

likely represent the maximum cis-regulatory region involved in XCI (Nora et al., 2012). In ad-

dition, structural fluctuations of chromatin conformation within the Tsix TAD have been pro-

posed to ensure the monoallelic transcription of Tsix from one of the two alleles, which in turn 

leads to monoallelic Xist up-regulation and XCI initiation  (Giorgetti et al., 2014). 

INITIATION OF XCI
Several models have been proposed to explain female specific initiation of XCI. The block-

ing factor model relies on the action of a trans-acting blocking factor (BF) encoded from an 

autosome that binds a counting element on the X, thus preventing XCI to occur in cis. Every 

X chromosome within a nucleus could be potentially protected from XCI, however, since BF 

is expressed at a level that is just enough to protect one X chromosome from inactivation 

per diploid genome, all the extra Xs would undergo XCI by default (Rastan, 1983; Rastan 

and Robertson, 1985). To explain the finding that female ES cells carrying heterozygotous 

Xist mutations always inactivate the wild type allele instead of blocking XCI in half of the cell 

population as the model would predict, the two factor model was postulated (Lee, 2005; Lee 
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et al., 1999a; Marahrens et al., 1998). In addition to an autosomal BF, in this model the action 

of an X-linked competence factor (CF) is essential to initiate XCI. The X-linked CF initiates XCI 

by titrating away the BF only when the X chromosome to autosome ratio (X:A) is either 1 or 

higher (Lee, 2005; Sun et al., 2013). So far there is no evidence for the presence of a counting 

element, through which the CF and BF would exert there activity, and even removal of a 500kb 

region, which includes all known cis-acting elements in the Xic, does not affect XCI counting 

(Barakat et al., 2014).

The alternate states model relies on the hypothesis that the two X chromosomes in female 

ES cells are epigenetically different prior to XCI (Mlynarczyk-Evans et al., 2006). Although dif-

ferences in sister chromatid cohesion between the two homologous X chromosomes seems 

to regulate the alternate states, the epigenetic marks that affect the choice of which X will be 

inactivated is not yet clear. Also transient trans-interaction between the two homologous X 

chromosomes has been proposed to regulate counting and choice. The Xpr region, together 

with Tsix and Xite, facilitate X-pairing of the two Xics at the onset of XCI (Augui et al., 2007; Xu 

et al., 2006). Interestingly, removal of all elements involved in X-pairing from one X chromo-

some in female cells does not affect counting, and analysis of XCI in heterokaryons obtained 

through fusion of a male and female cell does not reveal a preference for initiation of XCI in 

the female nucleus (Barakat et al., 2014). These findings indicate that X-pairing is likely the 

consequence of the XCI process, reflecting changes in gene activity leading to spatial move-

ments.

All these models imply that the XCI process is a deterministic and mutually exclusive process, 

characterized by the exact number of X chromosomes always being inactivated in female 

cells. Interestingly, analysis of XCI in cells with a different X-autosome ratio revealed a direct 

relationship between this ratio and increased robustness of the XCI process, indicating the 

presence of X-linked XCI-activators driving the probability to initiate XCI (Monkhorst et al., 

2008). According to this stochastic model, the probability of each X to be inactivated depends 

on the action of both the X-linked XCI-activators and the autosomally encoded XCI-inhibitors. 

The double dosage of X-linked activators in female cells is sufficient to generate a specific 

probability for Xist to be up-regulated, whereas the XCI inhibitors are involved in setting up a 

threshold that has to be overcome by Xist to accumulate. Because the activators are X linked, 

spreading of Xist will down-regulate the XCI activators in cis, and this feedback mechanism 

will prevent the inactivation of the second X chromosome. In male cells the levels of the 

XCI-activators will not be sufficient to overcome the threshold for XCI to initiate, and Xist 

will not be up-regulated. This model explains many of the experimental data obtained to 

date and recently several XCI-inhibitors and –activators have been described supporting this 

model.
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Trans- REGuLATION OF XCI 
Female specific initiation of XCI involves the tight orchestration of expression of both XCI-ac-

tivators and -inhibitors during embryonic development. Importantly, the presence of two ac-

tive X chromosomes within the same nucleus has been reported to stabilize the pluripotency 

network of female ES cells, whereas induction of ectopic XCI leads to down-regulation of 

pluripotency factors and triggers faster cell differentiation (Schulz et al., 2014). Thus, XCI has 

been proposed to work as a developmental check point upon embryonic development: if 

dosage compensation has not properly taken place, female development is delayed (Schulz 

et al., 2014). In line with this observation, the key pluripotency factors NANOG, OCT4, KLF4, 

REX1, SOX2, PRDM14 and the reprogramming factor C-MYC have been reported to act as 

negative regulators of XCI, thus highlighting the strong link between loss of pluripotency and 

initiation of XCI (Figure 3) (Donohoe et al., 2009; Ma et al., 2011; Navarro et al., 2008; 2010). 

NANOG, OCT4, SOX2 and PRDM14 bind to the first intron of Xist and have been shown to 

directly repress Xist in undifferentiated female and male ES cells (Ma et al., 2011; Navarro et 

al., 2008). However, female ES cell lines and mice carrying a heterozygous deletion of this 

region do not show an overt XCI phenotype, suggesting the presence of redundant mech-

anisms in the repression of XCI (Barakat et al., 2011; Minkovsky et al., 2013; Nesterova et al., 

2011). Accordingly, several of the same pluripotency factors inhibit Xist expression indirectly, 

either by promoting Tsix up-regulation or by repressing the XCI activators. Indeed, OCT4 has 

been proposed to regulate Tsix expression through regulating Xite and in cooperation with 

CTCF by binding to the Tsix regulatory DXPas34 element in ES cells (Donohoe et al., 2009), 

and a similar mechanism has been reported for REX1, KLF4 and C-MYC (Navarro et al., 2010). 

OCT4, SOX2, NANOG and PRDM14 have been reported to also act as negative regulators of 

Rnf12, the important trans-activator of Xist (Navarro et al., 2011; Payer et al., 2013). RNF12-me-

diated regulation of Xist involves the degradation of REX1, which acts as an inhibitor of Xist 

by binding and repressing Xist regulatory sequences but also through binding Tsix regulatory 

sequences involved in the activation of Tsix (Gontan et al., 2012). Finally, the MOF-containing 

MSL and NSL complexes, originally described in flies dosage compensation as the male-spe-

cific lethal and non-specific lethal complexes (see above), have also been proposed to play 

a role in XCI. The MSL complex has been shown to directly enhance Tsix expression whereas 

NSL proteins seem to mediate the maintenance of the pluripotency network (Chelmicki et al., 

2014). 

XCI activators act directly by up-regulating Xist or indirectly by repressing Tsix or suppressing 

the XCI inhibitors. The E3 ubiquitin ligase RNF12/RLIM is a key X-linked trans-acting activator 

of XCI (Jonkers et al., 2009). Rnf12 is located 500 kb upstream of Xist, and its over-expression 
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Figure 3. XCI regulatory network.

Schematic overview of the X inactivation centre (Xic), its location on the X and XCI regulators. Dashed 
lines indicate -trans acting factors whereas -cis acting factors are indicated by continous lines. In undif-
ferentiated ES cells XCI is repressed by the action of the XCI inhibitors repressing Xist and activating 
Tsix expression. Upon dierentiation, loss of XCI inhibitors concominant with the combined action of XCI 
activators triggers Xist upregulation.

triggers initiation of XCI on the single X chromosome in male cells and on both X chromo-

somes in female cells upon differentiation (Jonkers et al., 2009). Since RNF12 is X-encoded, 

the dose-dependent degradation of the autosomally encoded REX1 ensures female specific 

initiation of XCI (Gontan et al., 2012). Since Rnf12−/− ES cells completely fail to upregulate 

Xist upon differentiation, Rnf12 has been suggested to be essential for the initiation of XCI 

(Barakat et al., 2011). However, a different Rnf12 null allele has been associated with a milder 

XCI phenotype (Shin et al., 2010). One possible explanation for these contradictory observa-

tions is that the two knockout strategies result in different versions of the truncated protein, 

although differences in the genetic background of mouse ES cells are more likely to explain 

these results. In vivo, female embryos that maternally inherited an Rnf12 null allele fail to 

initiate iXCI on the paternal X chromosome and die in utero, whereas paternal transmission 

of Rnf12 mutations does not result in embryonic lethality (Shin et al., 2010). To bypass the 

embryonic lethality associated with Rnf12 mutations thus being able to address the role of 

Rnf12 in rXCI, a conditional system has been reported in which Rnf12 depletion is exclusively 

achieved in the ICM of the developing embryo (Shin et al., 2014). In these Rnf12-/- female 

embryos, XCI has been reported to be unaffected, suggesting that RNF12 is dispensable for 

rXCI in vivo (Shin et al., 2014). Clearly, further studies are needed to better understand the 

observed discrepancies between in vivo and in vitro studies. Finally, heterozygous female ES 

cells carrying a single copy of Rnf12 can still initiate XCI, although at a lower efficiency com-

pared to wild type cells (Barakat et al., 2011). Since these Rnf12+/- female ES cells technically 
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have the same dosage of X-linked RNF12 as male ES cells, the ability of these cells to initiate 

XCI suggests the existence of one or more additional X-encoded XCI activators (Barakat et 

al., 2011). The zinc finger protein YY1, a transcription factor with both activator and repres-

sor functions, has also been proposed to be an indispensable trans-acting activators of Xist  

(Makhlouf et al., 2014). YY1 competes with the XCI repressor REX1 for binding to a regulatory 

element of Xist located a few kb downstream of Xist TSS, and YY1 depletion upon ES cells 

differentiation results in impaired Xist upregulation (Makhlouf et al., 2014). However, since YY1 

is encoded from an autosomal gene and the relative protein levels within female and male 

cells are supposedly similar, how YY1 would be able to mediate female-specific initiation of 

XCI is difficult to explain. Ftx and Jpx, both located within the Xic, have been shown to act as 

positive regulators of XCI (Augui et al., 2007; Bacher et al., 2006; Chureau et al., 2011; Sun et 

al., 2010; Tian et al., 2010). Ftx and Jpx encode long non-coding RNA’s, and deletion of both 

genes results in down-regulation of Xist (Chureau et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2010). Jpx has been 

proposed to act in trans by antagonizing CTCF-mediated Xist repression  (Sun et al., 2013). 

Interestingly, deletion of a region including Xist, Tsix, Jpx, Ftx and Xpr does not result in loss 

of XCI on the wild type X chromosome, and further investigation of the function of the region 

encompassing Jpx, Ftx and Xpr indicates that this region acts in cis and is involved in the 

activation of Xist expression (Barakat et al., 2014). Jpx and Ftx therefore do not act as dose 

dependent trans-acting XCI-activators but are part of the cis-regulatory region involved in the 

regulation of Xist. Further studies are therefore required to reveal additional XCI-activators.

ChROMOSOME-wIDE INACTIvATION OF ThE X ChROMOSOME
The discoveries that Xist is essential for XCI (Marahrens et al., 1997; Penny et al., 1996) and 

that the Xist RNA “paints” the entire X chromosome (Clemson et al., 1996) spawned two in-

tertwined key questions which still remain unresolved. How would a long non-coding RNA be 

able to “spread” along and coat an entire chromosome and how would this coating lead to 

actual silencing of that chromosome?

Xist’s RNA in cis spreading
Xist RNA only spreads in cis on the chromosome from which it is transcribed and never dif-

fuses in trans to other chromosomes within the same nucleus (Jonkers et al., 2008). Although 

human XIST RNA was observed to detach from the Xi during mitosis (Clemson et al., 1996; 

Brown et al., 1992), and live-cell imaging in mouse ES cells suggested that spreading might 

involve displacement and reappearance of Xist RNA before and after mitosis (Ng et al., 2011), 

detection of Xist by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) confirmed that the retention of 

Xist RNA at the Xi territory is stable throughout the cell cycle (Jonkers et al., 2008; Duthie 

et al., 1999). Nonetheless, how Xist remains bound to the X chromosome is a mystery, and 

specific sequences that are both necessary and sufficient to allow Xist spreading have not yet 
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been identified. 

One fascinating question that has been extensively addressed is whether Xist spreading relies 

on X-linked specific cis-acting elements. Limited spreading of Xist RNA into autosomal DNA 

was initially observed by variegation of color coat markers in X to autosomes translocation 

studies (Russell, 1963; Cattanach, 1961; Cattanach and Perez, 1970; Russell and Montgomery, 

1970). For example, Cattanach’s translocation Is(X;7)1ct cuts the mouse X chromosome into 

two segments separated by an insertion of a region of chromosome 7 and results in efficient 

silencing of X-linked color coat  markers on both sites of the insertion, whereas the autosomal 

albino (c) locus does not seem to be affected by Xist mediated silencing (Cattanach, 1961; 

1970; 1975). These observations led Gartler and Riggs to propose that spreading relies on 

X-linked specific “way stations” distributed along the X chromosome  (Gartler and Riggs, 

1983). Indeed, preferential spreading of Xist into X-linked DNA has been reported by several 

studies in which Xist RNA localization and gene inactivation were further assessed in both 

mouse and human cells carrying X to autosome rearrangements (Hall et al., 2002b; Duthie et 

al., 1999; Keohane et al., 1999; Sharp et al., 2002; Bala Tannan et al., 2014; Cotton et al., 2014). 

Since all these studies were performed in somatic cells, discriminating between inefficient 

Xist spreading upon early development from failure in maintenance of autosomal silencing 

was not feasible. However, attenuated spreading of Xist RNA into autosomal DNA at the 

onset of XCI was confirmed upon differentiation of mouse ES cells carrying a X;4 balanced 

translocation (Popova et al., 2006). In line with this sequence specific model for Xist spreading, 

Mary Lyon proposed long interspersed elements (LINE or L1) to work as the Gartler and Riggs 

“way stations” in conferring X-chromosome specificity (Lyon, 1998). Lyon’s repeat hypothesis 

is supported by several lines of evidence including enrichment of LINE elements on both 

mouse and human X chromosomes compared to autosomes, higher density of LINE elements 

in proximity of the Xic and negative correlation between LINE enrichment and genes that 

escape XCI (Bailey et al., 2000; Boyle et al., 1990; Ross et al., 2005). Moreover, LINE elements 

facilitate the formation of a silent Xi compartment into which genes are displaced upon si-

lencing (see below) (Chaumeil et al., 2006), and preferential spreading of Xist RNA in LINE-

rich regions of autosomes have been observed in many X to autosome translocations both 

in mouse and human cells  (Popova et al., 2006; Cotton et al., 2014; Bala Tannan et al., 2014). 

However, several studies in which Xist-containing yeast artificial chromosomes (YAC) trans-

genes were integrated on different autosomes showed that Xist RNA per se is able to spread 

into and silence autosomal material (Heard et al., 1999; Lee and Jaenisch, 1997; Lee et al., 

1996; 1999a), and similar approaches that exploited inducible Xist transgenes to study Xist’s 

function confirmed Xist-mediated silencing of autosomal DNA  (Tang et al., 2010; Wutz and 

Jaenisch, 2000; Chow et al., 2010; Minks et al., 2013; Ben-Nun et al., 2011; Hall et al., 2002a; 

Jiang et al., 2013; Chow et al., 2007). In addition, XCI occurs in some rodent species that lack 

any LINE activity (Cantrell et al., 2009; 2009) and inefficient autosomal silencing might be 
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rather attributed to selective disadvantages of cells inactivating autosomal genes than the 

intrinsic inability to silence those genes due to low density of LINE elements. Therefore, these 

data definitely rule out an absolute requirement of X chromosome-specific DNA elements for 

Xist spreading, but do not exclude that Xist RNA might preferentially silence X-linked rather 

than autosomal genes. 

Further light has been shed on Xist spreading by a series of recent studies investigating chro-

matin states on the Xi by next generation sequencing techniques and novel pull-down assays. 

One study probed the Xi chromatin landscape in trophoblast stem cells and found an Xi-spe-

cific signature of DNase hypersensitive sites and H3K27me3 enrichment over transcription 

start sites of inactivated genes. No tight correlation between the position of an inactive or 

escaping gene within or outside of the Xist domain was observed (Calabrese et al., 2012b), 

suggesting that the mechanism of silencing might rather target specifically active genes than 

being the result of a general chromosome-wide exclusion from the transcription machinery. 

Another study inferring from chromatin states indirectly to binding and spreading of Xist ob-

served that from initial ~150 Ezh2-binding sites PRC2 spreads into adjacent chromatin on a 

local scale (Pinter et al., 2012). These findings were supported by directly assessing Xist bind-

ing using oligo-based pull-down assays (Engreitz et al., 2013; Simon et al., 2013). The general 

emerging picture appears to be a two-step model in which Xist is first targeted to active 

genes or associated regulatory elements and subsequently spreads into adjacent intergenic 

chromatin, a model reminiscent of the spreading of the DCC in Drosophila (Maenner et al., 

2012). Notably, no specific DNA sequence motifs were found in either study and LINE density 

is anti-correlated with Xist enrichment, contrary to earlier hypotheses mentioned above. In-

stead, the 3D conformation of the X chromosome via proximity of the Xist transcription locus 

(Engreitz et al., 2013) and the activity of a given gene (Calabrese et al., 2012a) are thought 

to promote initial Xist binding. Finally, the zinc finger protein YY1 has been implicated in 

tethering Xist RNA to the Xist locus by its ability to bind both Xist RNA and DNA via different 

domains. On the Xi, YY1 has been shown to bind to a trio of DNA sites in proximity of Xist 

Repeat F whereas the binding between YY1 and Xist RNA is mediated by the Xist repeat C 

(see below). Since YY1 knockdown resulted in dispersed Xist cloud formation, YY1 has been 

proposed to mediate the establishment of a “nucleation center” for Xist spreading (Jeon 

and Lee, 2011). However, inducible Xist transgenes lacking the YY1 binding sites manage to 

spread in cis with the same efficiency of wild type Xist (Wutz et al., 2002), and the -trans diffu-

sion of Xist RNA from its transcription locus observed by Jeon and colleagues is most likely 

the consequence of massive Xist over-expression from multi-copy transgenes introduced into 

terminally differentiated cells. 

Early epigenetic events on the Xi
Efforts to characterize the chromatin landscape of the Xi yielded a long list of chromatin fea-
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tures which are specific for the Xi  (Nora and Heard, 2010) and are good candidates for epi-

genetic transmission of the inactive state, since many of these features, remain on metaphase 

chromosomes during cell division (Chaumeil et al., 2002; Jeppesen and Turner, 1993; Jonkers 

et al., 2008; Mak et al., 2002). The earliest epigenetic event following Xist RNA spreading is the 

formation of a transcriptionally silent compartment consisting mainly of silent repeats from 

which most hallmarks of active transcription such as RNA Polymerase II and general transcrip-

tion factors are excluded (Chaumeil et al., 2006). Several “active” histone modifications such 

as H3K4me2/3, H3K36 methylation, and H3/H4 acetylation (Chaumeil et al., 2002; 2006; Heard 

et al., 2001; Jeppesen and Turner, 1993; Keohane et al., 1996; O’Neill et al.) are excluded from 

the Xi, as well (Figure 5). Shortly after the loss of these active features, the Xi acquires many 

chromatin marks that are associated with silent chromatin (Chadwick and Willard, 2003; Heard 

et al., 2001; Peters et al., 2002), most notably H3K27me3 and H2AK119u1 whose deposition is 

catalyzed by the polycomb repressive complexes PRC2 and PRC1, respectively (de Napoles 

et al., 2007; Mak et al., 2002; Plath et al., 2003; Silva et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2001; Fang et al., 

2004) (Figure 5). PRC2 and PRC1 are only transiently enriched on the Xi, at later stages of dif-

ferentiation H3K27me3 and H2AK119u1 are maintained on the Xi without obvious enrichment 

of these complexes (Figure 5). 

polycomb complexes recruitment to the Xi
A first link between Xist localization and PRC2 recruitment was found when their co-localiza-

tion was observed on Xi metaphase chromosomes (Mak et al., 2002). Subsequently, enrich-

ment of PRC2 and H3K27me3 at the Xi has been shown to overlap with the initiation phase of 

XCI in both differentiating ES cells and upon Xist cDNA transgene induction (Plath et al., 2003; 

Silva et al., 2003; Kohlmaier et al., 2004). Similarly, lack of Xist RNA in fully differentiated cells 

results in loss of H3K27me3 enrichment at the Xi (Zhang et al., 2007; Kohlmaier et al., 2004), 

and high-resolution mapping of Xist binding sites along the X was shown to be consistent 

with the distribution of PRC2 core components obtained by allele-specific ChIP-seq analysis 

of differentiating mouse ES cells (Engreitz et al., 2013; Simon et al., 2013; Pinter et al., 2012). In 

addition, studies using truncated Xist transgenes showed that different domains of Xist confer 

different functions (Figure 4). A conserved 5’ element, repeat A, is required for proper silenc-

ing (Hoki et al., 2009; Wutz et al., 2002), while several other domains, most prominently repeat 

C, seem to act co-operatively and/or redundantly in coating  (Beletskii et al., 2001; Wutz et al., 

2002; Hasegawa et al., 2010; Sarma et al., 2010). Additionally, deletion of repeat D in human 

XIST impairs its expression (Lv et al., 2016) and repeat F on Xist DNA has been proposed 

to function as a “nucleation center” for Xist RNA binding (Jeon and Lee, 2011) (see above). 

These observations not only provided direct evidence that Xist RNA’s coating and silencing 
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Figure 4. Xist RNA functional domains.

Schematic representation of the Xist gene. Grey boxes indicate Xist tandem repeats. Asterisks indicates
regions of Xist showed to interact with trans-acting factors involved in mediating Xist function.

functions are uncoupled, but also suggested that Xist RNA might exploit its several domains 

to recruit multiple trans acting factors involved in gene silencing.

Biochemical analysis have suggested that a short RNA containing the A repeat region of the 

Xist transcript (RepA) directly recruits PRC2 to the Xi by binding EZH2, the catalytic subunit 

of PRC2 that mediates histone H3 lysine 27 methylation (Kaneko et al., 2010; Maenner et 

al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2008) (Figure 5). Moreover, the chromatin remodeler ATRX has been 

shown to enhance RepA/PRC2 interactions by directly binding to RepA RNA, whereas ATRX 

knock down results in defective Xist spreading and PRC2 recruitment (Sarma et al., 2014). It 

should be noted, however, that Xist RNA deleted for repeat A is still able to induce PRC2 and 

H3K27me3 enrichment on the Xi (Kohlmaier et al., 2004; Plath et al., 2003), thus suggesting 

that PRC2 recruitment cannot be exclusively mediated by RepA. Indeed, PRC2 cofactor Jarid2 

has been shown to transiently interact with Xist repeats B and F upon XCI initiation, and loss of 

Jarid2 prevents effi cient PRC2 and H3K27me3 enrichment to Xist-coated chromatin (Da Rocha 

et al., 2014). However, high-resolution microscopy data indicated signifi cant spatial separation 

between Xist RNA and PRC2 core components, strongly arguing against a direct-interaction 

model for Xist-mediated PRC2 recruitment (Cerase et al., 2014). In line with these fi ndings, 

none of the proteomic studies aimed to characterize Xist’s interactome identifi ed any of the 

PRC2 complex core components (see below). Thus, PCR2 recruitment to the Xi remains a 
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controversial issue, and further studies are definitely necessary to fit these apparently contra-

dictory results into a common picture. 

With the same kinetics observed for PRC2 and H3K27me3, PRC1 core components become 

enriched to the Xi upon XCI initiation (de Napoles et al., 2004; Plath et al., 2004; Schoeftner 

et al., 2006). Since recruitment of PRC1 to target sites has been proposed to be dependent 

on interactions between the chromo-domain CBX proteins and H3K27me3 (van Kruijsbergen 

et al., 2015; Fischle et al., 2003; Min et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2004), PRC1 localization to the Xi 

might rely on Xist-mediated recruitment of PRC2 itself. However, the PRC1 core component 

Ring1B, responsible for the catalysis of H2AK119Ub1, is efficiently recruited to the Xi upon dif-

ferentiation of mouse ES cells lacking PRC2 (Schoeftner et al., 2006). Moreover, the existence 

of a PRC2-independent pathway for PRC1 recruitment has subsequently been confirmed by 

several studies (Terranova et al., 2008; Tavares et al., 2012; Bernstein et al., 2006). Therefore, 

PRC1 localization on the Xi most likely relies on two separate mechanisms: the CBX-PRC1 

recruitment, which is linked to PRC2-mediated accumulation of H3K27me3, and the RYBP-

PRC1 recruitment, which occurs in absence of PRC2 (Figure 5). Supporting this hypothesis, 

both RYBP and RING1B have been recently reported to directly bind to the Xist RNA (Chu et 

al., 2015).

Developmental regulation of Xist-mediated silencing
The developmental context constitutes a major component of Xist’s capacity to induce silenc-

ing. The use of inducible Xist transgenes has shown that Xist is only able to trigger silencing 

in undifferentiated mouse ES cells and during early differentiation (Wutz and Jaenisch, 2000), 

and that Xist-dependent induction of H3K27me3 follows the same pattern (Kohlmaier et al., 

2004). In addition, ectopic Xist expression leads to reversible silencing in undifferentiated 

mouse ES cells, while deletion of endogenous Xist (Csankovszki et al., 1999) or repression of 

an inducible Xist transgene after XCI has occurred (Wutz and Jaenisch, 2000) does not lead 

to reactivation of the Xi. Thus, maintenance of XCI is developmentally strictly regulated and 

appears to be independent of Xist RNA. Interestingly, an exception from Xist-independent 

maintenance for iXCI is found in extraembryonic lineages (Ohhata et al., 2011), yet again 

emphasizing the plasticity and heterogeneity of XCI. To date, the only somatic cells in which 

ectopic Xist expression has been reported to be competent in inducing gene silencing is can-

cer cells derived from a lymphoma model (Agrelo et al., 2009). In this context, the chromatin 

organizer SATB1 has been proposed to be both necessary and sufficient for Xist-mediated si-

lencing (Agrelo et al., 2009). Indeed, depletion of SATB1 in mouse ES cells results in impaired 

gene silencing and SATB1 overexpression in fully differentiated cells enhance Xist’s silencing 

capacity (Agrelo et al., 2009). Moreover, SATB1 is expressed early during mouse ES cell differ-

entiation, in a time window that perfectly matches the one in which XCI starts, and might help 

in relaying chromatin changes to actual silencing (Cai et al., 2003). However, female double 
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knockout mice for SATB1 and its closely related protein SATB2 are viable, and Satb1-/- and 

Satb2-/- null fibroblasts do not show impaired XCI, thus proving that SATB1 is certainly dis-

pensable for XCI to occur (Nechanitzky et al., 2012).

Late epigenetic changes on the Xi
During the maintenance phase of XCI, CpG methylation at promoters of genes and other 

regulatory sequences, such as CpG islands, is acquired on the Xi (Lock et al., 1987; Brockdorff 

et al., 1991), suggesting that DNA methylation terminally locks silencing in place (Sado et al., 

2000; Riggs and Xiong, 2004). The critical role of DNA methylation in maintaining gene silenc-

ing is supported by several lines of evidence. Deletion of the maintenance DNA methyltrans-

ferase Dnmt1 is associated with partial Xi reactivation (Csankovszki et al., 2001), and instability 

of silencing has been associated with de novo mutations of the DNA methyltransferase DN-

MT3B in human (Hansen et al., 2000). In addition, depletion of histone H3K9 methyltransfer-

ase SETDB1 results in reactivation of X-linked reporter genes in somatic cells, and SETDB1 has 

been shown to belong to a pathway that couples DNA methylation and H3K9me3 deposition 

on the Xi (Yamada et al., 2015; Minkovsky et al., 2014; Keniry et al., 2016). Interestingly, the 

SmcHD1 protein appears to be necessary for the maintenance of DNA methylation on the Xi 

(Blewitt et al., 2008). This protein contains a SMC hinge domain normally found in core com-

ponents of cohesion complexes, involved in C. elegans dosage compensation. 

Enrichment of macroH2A histone variant at the Xi has also been associated with XCI mainte-

nance in both human and mouse cells (Chadwick et al., 2001; Costanzi et al., 2000; Mietton 

et al., 2009) (Figure 5). MacroH2A has transcriptional repression activity (Doyen et al., 2006; 

Perche et al., 2000), and its recruitment to the Xi relies on Xist RNA (Wutz and Jaenisch, 2000), 

independently of its silencing function (Pullirsch et al., 2010). Since a high concentration of 

macroH2A has been observed during S phase, its enrichment on the Xi has been proposed 

to play a role in ensuring proper replication of the Xi (Chadwick and Willard, 2002). However, 

deletion of macroH2A does not result in re-activation of the Xi, thus questioning the role of 

this chromatin mark in XCI maintenance (Changolkar et al., 2007). Recently, depletion of the 

cohesin complex protein RAD21 or the CCCTC-binding factor CTCF have been associated 

with extensive Xi reactivation in somatic cells, thus proposing these factors mediating chro-

mosome looping to play a role in the maintenance of XCI (Minajigi et al., 2015). However, 

gene reactivation from the inactivate Xi could be achieved exclusively by combining short 

hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) targeting RAD21 and CTCF with different epigenetic drugs previously 

reported to interfere with gene expression (Singh et al., 2013). Therefore, whether these fac-

tors are indeed necessary to maintain XCI remains under debate.
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Xist RNA interactome and trans-acting factors involved in gene silencing 
The recent discovery of several novel XCI-mediating factors led to significant advances in our 

understanding of the process (Mira-Bontenbal and Gribnau, 2016; Moindrot and Brockdorff, 

2016; Cerase et al., 2015). Importantly, many of the proteins that have resulted to functionally 

contribute to Xist’s function(s) have been independently identified by either proteomic or 

genetic strategies (Chu et al., 2015; McHugh et al., 2015; Minajigi et al., 2015; Monfort et al., 

2015; Moindrot et al., 2015). 

The proteomic approaches were based on paraformaldehyde (Chu et al., 2015) or UV light 

crosslinking (McHugh et al., 2015; Minajigi et al., 2015), followed by pull-down of Xist RNA 

together with its associated proteins. The Xist RNA interactome has been captured at differ-

ent stages of XCI by performing screenings in several cell lines, including undifferentiated ES 

cells upon induction of transgenic Xist RNA, epiblast stem cells (EpiSC), trophoblast stem cells 

(TSCs) and fully differentiated somatic cells. 

On the other hand, the two genetic approaches made use of mouse ES cells carrying Xist 

inducible transgenes inserted either on the single X chromosome of haploid ES cells (Monfort 

et al., 2015) or in cis close to an autosomal GFP reporter gene (Moindrot et al., 2015). The 

reporter ES cell line was used to screen with a lentiviral short harpin RNA (shRNA) library to 

identify factors whose depletion resulted in increased GFP signal upon XCI. Such an increase 

in GFP signal served as readout for impairment of Xist’s silencing function. In the haploid 

system, insertional mutategenesis was exploited to screen for genes that, when mutated, 

enable ES clones to survive Xist RNA-triggered cell death that follows silencing of the single 

X chromosome. 

The only trans-acting factor that was consistently found in all five the above-mentioned stud-

ies is the repressive transcriptional factor SPEN (also known as SHARP). SPEN contains four 

RNA-binding domains and is able to recruit SMRT, a component of the transcriptional co-re-

pressor complex that activates the histone deacetylase HDAC3, thus leading to repression of 

transcription (Ariyoshi and Schwabe, 2003; Guenther et al., 2001; Shi et al., 2001; Mikami et 

al., 2013). Knock-down and knock-out experiments extensively validated SPEN’s role in XCI by 

showing abrogation of Xist-mediated silencing upon SPEN depletion (Moindrot et al., 2015; 

Monfort et al., 2015; Chu et al., 2015; McHugh et al., 2015). Moreover, SPEN is unable to bind 

Xist RNA lacking repeat A (Chu et al., 2015), the indispensable element for Xist’s silencing 

function, and SPEN’s RNA binding domains have been shown to interact with the A repeat in 

vitro (Monfort et al., 2015). Since SPEN depletion also results in reduction of PRC2 and PRC1 

on the Xi, SPEN was suggested to play a role in polycomb recruitment as well (McHugh et al., 

2015; Monfort et al., 2015). However, H3K27me3 levels were unaffected in one SPEN knock 

down study (Moindrot et al., 2015), and the enrichment of both H3K27me3 and H2AK119ub 

to the Xi has been proven to be at least partially independent of Xist repeat A (see above) 

(Kohlmaier et al., 2004; Plath et al., 2003; Schoeftner et al., 2006), confirming that polycomb 
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recruitment relies on multiple redundant mechanisms (see above). Thus, SPEN mediates tran-

scriptional silencing most likely by recruiting HDAC3 activity via SMRT binding. Indeed, knock 

down of either SMRT or HDAC3 mimics silencing defects observed in the absence of SPEN 

(McHugh et al., 2015). Nevertheless, global hypoacetylation of histone H4 on the Xi has been 

shown to be unaffected upon repeat A deletion (Pullirsch et al., 2010), again highlighting 

redundancies in the system. 

Although identified only in one study, the hnRNP K component of the heterogeneous nuclear 

ribonucleoprotein (hnRNP) complex also seems to play a role in Xist’s silencing function (Chu 

et al., 2015). HnRNP K depletion resulted in impaired gene silencing and significantly reduced 

H3K27me3 and H2AK119ub accumulation on Xi. Moreover, hnRNP K has been shown to bind 

Xist RNA downstream of the repeat F region, supporting the idea that repeat F might indirect-

ly recruit polycomb complexes to the Xi (Da Rocha et al., 2014; Chu et al., 2015). Both the pro-

teomic and the genetic approaches identified several additional factors, including the SPEN 

family member RBM15, the core subunit of the m6A RNA methyltransferase complex, WTAP, 

SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling factors, topoisomerases and cohesins. However, functional 

studies are needed to validate their functional role in the XCI process. 

Nuclear localization of the Xi 
The observation that the Xi is frequently found in the nuclear periphery (Rego et al., 2008) 

and in close proximity to the nucleolus (Zhang et al., 2007), both regions that consist mainly of 

heterochromatin, led to the proposition that the sub-nuclear localization and organization of 

the Xi might be involved in initiation and/or maintenance of silencing. Indeed, the Xi seems 

to form a specialized compartment, evidenced from the fact that removal of DNA does not af-

fect the Xi associated nuclear matrix nor the Xist RNA domain (Smeets et al., 2014; Clemson et 

al., 1996; Sarma et al., 2010; Hasegawa et al., 2010). Thus, Xist RNA has been proposed to have 

a structural role in stabilizing the Xi domain within the nucleus, and the matrix attachment 

protein hnRNP U/SAF-A has been shown to contribute to this function. HnRNP U is enriched 

on the Xi and is required for Xist RNA localization to the Xi territory (Helbig and Fackelmayer, 

2003; Hasegawa et al., 2010; Pullirsch et al., 2010). A direct interaction between Xist RNA and 

hnRNP U is supported by super-resolution microscopy analysis and seems to be mediated by 

the Xist repeat C element, previously showed to be indispensible for Xist RNA localization 

(Smeets et al., 2014; Hasegawa et al., 2010; Sarma et al., 2010) (Figure 5). In addition, deletions 

of Xist exon 7 have result in aberrant Xist RNA localization, similar to hnRNP U depletion, and 

Xist exon 7 has been reported to be involved in the Xist RNA/ hnRNP U interaction (Yamada et 

al., 2015). Interestingly, all the proteomic screenings mentioned above have identified hnRNP 

U as an Xist-interacting factor (Chu et al., 2015; McHugh et al., 2015; Minajigi et al., 2015), and 

two independent knock-down studies functionally confirmed its role in Xist RNA localization 
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(Chu et al., 2015; McHugh et al., 2015). Although the role of hnRNP U in mediating Xist RNA 

localization has been proven, hnRNP U appeared to be recruited to the Xi relatively late upon 

Figure 5. Xist-mediated chromosome-wide gene silencing upon ES differentiation.

(Left) two-color RNA FISH analysis for Xist RNA and the X-linked gene Mecp2 performed at different time 
points upon ES cells differentiation. Xist, FITC; Mecp2, Rhodamin, DNA, DAPI. In undifferentiated ES 
cells both X chromosomes are active whereas following monoallelic Xist RNA up-regulation upon ES cells 
differentiation Mecp2 becomes transcriptionally inactivated. (Middle and Right) an overview of the epi-
genetic events that occur upon XCI is shown. In undifferentiated ES cells, X-linked chromatin is enriched 
for euchromatic marks (H3K4me2/3, H3K36 methylation and H3 and H4 acetylation). Later or upon XCI 
gene silencing is established and chromatin modifying complexes are recruited to the X chromosome, 
leading to the enrichement of facultative heterochromatin marks (H3K27me3, H2AK199ub, H3K9me2 and 
H4K20me1). At the latest stage of XCI, macroH2A is incorporated, together with the establishment of 
DNA methylation and recruitment of hnRNP U to the Xi.

ES cells differentiation, at the time when macroH2A is enriched (see above) (Pullirsch et al., 

2010). This observation could be either related to technical limitations in detecting low levels 

of hnRNP U at the onset of XCI, or might indicate that the general function of hnRNP U in 
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Figure 5. Xist-mediated chromosome-wide gene silencing upon ES di�erentiation.

(Left) two-color RNA FISH analysis for Xist RNA and the X-linked gene Mecp2 performed at di�erent time 
points upon ES cells di�erentiation. Xist, FITC; Mecp2, Rhodamin, DNA, DAPI. In undi�erentiated ES cells 
both X chromosomes are active whereas following monoallelic Xist RNA up-regulation upon ES cells 
di�erentiation Mecp2 becomes transcriptionally inactivated. (Middle and Right) an overview of the 
epigenetic events that occur upon XCI is shown. In undi�erentiated ES cells,  X-linked chromatin is 
enriched for euchromatic marks (H3K4me2/3, H3K36 methylation and H3 and H4 acetylation). Later or 
upon XCI gene silencing is established and chromatin modifying complexes are recruited to the X chro-
mosome, leading to the enrichement of facultative heterochromatin marks (H3K27me3, H2AK199ub, 
H3K9me2 and H4K20me1). At the latest stage of XCI, macroH2A is incorporated, together with the estab-
lishment of DNA methylation and recruitment of hnRNP U to the Xi. 
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maintaining the nuclear organization is initially needed for the Xi domain to form, whereas the 

actual Xist RNA/ hnRNP U binding might occur only at a later stage of XCI.

However, it has to be emphasized that despite the extensive knowledge of chromatin signa-

tures present on the Xi, and the growing list of trans-acting factors mediating Xist’s function, 

the causal relationship between histone marks, Xist RNA binding proteins, and transcription-

al silencing remains largely elusive. A major open question is to undoubtedly understand 

which factor(s) are necessary for the establishment of transcriptional silencing during XCI. To 

date, only Xist-deleted female embryos show early embryonic lethality associated with loss of 

Xist-mediated silencing upon imprinted XCI (Marahrens et al., 1997), whereas several of the 

above mentioned factors have been shown to be dispensable for silencing establishment: (I) 

PRC2 knock out embryos (Eed-/-) are unable to maintain XCI in extra-embryonic tissues but 

show unaffected initiation of XCI (Wang et al., 2001; Kalantry and Magnuson, 2006), (II) random 

XCI is not impaired upon differentiation of mouse ES cells carrying homozygous deletions of 

genes encoding PRC1 components (Leeb and Wutz, 2007), (III) SPEN-/- null mutations result in 

embryo lethality around E12.5, a time point at which XCI has already taken place (Kuroda et al., 

2003), (IV) Xist RNA lacking repeat A is still able to trigger several epigenetic changes includ-

ing enrichment of H3K27me3 (Kohlmaier et al., 2004), H2AK119ub (Schoeftner et al., 2006) and 

macroH2A, recruitment of hnRNP U and hypomethylation of histone 4 (Pullrisch et al., 2010). 

Finally, Xist RNA itself is capable of creating a transcriptionally silent domain independently of 

gene silencing (Chaumeil et al., 2006), suggesting that the epigenetic features that have been 

so far described as early XCI events might indeed belong to the maintenance phase of XCI, 

whereas factors directing the establishment of gene silencing or the mechanism(s) by which 

Xist RNA itself initiates transcriptional inactivation, still need to be discovered.  

ESCApE FROM XCI
Although XCI leads to chromosome-wide gene silencing of one entire X chromosome in fe-

male cells, 12-20% and 3-7% of human and mouse X-linked genes remain transcriptionally 

active from both the active (Xa) and inactive (Xi) X chromosomes within the same nucleus 

(Balaton and Brown, 2016). Both in human and in mouse, escape from XCI can be either stable 

or variable between different tissues, individuals and developmental stages (Schoeftner et 

al., 2009; Lingenfelter et al., 1998; Yang et al., 2010). Generally, genes escaping XCI are highly 

enriched at the pseudoautosomal regions (PAR) of the X chromosome. Since PAR regions rep-

resent the only region showing homology between chromosomes X and Y, genes belonging 

to these regions will always be biallelically expressed from the two sex chromosomes in both 

females and males (Berletch et al., 2011). However, several escape genes are located outside 

of the PAR regions and are either organized in discrete clusters that reach several Mb in size 

on the human X chromosome, or are scattered as single genes along the entire length of the 

silent Xi in mouse (Berletch et al., 2011). Importantly, the higher female-specific expression of 
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escaping genes that do not retain a functional Y-linked copy is responsible for the phenotypic 

differences between females and males (Xu and Disteche, 2006). For example, different ex-

pression levels of Jarid1c (Kdm5c) and Utx (Kdm6a) in brains of male and females mice were 

proposed to explain differences in brain function between the sexes (Xu et al., 2008). Similarly, 

escaping genes are involved in sex-specific susceptibility to X-linked diseases. Mutations in 

Ddx3x and Usp9x, which resist XCI in both human and mouse (Berletch et al., 2015; Carrel 

and Willard, 2005; Li et al., 2016; Marks et al., 2015), have been associated with intellectual 

disability in human female carriers (Snijders Blok et al., 2015; Reijnders et al., 2016). Utx mu-

tations have been reported to cause Kabuki syndrome, characterized by both developmental 

delay and intellectual disability (Banka et al., 2015; Miyake et al., 2013), and mutations of 

Jarid1c result in disability and autism (Adegbola et al., 2008; Jensen et al., 2005). Furthermore, 

hypermutation of the Xi has been shown to be a frequent feature of female cancer genomes 

(Jäger et al., 2013). If somatic mutations of inactivated genes are unlikely to have an impact 

on tumorigenesis, mutations of escaping genes may function as cancer driver events as it has 

been reported for Ddx3x mutations in female tumors (Cheng et al., 2015). 

Although the functional implications of XCI escape have been extensively studied, the molec-

ular mechanism(s) by which escaping genes are able to resist Xist-mediated silencing is largely 

unknown. Within the transcriptionally silent inactive X chromosome (Xi), escaping genes retain 

several euchromatic features such as the active histone marks H3K4 di- and tri-methylation 

(Goto and Kimura, 2009; Sadreyev et al., 2013) and H3K27- (Kelsey et al., 2015; Cotton et al., 

2013), H3K9- acetylation (Goto et al., 2009). Moreover, escapees lack Xist RNA coating (Si-

mon et al., 2013; Engreitz et al., 2013; Murakami et al., 2009) and are depleted of H3K27me3 

and macroH2A repressive chromatin marks (Simon et al., 2013, Chalgolkar et al., 2010). One 

attractive hypothesis is that cis acting elements may protect escaping genes from spreading 

heterochromatin, thus allowing active and inactive domains to co-exist within the Xi. Indeed, 

BAC transgenes carrying the escaping gene Jarid1c and its flanking inactivated genes retain 

proper XCI regulation when integrated at different loci on the X chromosome that are sub-

jected to XCI (Li and Carrel, 2008). However, truncated versions of the same BAC transgenes 

lead to inappropriate escaping of neighboring genes up to 350 kb downstream the transgene 

integration site (Horvath et al., 2013). 

These observations suggest that escaping genes are intrinsically able to resist XCI but also 

that XCI escape is likely driven by dominant elements. Several lines of evidence suggested 

that the chromatin insulator protein CTCF plays a role in mediating XCI escape. CTCF is en-

riched at the transition regions between the escaping genes Jarid1c, Eif2s3x and their neigh-

boring inactivated genes, and allele-specific CTCF binding on the Xi cluster at escaping loci 

(Filippova et al., 2005; Berletch et al., 2015). However, integration of multiple CTCF binding 

sites in the vicinity of a X-linked reporter gene is not sufficient to prevent its transcriptional si-

lencing, questioning the role of CTCF alone as boundary element between active and inactive 
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chromatin regions on the Xi (Ciavatta et al., 2006). On the other hand, escaping genes have 

been shown to be located outside of the Xist RNA domain (Chaumeil et al., 2006, Chow et al., 

2006), suggesting that CTCF might work as an anchor that allows looping out of active escap-

ing domains from the heterochromatic Barr body (Heard and Bickmore, 2007). In this context, 

the advent of the chromosome conformation capture techniques (the “C” methods), which 

allow to measure the frequency of physical interactions between any locus of the genome, 

led to major advances in understanding the nuclear ultrastructure of active and silent genes 

on the Xi (Dekker, 2014; Dekker and Heard, 2015). Allele-specific 4C revealed that genes on 

the active X chromosome (Xa) tend to interact with other active regions both in cis and in 

trans, whereas on the Xi only genes that escape XCI are engaged in long-range contacts with 

each other (Splinter et al., 2011). The greater number of specific contacts between escaping 

genes compared to inactivated genes have been confirmed by allele specific Hi-C (Deng et 

al., 2015). Similar approaches in both human and mouse revealed that the Xi is devoid of to-

pologically associated domains (TAD) that have been defined along the entire genome (Rao 

et al., 2014; Dixon et al., 2012; Gibcus and Dekker, 2013, Giorgetti et al., 2016). Rather, the Xi 

is organized into a specific bipartite structure in which two large superdomains are separated 

by a boundary region that is located proximal to the DXZ4/Dxz4 locus both in human and 

mouse (Minajigi et al., 2015; Deng et al., 2015; Rao et al., 2014; Giorgetti et al., 2016). Since 

clusters of genes escaping XCI have been reported to overlap with specific TADs defined in 

ES cells (Marks et al., 2015), one attractive hypothesis is that XCI escape relies on the ability 

of escaping genes to retain a TAD-like organization within the topologically unorganized Xi 

(Giorgetti et al., 2016). However, understanding whether the euchromatic environment and 

the 3D spatial organization of escaping genes enable them to resist XCI or vice versa whether 

these features are the consequence of their active transcriptional state remains an open fas-

cinating challenge.

X ChROMOSOME REACTIvATION
In mouse embryonic development, the inactive state of Xi is reversed twice, in the ICM of 

the blastocyst and during specification of female primordial germ cells (PGCs). To become 

reactivated, the Xi needs to somehow reverse the extremely stable multi-layer of epigenetic 

features that have ensured its complete silencing. Although X chromosome reactivation (XCR) 

clearly represents a powerful tool for understanding developmentally regulated epigenetic 

changes and chromatin dynamics, the small amount of cells that undergo XCR in vivo consti-

tutes an obvious technical limitation. In this context, reprogramming of female mouse somatic 

cells into ES cell-like induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), which results in reactivation of the 

Xi, provides a powerful in vitro alternative to study the dynamics of XCR.
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X chromosome reactivation in embryonic development
In mouse, the first wave of XCI is initiated between the 4 to 8 cells stage of embryonic devel-

opment and is subject to imprinting (iXCI), with the paternal X chromosome (Xp) being exclu-

sively inactivated. Understanding whether the imprint is of maternal (Okamoto et al., 2005) or 

paternal (Namekawa et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2015) origin is still a matter of debate, however, 

several studies support the existence of a maternal imprint which is located within the Xist 

locus and protects maternally inherited X chromosomes (Xm) from inactivation (Kay et al., 

1994; Goto and Takagi, 1998; 2000; Okamoto et al., 2005; Nesterova et al., 2001b). Although 

the nature of this repressive maternal imprint is not yet known and DNA methylation has been 

excluded to play a central role (Chiba et al., 2008), enrichment of H3K9me3 at the Xist promot-

er has been recently proposed to ensure proper repression of the maternal Xist allele (Fukuda 

et al., 2014). However, the maternal imprint on Xm appears to be established at a late stage 

of oocyte development (Tada et al., 2000), whereas the enrichment of H3K9me3 at the Xist 

promoter on Xm has resulted to be unchanged between non-growing and fully-grown oo-

cytes, thus questioning H3K9me3 to be the imprint mark on Xm  (Fukuda et al., 2015). iXCI was 

initially thought to occur in a lineage-specific manner, with Xp being inactivated exclusively in 

extra embryonic tissues and random XCI occurring in cells originating from the inner cell mass 

(ICM). However, the observation of Xp reactivation in the ICM of pre-implantation embryos 

highlights the plasticity of XCI (Mak et al., 2004; Okamoto et al., 2004) (Figure 6). In developing 

female embryos, Xist RNA initially starts to accumulate on Xp at the 4 cells stage. Subsequent-

ly, around day E3.5, every cell of the early stage blastocyst shows a silent Xp domain enriched 

for Xist RNA and H3K27me3 (Mak et al., 2004). One day later, at the late blastocyst stage, Xist 

clouds and PRC2 foci start to disappear from cells of the ICM, thus triggering Xp reactivation. 

Contrarily, iXCI is maintained in cells that will contribute to the extra-embryonic tissues. Even 

though a few X-linked genes on the Xp have been reported to be reactivated prior to loss of 

Xist coating and depletion of H3K27me3 (Williams et al., 2011), for most genes Xp reactivation 

in the ICM is strictly dependent on Xist repression. Thus, iXCI strongly differs from random 

XCI, where Xist silencing after establishment of the Xi does not lead to XCR (Csankovszki et al., 

1999; Wutz and Jaenisch, 2000). Notably, XCR in the ICM appears to be restricted to NANOG 

and PRDM14 positive cells suggesting that the establishment of a pluripotent ground state is 

necessary for XCR to take place. Indeed, NANOG is required for establishment of the naïve 

pluripotent state of ES cells, whereas PRDM14 is involved in maintenance of this state, by 

protecting the ICM to differentiate towards extra-embryonic endoderm (Payer et al., 2013). 

In addition, PRDM14 is indispensable for primordial germ cell (PGC) development, repre-

senting the only cell lineage where the inactive state of Xi is reversed for the second time 

during mouse embryonic development (Yamaji et al., 2008) (Yamaji et al., 2008). Both Nanog 

and Prdm14 knockout embryos show impaired XCR of the paternal X chromosome, showing 

persistent H3K27me3 foci at day E4.5 of blastocyst development (Payer et al., 2013; Silva et al., 
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2009). However, knockout and transgene studies indicate that binding of these factors to the 

Xist intron 1 region plays a minor role in the regulation of Xist and XCR (Minkovsky et al., 2013; 

Nesterova et al., 2011). Interestingly, ChIP-seq studies reveal binding of PRDM14 and NANOG 

in Rnf12 regulatory regions, and Rnf12 has been shown to be up-regulated in Prdm14 knock-

out ESCs, suggesting that PRDM14 and possibly NANOG act on XCR through repression of 

Rnf12 (Payer et al., 2013). In addition, Xp specific induction of Tsix in the developing blastocyst 

has also been reported to repress Xist expression thus promoting XCR (Ohhata et al., 2011). 

However, in Tsix knockout mice XCR seems to be delayed but is not completely abrogated, 

indicating that Tsix-mediated repression of Xist is unlikely to be the sole mechanism involved 

in Xp reactivation (Payer et al., 2013). Thus, a RNF12 mediated mechanism likely acts in par-

allel with Tsix mediated repression to faithfully initiate XCR in the pre-implantation embryo.

Primordial germ cell (PGC) specification starts at day E6.5 of embryonic development, with a 

cluster of cells from the post implantation epiblast undergoing major epigenetic changes in 

order to repress the epiblast somatic program, and to promote re-acquisition of pluripotency 

and initiate genome-wide DNA de-methylation (Saitou and Yamaji, 2012). By day E7.5, around 

40 PGCs expressing Blimp1, Stella and Prdm14 start migrating and colonize the genital ridg-

es at E12.5 (Ohinata et al., 2005). In female mouse embryos, epigenetic reprogramming in 

PGCs is accompanied by reactivation of Xi (Figure 6). Prdm14 knockout mice fail to develop 

functional primordial germ cells (PGCs) (Yamaji et al., 2008). In absence of PRDM14, PGCs 

are initially specified but fail to undergo epigenetic reprogramming thus losing their identity 

around day E8.5, showing de-regulation of genes indispensable for germ cell specification 

together with down-regulation of pluripotency factors and up-regulation of the DNA meth-

yltransferases Dnmt3b/3a (Grabole et al., 2013). Whereas reactivation of the paternal X chro-

mosome in the ICM of the embryos occurs in 24 hours, XCR in PGCs is a slower process and 

requires several days (Sugimoto and Abe, 2007).  Xist RNA FISH analyses show a heteroge-

neous pattern of Xist expression during PGCs development, with few cells that have lost Xist 

appearing at day E7.0. This number increases during PGC development to reach a complete 

loss of Xist clouds at day E10.5 (Sugimoto and Abe, 2007). Tsix is not expressed at any stage 

of PGC development (de Napoles et al., 2007; Sugimoto and Abe, 2007) suggesting that Tsix 

is not required for repression of Xist and is dispensable for XCR. The Xi specific markers EED 

and H3K27me3 disappear between day E9.5 and 11.5 of PGCs specification (Chuva de Sousa 

Lopes et al., 2008; de Napoles et al., 2007), and bi-allelic expression of X-linked genes is first 

detected around day E10.5 (Sugimoto and Abe, 2007). Interestingly, between days E10.5 and 

E14.5 several X-linked genes showed mono-allelic expression in absence of Xist. Therefore, 

although a limited number of X-linked genes have been tested, Xist repression does not seem 

to be the only mechanism responsible for X chromosome reactivation in PGCs. This obser-

vation contrasts with XCR in the ICM, underscoring the difference in epigenetic states of the 
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Xi. Discrepancies in silencing reversibility might be associated with the cell lineage. Xist-me-

diated silencing in the ICM is not yet stabilized by DNA methylation, whereas silencing of Xi 

associated genes in cells of the post-implantation epiblast that give rise to PGCs may involve

Figure 6. The cycle of life and XCI.

In female mouse embryos, both X chromosomes are active after fertilization. Around the 4 cell stage im-
printed XCI is initiated leading to selective inactivation of the paternal X chromosome (Xp). The inactive 
state of the Xp is maintained in the extra-embryonic tissues. In cells of the ICM the Xp is reactivated and 
random XCI is subsequently initiated in cells of the post implantation epiblast, leading to the random in-
activation of one X chromosome. Random XCI is reversed in PGCs, to allow the establishment of epigen-
etic instructions required for proper initiation of imprinted XCI. X chromosome reactivation also occurs 
during somatic reprogramming.

DNA methylation and other histone modifi cations that fi x in the inactive state (Sado et al., 

2000). Therefore, the drastic epigenetic reprogramming events that characterize PGC speci-

fi cation, including up-regulation of pluripotency factors, genome wide DNA de-methylation 

and erasure of histone modifi cations, are most likely the key factors able to trigger reactiva-
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In female mouse embryos, both X chromosomes are active after fertilization. Around the 4 
cell stage imprinted XCI is initiated leading to selective inactivation of the paternal X chro-
mosome (Xp). The inactive state of the Xp is maintained in the extra-embryonic tissues. In 
cells of the ICM the Xp is reactivated and random XCI is subsequently initiated in cells of the 
post implantation epiblast, leading to the random inactivation of one X chromosome. 
Random XCI is reversed in PGCs, to allow the establishment of epigenetic instructions 
required for proper initiation of imprinted XCI. X chromosome reactivation also occurs 
during somatic reprogramming.

Figure 6
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tion of the DNA-methylation dependent inactive state of Xi in PGCs. 

in vitro X chromosome reactivation:  somatic cells reprogramming
In vitro XCR can be achieved by several methods. For example, mouse embryos generated by 

somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) show reactivation of an X-linked GFP reporter that was si-

lenced in the donor somatic cell nucleus (Eggan et al., 2000). Also, in hybrid cells obtained by 

fusion of somatic cells with pluripotent cells such as embryonic carcinoma (EC) and ES cells, 

the Xi of the somatic cells become reactivated (Tada et al., 2001; Takagi et al., 1983; Ying et al., 

2002). These methods both exploited XCR to assess the erasure of the somatic cell’s epigene-

tic memory, but neither of the two has provided an efficient model for studying the dynamics 

of XCR in vitro. Contrarily, the iPSCs technology enormously contributed to the generation of 

a robust and controllable system to study XCR in vitro. Four genes encoding the transcription 

factors, KLF4, SOX2, c-MYC and OCT4, appeared to be the minimal necessary requirements 

to reprogram somatic cells to pluripotent stem cells (Takahashi et al., 2007). Mouse iPSCs are 

functionally indistinguishable from ES cells and have been reported to efficiently contribute 

to every tissue of chimeric mice including the germ line  (Maherali et al., 2007; Okita et al., 

2007; Wernig et al., 2007), and to give rise to “all iPSCs” mice in a tetraploid complemen-

tation assay, the most stringent test known for pluripotency (Boland et al., 2009; Stadtfeld 

et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2009). Reprogramming of mouse somatic cells into iPSCs results in 

XCR accompanied by loss of Xist clouds and H3K27me3 foci, together with re-acquisition of 

bi-allelic expression of Tsix and other X-linked genes. Moreover, iPSCs undergo random XCI 

upon differentiation with the same dynamics described for females ES cells (Maherali et al., 

2007). Importantly, XCR occurs relatively late during reprogramming, when iPSCs become 

independent of the exogenous expression of the reprogramming factors (Stadtfeld et al., 

2008; Pasque et al., 2014). In line with this observation, Xist repression upon reprogramming 

has been reported to occur exclusively in those cells in which reactivation of the endogenous 

Nanog has taken place (Pasque et al., 2014), thus confirming the tight link between pluripo-

tency and Xist regulation (see above). Indeed, Prdm14 greatly accelerates reprogramming of 

EpiSCs into iPSCs when expressed in combination with Klf2, and is required for self-renewal 

of iPSCs (Sasaki et al., 2015; Gillich et al., 2012; Irie et al., 2015; Sugawa et al., 2015), whereas 

Prdm14 null iPSCs partially fail to down-regulate Xist during reprogramming (Payer et al., 

2013). REX1 plays a role in XCI initiation as a target of RNF12 (Gontan et al., 2012), and in cells 

undergoing somatic reprogramming the coinciding up-regulation of Rex1 and down-regula-

tion of Rnf12 may indeed trigger XCR. 

Interestingly, several XCR associated epigenetic changes on the Xi have been shown to occur 

in the inverse order of what has been observed upon XCI (Pasque et al., 2014). For example, 

although the PRC2 complex is supposedly not required for XCR to occur, EZH2 becomes 

transiently enriched on the Xi, suggesting that PRC2 recruitment to the Xi can only take place 
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in a specific intermediate stage of somatic reprogramming, which most probably resembles 

the developmental transcriptional/chromatin state at which PRC2 is enriched on the Xi upon 

XCI (Pasque et al., 2014). Contrarily, macroH2A and DNA methylation, which are normally 

established in the mantainance phase of XCI, have been reported to be lost from the Xi at a 

very late stage of reprogramming, thus suggesting that only some of the Xi’s epigenetic fea-

tures strictly follow the differentiation state of the cells undergoing somatic reprogramming. 

However, although in vitro XCR is a slow process that needs several cell divisions and requires 

DNA de-methylation, further studies are necessary to understand whether the XCR achieved 

upon somatic reprogramming can accurately mimic the in vivo process. Importanly, new in 

vitro systems that allow germ line derivation from both mouse (Hayashi et al., 2012; Nakaki et 

al., 2013) and human (Sugawa et al., 2015; Sasaki et al., 2015; Irie et al., 2015) stem cells have 

been recently described, thus providing additional tools for a better understanding of the 

XCR process upon PGCs specification.

Since the first derivation of human iPSCs in 2007 (Takahashi et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2007), the 

possibility of using these cells to study human XCI appeared very promising. Nonetheless, 

generation of human pluripotent stem cells that faithfully recapitulate XCR and subsequently 

initiate XCI upon differentiation in vitro turned out to be challenging. In contrast to female 

mouse ESCs and iPSCs where XCR leading to two Xa’s is related to the naïve pluripotent 

state, this scenario is extremely controversial in human stem cells. In vitro, human embryonic 

stem cells (hESCs) show very heterogeneous patterns of XIST expression and X-linked gene 

silencing (Hall et al., 2008; Shen et al., 2008). Based on their XCI phenotypes, hESCs have been 

grouped in three different classes (Silva et al., 2008). Class I hESCs resemble mouse ES cells, 

have two active Xa’s, lack XIST and H3K27me3 foci and undergo random XCI upon differen-

tiation. Class II hESCs carry one XIST cloud and show X-linked gene silencing in undifferenti-

ated state, whereas in class III hESCs, the silent state of Xi is maintained but XIST is no longer 

present, along with loss of accumulation of H3K27me3. Human iPSCs (hiPSCs) and hESCs are 

morphologically similar and re-express the endogenous pluripotency factors NANOG, OCT4 

and SOX2 (Takahashi et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2007). Different studies examinating a wide range 

of hiPSCs indicate that similar to hESCs, hiPSCs show heterogeneous XCI patterns and hIP-

SCs even tend to lose XIST expression after prolonged passaging, a process called erosion of 

XCI (Mekhoubad et al., 2012). Even though XIST loss does not seem to trigger consistent Xi 

reactivation, further studies at chromosome-wide level are necessary to confirm these results 

both in hESCs and hiPSCs (Hall et al., 2008; Lengner et al., 2010; Shen et al., 2008). These 

discrepancies in X chromosome epigenetic features between mouse ESCs/iPSCs and human 

ESCs/iPSCs may arise from intrinsic differences between mouse and human early develop-

ment, with human ESCs/iPSCs resembling mouse EpiSCs, which besides carrying one silent X 

chromosome, share many more molecular features (Hanna et al., 2010; Lagarkova et al., 2006; 

Nichols and Smith, 2009; Rossant, 2008; Thomson and Marshall, 1998; Vallier et al., 2005). Cells 
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of the human ICM have been reported to carry two active X chromosomes both coated by 

XIST RNA in vivo (Okamoto et al., 2011). This finding suggests that regulation of XCI is differ-

ent between human and mouse and that lack of Xi reactivation in hiPSCs might reflect this dif-

ference. Nevertheless, recently hESCs and hiPSCs lines with two active X chromosomes have 

been described, suggesting that lack of XCR might be overcome by changing culture condi-

tions which push the hESCs/iPSCs to a more naïve state  (Hanna et al., 2010; Lengner et al., 

2010; Silva et al., 2008; Ware et al., 2009). In two studies, naïve hESCs and hiPSCs have been 

efficiently generated and maintained with combinations of cytokines and small molecule in-

hibitors independently of the constitutive expression of exogenous factors (Gafni et al., 2013; 

Hanna et al., 2010). These naïve hESCs/hiPSCs appear to maintain two active X chromosomes 

and upon differentiation XIST expression is up-regulated suggesting that rXCI is initiated. 

However, since X-linked gene expression has not been assessed, whether the loss of epigen-

etic features corresponds to robust XCR remains unclear. Importantly, although these studies 

might provide us with an in vitro model to explore XCI in humans, a better understanding of 

the in vivo XCI process in human embryos is necessary to be able to faithfully mimic human 

XCI initiation and maintenance upon differentiation of pluripotent cells.

AIM OF ThIS ThESIS
Although considerable advances have been made in XCI research, many questions remain un-

solved. The growing list of XCI activators and inhibitors is not complete yet. The mechanisms 

that direct Xist-mediated gene silencing still need to be resolved, and the cues that ensure 

the developmental regulation of XCI and its irreversibility upon differentiation await identifi-

cation. Furthermore, whether the XCI key regulatory factors identified in mouse are conserved 

across different mammalian species has not yet been addressed, and how escaping genes 

resist chromosome-wide inactivation also remains a mistery. 

In this thesis, we set out to explore different levels of Xist regulation and Xist RNA function in 

a specific developmental context. Our experimental stategies are based on the generation of 

genetically modified mouse ES cells. First, in chapter 2, to study the interplay between Xist 

and Tsix, we uncoupled their regulation by replacing both non-coding genes with fluorescent 

reporter genes. This approach allowed us to follow the dynamics of Xist and Tsix expression 

in undifferentiated ES cells and upon ES differentiation,  demonstrating a strong antagonistic 

role between the two non-coding genes. Also, we identified two semi-stable transcriptional 

states of the Tsix allele that might correspond to different higher order chromatin conforma-

tions of the Xic and might play a role in directing the initiation of XCI. Second, in chapter 3, 

to explore the mechanisms directing Xist’s silencing function, we developed a novel inducible 

Xist expression system in ES cells. By inducing ectopic XCI from X-linked and autosomal loci, 

we were able to address whether the genomic environment from which Xist RNA starts to 

spread is instructive in determining the efficiency of gene silencing. Furthermore, we com-
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pared the ectopic inactivation of X-linked genes from different loci on chromosome X with 

endogenous XCI. Also, we explored the role of LINE elements and specific chromatin sig-

natures in facilitating transcriptional silencing of both X-linked and autosomal genes. Finally, 

we were able to assess whether CTCF binding is implicated in XCI escape. Third, in chapter 
4, to provide new insights into the specific developmental phase into which XCI takes place, 

we generated a reporter plasmid cis-linked to an inducible antisense promoter. By following 

reporter expression after induction of antisense transcription at different time points upon ES 

cells differentiation, we were able to discriminate between the epigenetic features that direct 

reversible and irreversible antisense-mediated transcriptional silencing. Next, in chapter 5, to 

explore the dynamics of XCI in a model organism different from the mouse, we established a 

novel in vitro differentiation protocol for rat ES cells. In this study, we were able to identify the 

key culture conditions that allow XCI to occur in vitro, and we could follow several XCI-related 

epigenetic events upon differentiation of rat ES cells. Lastly, in chapter 6, I discuss our find-

ings in the light of our current XCI knowledge, and I speculate on how we could potentially 

address several of the questions that still need to be aswered in the future.  
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ABSTRACT
In female mammals, X chromosome inactivation (XCI) is a key process in the control of gene 

dosage compensation between X-linked genes and autosomes. Xist and Tsix, two overlap-

ping antisense transcribed noncoding genes, are central elements of the X inactivation center 

(Xic) regulating XCI. Xist up-regulation results in coating of the entire X chromosome by Xist 

RNA in cis, whereas Tsix transcription acts as a negative regulator of Xist. Here, we generated 

Xist and Tsix reporter mouse embryonic stem (ES) cell lines, to study the genetic and dynamic 

regulation of these genes upon differentiation. Our results revealed mutually antagonistic 

roles for Tsix on Xist and vice versa, and indicate the presence of semi-stable transcriptional 

states of the Xic predicting the outcome of XCI. These transcriptional states are instructed 

by the X to autosome ratio, directed by regulators of XCI, and can be modulated by tissue 

culture conditions.

INTRODuCTION
Early during mammalian development one of the two X chromosomes in female cells is tran-

scriptionally inactivated. This X chromosome inactivation (XCI) process is initiated early during 

development, and is then clonally propagated through a near infinite number of cell divisions. 

Two X-linked non-coding genes, Xist and Tsix play a key role in the regulation of XCI in mouse. 

Xist expression is up-regulated on the future inactive X chromosome (Xi) (Borsani et al. 1991, 
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Brockdorff et al., 1991), and cis-spreading of Xist leads to recruitment of chromatin remod-

eling complexes that render the X inactive (Dixon-McDougall et al., 2016, Moindrot et al., 

2016). Tsix is transcribed anti-sense to Xist and fully overlaps with Xist (Lee et al., 1999a). Tsix 

transcription and/or the produced Tsix RNA are involved in repression of Xist which includes 

Tsix mediated chromatin changes at the Xist promoter (Lee et al., 1999b, Navarro et al., 2006, 

Ohhata et al., 2008, Sado et al., 2005).

Xist and Tsix are key components of the Xic, the master switch locus that is regulated by 

XCI activators and inhibitors of XCI. XCI-activators either activate Xist and/or repress Tsix, 

whereas XCI inhibitors are involved in repression of Xist and/or the activation of Tsix. In recent 

years several XCI inhibitors have been described, including the pluripotency factors NANOG, 

SOX2, OCT4, REX1, and PRDM14, which provide a direct link between cell differentiation and 

initiation of XCI (Ma et al., 2011, Navarro et al., 2008, Navarro et al. 2010, Payer et al., 2013). 

These factors, and other ubiquitously expressed XCI-inhibitors including CTCF (Donohoe et 

al., 2007, Sun et al., 2013), repress initiation of XCI through binding to multiple gene regulato-

ry elements of Xist and Tsix. Genetic studies indicate that several of these elements might fulfil 

redundant roles in the regulation of XCI (Barakat et al., 2011, Minkovsky et al., 2013, Nesterova 

et al., 2011).

The X-linked gene Rnf12 encodes a potent XCI-activator, as overexpression of Rnf12 results 

in ectopic initiation of XCI in differentiating transgenic embryonic stem cells (ESCs) (Jonkers 

et al., 2009). The encoded protein RNF12 is an E3 ubiquitin ligase, which targets the XCI-in-

hibitor REX1 for degradation (Gontan et al., 2012). Degradation of REX1 by RNF12 is dose 

dependent and two-fold expression of RNF12 in female cells prior to XCI is important for 

female specific initiation of this process. ChIP-seq studies indicated REX1 binding in both Xist 

and Tsix regulatory regions. REX1 mediated repression of Xist involves indirect mechanisms 

including activation of Tsix, as well as direct regulation of Xist by a competition mechanism, 

where REX1 and YY1 compete for shared binding sites in the F repeat region in Xist exon 1 

(Makhlouf et al., 2014).

Rnf12 knockout studies revealed a reduction of XCI in differentiating female Rnf12+/- ES cells, 

and a near loss in XCI initiation in Rnf12-/- ES cells (Barakat et al., 2011). However, remained ini-

tiation of XCI in a subpopulation of Rnf12+/- cells also indicates the presence of additional XCI 

activators, as XCI is not initiated in male cells. This is supported by in vivo studies revealing 

that mice with a conditional deletion of Rnf12 in the developing epiblast are born alive (Shin 

et al., 2014). Jpx and Ftx have been described as putative XCI activators (Sun et et al., 2013, 

Chureau et al., 2011, Tian et al., 2010). Both genes are located in a region 10-100 kb distal to 

Xist, and knockout studies indicated that both genes are involved in Xist activation. Although 

transgene studies implicated Jpx as a trans-activator of Xist, recent studies involving a knock-

out of a region from Xite up to the Xpr region did not reveal a trans effect, suggesting that the 

predominant function of Ftx and Jpx in XCI is the cis activation of Xist (Barakat et al., 2014).
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Interestingly, examination of the higher order chromatin structure revealed Xist and Tsix to be 

located in two distinct neighboring topological associated domains (TADs) (Dixon et al., 2012, 

Nora et al., 2012). Positive regulators of Xist, including Jpx and Ftx are located in the same 

TAD. Similarly, the Tsix positive regulators Xite, Tsx and Linx are located in the Tsix TAD, sug-

gesting that these two TADs represent the minimal X inactivation center covering all cis-reg-

ulatory elements, which are regulated by trans-acting activators and inhibitors (Nora et al., 

2012, Anguera et al., 2011, Ogawa et al., 2003). During development or ES cell differentiation 

the XCI-activator concentration in female cells will be two fold higher compared to male cells, 

which is sufficient to direct female exclusive initiation of XCI. Stochastic initiation of XCI and 

rapid feedback mechanisms, including the shutdown of Tsix, Rnf12 and other XCI-activators in 

cis, direct a highly efficient XCI process, facilitated by the requirement of loss of pluripotency 

for initiation of XCI (Schulz et al., 2014). The overlapping gene bodies of Xist and Tsix and the 

mutually antagonistic roles of these two genes hamper clear insights in the regulatory mech-

anisms that govern Xist and Tsix transcription. To be able to study the independent pathways 

directing Xist and Tsix transcription we have generated Xist and Tsix reporter alleles, with fluo-

rescent reporters replacing the first exon of Xist and/or Tsix. Our studies indicate antagonistic 

roles for both Xist and Tsix, and show that RNF12 and REX1 regulate XCI through both repres-

sion of Tsix and activation of Xist. Live cell imaging confirms a reciprocal correlation of Xist 

and Tsix transcription, but also reveals that their regulation is not strictly concerted and rather 

stable in time. Interestingly, loss of an X chromosome severely affects the dynamics of both 

Xist and Tsix expression, and results in two different cell populations with semi-stable tran-

scriptional states, absent in female ES cells. This indicates a regulatory role for the X:A ratio, 

regarding the nuclear concentration of X-encoded trans-acting factors. Similar semi-stable 

transcriptional states are observed in female ES cells grown in medium supplemented with 

MEK and GSK3 inhibitors, displaying distinct XCI characteristics upon ES cell differentiation. 

Our findings suggest that XCI-activators are required to install a uniform transcriptional state 

of the Xic that allows proper up-regulation of Xist upon ES cell differentiation.

RESuLTS
Antagonistic roles for Xist and Tsix

X chromosome inactivation (XCI) is orchestrated by Xist and Tsix, two non-coding RNA genes 

with antagonistic roles. Xist is essential for XCI to occur in cis (Marahrens et al., 1997, Penny 

et al. 1996), while Tsix is a negative regulator of XCI (Lee et al., 1999b, Stravropoulos et al., 

2001). Analysis of the regulation of Xist and Tsix, and their relationship during the onset of XCI 

is hampered by the architecture of the locus. Tsix entirely overlaps with Xist, is transcribed in 

antisense direction, and manipulation of one of the two genes always affects the antisense 

partner. To be able to follow and manipulate the activity of the Xist and Tsix promoters in-

dependently, we generated a series of reporter lines in murine ES cells (Fig. 1a). Exploiting 
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BAC-mediated homologous recombination in polymorphic female 129/Sv-Cast/Ei ES cells 

(Barakat et al. 2011b), exons 1 of Xist and Tsix, located on the Cast/Eij X chromosome, were 

replaced with EGFP and mCherry coding sequences, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 1 and 

Supplementary Fig.2a-c). Expression of the reporters was thus controlled by the endogenous 

promoters of these two non-coding genes (Fig. 1b). 

Figure 1. Generation of the reporter alleles.

(a) Map of the Xist/Tsix locus showing design of the reporter cell lines.
(b) Exemplary pictures of undifferentiated and differentiated cells.

Wild type female 129/Sv-Cast/Ei ES cells show preferential inactivation of the 129/Sv X chro-

mosome in 70% of the cells, attributed to SNPs in regulatory elements that affect the regu-

lation of Xist and Tsix throughout the ESC differentiation process. We found that the alleles 

behaved as full Xist/Tsix knockouts, resulting in complete skewing of XCI, because splice do-

nor sites at the 3’-end of the targeted exons were removed and polyA signals downstream 

of the reporters terminated transcription (Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 2a-

c). By successive rounds of targeting followed by cre-mediated removal of selection mark-

ers three ES cell lines were obtained: i) Xist promoter-EGFP knock-in (Xist-GFP), ii) Tsix pro-

moter-mCherry knock-in (Tsix-CHERRY) and iii) double knock-in on the same allele with Xist 

promoter-EGFP and Tsix promoter mCherry (Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY). Differentiation of these 

lines and expression of Xist and Tsix on the remaining wild-type 129/Sv allele was unperturbed 

(Supplementary Fig. 3a). Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY cells displayed similar kinetics of Xist cloud 

formation as wild type cells, albeit with slightly reduced percentages as probably due to sto-

chastic initiation expected from a full Xist knockout (Supplementary Fig. 3b). FACS analysis 
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of EGFP and mCherry expression for all three ES cell lines showed faithful recapitulation of 

the behaviour of wild-type Xist and Tsix during the first days of differentiation (Fig 2a), which 

was not delayed by a half-life for EGFP and mCherry that ranged in the order of 11-14 hours 

(Supplementary Fig. 3c). As expected, comparison of Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY ES cells, which 

allows independent tracking of Xist/Tsix, with Xist-GFP ES cells shows EGFP de-repression in 

undifferentiated cells when Tsix is deleted in cis (Fig.2b). Comparison of Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHER-

RY with Tsix-CHERRY revealed delayed down-regulation of the mCherry reporter in the dou-

ble knockin cell line (Fig. 2c), indicating a role for Xist in silencing Tsix. The delay in mCherry 

down-regulation cannot be attributed to differences in mCherry expression/Tsix promoter ac-

tivity between the Xi (in Tsix-CHERRY line) and the Xa (in Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY line), suggest-

ing that Tsix down-regulation on the future Xa is compromised upon ES cell differentiation in 

the absence of Xist (Supplementary Fig.3a). To verify that this effect is not due to the deletion 

of any DNA elements involved in the repression of Tsix in Tsix-CHERRY, we performed two co-

lour RNA FISH to distinguish between Xist and Tsix transcripts in differentiating ES cells. Three 

independent Xist deletion lines, Xist-GFP, Xist-1lox and ptet-Xist, harbouring an insertion of 

a doxycycline inducible promoter replacing the endogenous Xist promoter (Csankovszki et 

al., 1999, A. Loda, unpublished), show persisting Tsix transcription from Xa compared to wild-

type cells (Fig. 2d-e). Taken together, these results show that Xist and Tsix display antagonistic 

roles, directly influencing the expression level of each other on the Xa during the early phases 

of ES cell differentiation. It also highlights the need to investigate the dynamics of their early 

genetic regulation on the uncoupled allele in Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY.
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Figure 2. Xist and Tsix Reporter Lines Reveal Antagonistic Roles for Xist and Tsix.

(a) Histograms of EGFP (green) and mCherry (red) FI distribution as determined by FACS analysis. Days 
0 through 9 of differentiation are depicted for Xist-GFP, Tsix-CHERRY and Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY. (b and 
c) Histograms of EGFP (b) and mCherry (c) FI distribution as determined by FACS analysis. Black outlines 
represent single knockin cell lines Xist-GFP undifferentiated (b) and Tsix-CHERRY at day four of differenti-
ation (c). Solid colors represent FI distributions for Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY. (d) Quantification of two-color 
RNA FISH detecting Xist and Tsix transcripts at different time points of differentiation. The proportion 
of cells with an Xist cloud, identifying the Xi, and a Tsix pinpoint from the Xa, is shown. Dark blue bars 
represent wild type female ES cells, green bar Xist-GFP line and light blue bars two independent Xist 
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deletion lines. Top right panel shows exon-intron structure of Xist, grey bars indicate the deleted region 
of the respective deletion line. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval, n>150 for all time points and 
cell lines, asterisks indicate P < 0.05 (*) or P < 0.1(**) by two-proportion z-test. (e) Xist/Tsix two-colour 
RNA-FISH of wild type and Xist-GFP cells. Green probe detects Xist and Tsix, red probe detects only Tsix. 
Xi is identified by presence of Xist cloud, Tsix transcription from Xa by presence of separate two-color 
pinpoint in the same nucleus.

Dynamics of regulation of the Xic by live cell imaging
To further analyze the dynamics of Xist and Tsix regulation, we performed live cell imaging of 

differentiating Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY cells for extended periods of time by confocal micros-

copy (Fig. 3a). The integrated EGFP and mCherry fluorescence intensities (FI) of entire single 

cells were measured, resulting in semi-oscillating patterns due to accumulation of fluorescent 

reporters followed by dilution upon cell division (Fig. 3b). For each cell cycle, the slope of the 

linear regression of integrated FI over time gives an estimate of the activity of the Xist and 

Tsix promoters. Binning cell cycles with low, medium and high increase in EGFP FI into groups 

and comparing the corresponding values for mCherry confirms a concerted anti-correlated 

regulation independent of antisense transcription, with EGFP being up-regulated before 

down-regulation of mCherry (Fig. 3c). Next, we set a threshold for mean EGFP FI to estimate 

at which point EGFP FI rises above background noise. Low values for the slope of mCherry 

before, and high values after Xist activation argue that, in spite of concomitant anti-correlated 

regulation, Xist and Tsix are independently and stochastically regulated (Supplementary Fig. 

4a).

To unravel the relationship between activation of Xist and Tsix and establishment of the Xi 

we introduced a mTagBFP2-Ezh2 fusion gene into Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY ES cells (Supple-

mentary Fig 4b-c). Since we were not able to continually follow high numbers of cells until an 

Xi domain appeared, we instead scored cells at different time points of differentiation (Fig. 

3d). The results show that high GFP levels almost never concur with an EZH2/Xi domain. RNA 

FISH analysis on day 2 differentiated FACS sorted EGFP low, intermediate, high, and very 

high cells, however, demonstrated that both Xist promoters become activated and that EGFP 

up-regulation and XCI initiation correlate (Fig. 3e). At day 3 the EGFPhigh and EGFPveryhigh 

FACS sorted fractions of cells contained less Xist clouds than the EGFPintermediate fraction. 

This suggests that EGFPhigh and EGFPveryhigh cells down-regulate EGFP before Xist clouds 

become detectable, but also indicates the presence of a sub-population of cells that strongly 

and consistently activate Xist-GFP without up-regulation of Xist on the wild-type X chromo-

some.

Live cell imaging also enabled us to follow single cells through mitosis and monitor the fate of 

daughter cells through successive rounds of cell division. Plotting the slope of EGFP/mCherry 

FI for each generation confirms the previously described anti-correlation of Xist and Tsix ac-

tivity for each given cell (Fig. 3f). Moreover, daughter cells display strikingly similar patterns 
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of Xist and Tsix promoter activities, indicating that they generally follow the same fate. This 

implies that switches of Xist and Tsix activity occur rarely or slowly and that once a certain 

transcriptional state is established it is stably transmitted through cell division and relatively 

resistant to changes or reversal. Taken together, live cell imaging and fate mapping suggest 

that on an uncoupled allele, Xist and Tsix are antagonistically regulated in a developmentally 

concerted manner, even though up- and down-regulation of both genes per se are indepen-

dent and probably stochastic.

Figure 3. Time-Lapse Imaging of Live Cells.

(a) Exemplary pictures of Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY cells (top panels) and Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY+Ezh2-Flag 
cells (bottom panels) taken at different time points of differentiation during time-lapse imaging. Scale 
bar is 5 μm. (b) Whole cell integrated FI values of EGFP (green) and mCherry (red) plotted over time 
for several exemplary cells during time-lapse imaging. (c) Linear regression of FI over time for each cell 
cycle was performed. Slope of linear regression as a proxy for promoter activity is plotted. Values for 
EGFP FI are binned into low (lowest tercile), medium (intermediate tercile) and high (highest tercile), 
and the corresponding values for mCherry are plotted right next to it. (d) Quantification of presence of 
mTagBFP2-Ezh2 focus/ Xi domain and/or high levels of EGFP at different time points of differentiation 
in Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY+ mTagBFP2-Ezh2 cells. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval, n =162 for 
48 hours, n = 215 for 60 hours and n = 277 for 72 hours. (e) Day two and three differentiating Xist-GFP/
Tsix-CHERRY cells were FACS-sorted into EGFP low, intermediate, high and very high fractions. Graphs 
show quantification of Xist RNA FISH in these fractions. The number on top of each fraction represents 
their relative abundance within the population before sorting. Error bars indicate 95% confidence in-
terval, n > 250 for all time points and fractions. (f) Pedigree of an exemplary cell followed through four 
cell divisions. In top panel, slope of linear regression as described in (c) is shown for EGFP FI. In lower 
panel, slope of linear regression is shown for mCherry. Same colored dots represent the same cell, thus 
values for EGFP in top panel and mCherry in lower panel. Arrows connecting dots indicate mother cell to 
daughter cell relationship. Asterisks in (d) and (e) indicate P < 0.05 (*) as calculated by chi-square test.Xi 
domain and/or high levels of EGFP at different time points of differentiation in Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY+ 
mTagBFP2-Ezh2 cells. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval, n =162 for 48 hours, n = 215 for 60 
hours and n = 277 for 72 hours. (e) Day two and three differentiating Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY cells were 
FACS-sorted into EGFP low, intermediate, high and very high fractions. Graphs show quantification of 
Xist RNA FISH in these fractions. The number on top of each fraction represents their relative abundance 
within the population before sorting. 
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Effects of activators and inhibitors on XCI
RNF12 functions as a trans-activator of XCI (Jonkers et al., 2009) by targeting REX1, a repressor 

of XCI, for proteasomal degradation (Gontan et al., 2012). Previous work has indicated that 

REX1 might have a dual role in the activation of XCI by activating Tsix and repressing Xist 

(Navarro et al., 2010, Barakat et al., 2011a, Gontan et al., 2012). To dissect this XCI regulatory 

network and determine the role of these factors in the regulation of Xist and Tsix in ES cell 

lines harboring uncoupled Xist/Tsix alleles, we introduced Rnf12 and Rex1 transgenes into the 

three knock-in cell lines. Clones chosen for analysis consistently over-expressed Rnf12 and 

Rex1 two- to three-fold as compared to wild-type cells (Supplementary Fig. 5a). FACS analysis 

of differentiating Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY ES cells showed that Rnf12 and Rex1 transgenes had 

a clear effect on the EGFP and mCherry reporters (Fig. 4a, b). REX1 strongly repressed the 

Xist and activated the Tsix promoter. Conversely, Rnf12 overexpression resulted in increased 

activation of EGFP and reduced mCherry expression. This was also evident from quantita-

tive analysis of RNA levels by qPCR. In the Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY line, both Xist and EGFP 

were up-regulated by an Rnf12 transgene and down-regulated by a Rex1 transgene, while 

the opposite effect was observed for Tsix and mCherry (Supplementary Fig. 5b). Since we 

monitored the uncoupled allele in a comparatively well-preserved genomic context, we can 

exclude any indirect effects due to interference from the corresponding antisense partner. In 

the presence of the antisense partner, in the single knock-in Xist-GFP and Tsix-CHERRY lines, 

we observed that the effect of Rnf12 and Rex1 overexpression was strongly attenuated (Sup-

plementary Fig. 5b). This finding indicates that antisense transcription or the antisense tran-

script represses transcription of the Xist and Tsix promoter located on the opposite strand, 

and that a balanced allele might be necessary for proper integration of regulatory signals. The 

major difference between female cells that undergo XCI and male cells that do not is the X:A 

ratio. To better investigate the effects of changes in this X:A ratio on Xist and Tsix expression, 

we screened Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY for subclones that had lost the wild-type 129 X chromo-

some by using an X-linked RFLP (Supplementary Fig. 5c). These XO lines showed a stable 

karyotype (Supplementary Fig. 5d), but comparison of these XO lines (XGTC-XO), with the XX 

Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY double knock in ES cell line indicated that the dynamics of both GFP 

and mCherry expression during ES cell differentiation was severely affected by loss of the wild 

type X chromosome (Fig.4c top panel, and 4d). In addition, the XO cells are present in two 

distinct mCherry-high and mCherry-low populations. This bimodal mCherry distribution was 

also observed for the XY Tsix-CHERRY only knock-in cells (Fig. 4c, bottom panel), indicating 

that the dynamics of these states is affected by the X:A ratio.
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Figure 4. Impact of the RNF12-REX1 regulatory network on Xic regulation.

(a) Contour plots of FACS analysis showing EGFP and mCherry FI at different time points of differentiation 
for Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY (XX), Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY+ Rex1 (+Rex1) and Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY+Rnf12 
(+Rnf12). For all experiments 100.000 cells were analyzed per time point. Starting from outermost contour, 
lines represent 7.5%, 22.5%, 37.5%, 52.5%, 67.5%, 82.5% of total events (logarithmic scale). (b) Same as in 
(a), but mean FI for EGFP and mCherry is plotted (linear scale).
(c) Contour plots of FACS analysis showing EGFP and mCherry FI at different time points of differentiation 
for the XGTC-XO (top panels) and XY Tsix-CHERRY (bottom panels) lines. Starting from outermost con-
tour, lines represent 7.5%, 22.5%, 37.5%, 52.5%, 67.5%, 82.5% of total events logarithmic scale).
(d) Same as in (c), but mean FI for EGFP and mCherry is plotted for the XGTC-XO line (linear scale).
(e) Contour plots of FACS analysis showing EGFP and mCherry FI in undifferentiated Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHER-
RY (XX) cells and for clones 2, 3, 43 of Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY Rnf12+/- ES cell lines.Starting from outer-
most contour, lines represent 7.5%, 22.5%, 37.5%, 52.5%, 67.5%, 82.5% of total events logarithmic scale).

To test whether these effects are solely related to the Rnf12 copy number we generated 

three independent XX Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY Rnf12+/- heterozygous knockout cell lines 

where Rnf12 was mutated on the 129/Sv allele (Supplementary Fig. 5e,g,h). Examination of 

these ES cell lines during differentiation, shows a severe reduction in upregulation of the 
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Xist-GFP reporter allele (Supplementary Fig. 5i). However, the two sub-populations found in 

undifferentiated XGTC-XO, and Tsix-Cherry only ES cells are absent in Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY 

Rnf12+/- cells (Fig. 4e), which show a similar FACS profile compared to Rex1 transgenic Xist-

GFP/Tsix-CHERRY cells. A decrease in Rnf12 levels, therefore, does not explain the reduced 

mCherry expression level throughout ES cell differentiation observed in XGTC-XO ES cells. In 

addition, comparison of Tsix RNA expression levels in male and female ES cell lines by qPCR 

analysis confirmed that lower levels of Tsix RNA are present in male ES cells (Supplementary 

Fig. 5f). These findings indicate that more X-encoded factors are involved in the regulation of 

XCI, and that the X:A ratio also directs the dose dependent activation of Tsix.

Semi-stable transcriptional states of the Xic predict outcome of XCI
The striking bimodal mCherry distribution of XGTC-XO ES cells indicates that in similar pro-

portions of cells the Tsix promoter is either on or off. These two states switch, if at all, very 

slowly. This is evident from the presence of two distinct populations considering the half-life of 

mCherry, and the fact that recovery of the mixed population of mCherry positive and negative 

cells after FACS-sorting of one of the populations does not occur within two weeks (Fig. 5a). 

Moreover, seeding cells at a low density results in homogeneous colonies of either mCherry 

negative or positive cells (Fig. 5b). Also differentiation of sorted mCherry positive and nega-

tive XGTC-XO ES cells did not lead to an increase in switching between states (Fig. 5a).

Staining for the differentiation marker CD31 and alkaline phosphatase activity, specific for un-

differentiated embryonic stem cells, did not reveal differences in cell differentiation between 

the different cell populations (Supplementary Fig. 6a). Also, bisulfite sequencing analysis of 

the Tsix promoter did not reveal differences between the mCherry high and low populations 

(Supplementary Fig. 6b). To find the basis of the difference between the two populations, 

RNA sequencing was performed on FACS-sorted mCherry positive and negative XGTC-XO 

cells. This analysis indicated that both populations have highly similar expression profiles 

(Pearson correlation coefficient (Pearson) r=0.9832; Supplementary Fig. 6c), and confirmed 

that expression of the pluripotency factors was indifferent between the two cell populations 

(Pearson r=0.999). Interestingly, close examination of expression levels of genes located in the 

Xic indicated several genes for which the expression level correlated or anti-correlated with 

Tsix-promoter driven mCherry expression (Pearson r=0.83, Fig. 5c). These differences were 

most prominent for genes located within the Tsix TAD (Pearson r=0.34), and suggest that the 

on-off switch of the Tsix promoter is based on distinct epigenetic states and/or the spatial 

conformation of the Xic.
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Figure 5. Two Stable States of the Xic in XO 
cells.

(a) Contour plots of FACS analysis showing 
EGFP and mCherry FI for XGTC-XO line. 
Top panel depicts original population with 
bimodal mCherry distribution, underneath 
the sorted mCherry low and high popula-
tions (as indicated by red bounding box and 
arrows) are shown directly after the sort, 14 
days after the sort and upon differentiation. 
Starting from outermost contour, lines repre-
sent 7.5%, 22.5%, 37.5%, 52.5%, 67.5%, 82.5% 
of total events. (b) XGTC-XO ES cell clones 
after single cell plating. (c) Expression levels 
of genes located in the Xic as determined by 
RNA sequencing of XGTC-XO mCherry low 
and high populations. Top indicates loca-
tion of genes along the X chromosome, bars 
show log2(FPKM mCherry low/FPKM mCher-
ry high). (d) Contour plots of FACS analysis 
showing EGFP and mCherry FI for the XY 
Tsix-CHERRY ES line grown in serum+LIF (top 
panels, as shown in Fig. 4C) and 2i+LIF (bot-
tom panels) conditions, prior to and at differ-
ent timepoints after differentiation.
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Figure 6. Two Stable States of the Xic Predict XCI Potential in XX cells.

(a) Contour plots of FACS analysis showing EGFP and mCherry FI for the Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY ES cell 
line grown in 2i+LIF. Top panel depicts original population with bimodal mCherry distribution, under-
neath the sorted mCherry low and high populations (as indicated by red bounding box and arrows) are 
shown directly after the sort, 14 days after the sort and upon differentiation. Starting from outermost 
contour, lines represent 7.5%, 22.5%, 37.5%, 52.5%, 67.5%, 82.5% of total events. (b) Quantification of Xist 
RNA FISH in female Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY cellas at day two of differentiation after sorting mCherry low 
and high populations. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval, n=313 for mCherry low and n=305 for 
mCherry high populations. Asterisk indicates P < 0.05 by two-proportion z-test. (c) Allele specific RNA 
expression analysis by RNA sequencing. Shown is the FPKM value and allele specific expression ratio 
(129/Sv:green, Cast:shaded). (d) Contour plots of 2i+LIF mCherry high and low Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY 
ES cell populations 14 days after change from 2i+LIF to serum+LIF conditions (top panels), and two days 
later after start of differentiation. (e) Expression levels of genes located in the Xic as determined by RNA 
sequencing of Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY mCherry low and high populations. Top indicates location of genes 
along the X chromosome, bars show log2(FPKM mCherry low/FPKM mCherry high). (f) Contour plots 
of FACS analysis showing EGFP and mCherry FI at different time points of differentiation for Xist-GFP/
Tsix-CHERRY (XX), Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY+ Rex1 (+Rex1) and Xist-GFP/Tsix- CHERRY+Rnf12 (+Rnf12) ES 
cells grown in 2i+LIF conditions. Starting from outermost contour, lines represent 7.5%, 22.5%, 37.5%, 

52.5%, 67.5%, 82.5% of total events. (g) Same as in (F), but mean FI for EGFP and mCherry is plotted.

Interestingly, in 2i+LIF conditions, that force ES cells to adopt a more naïve state, the two 

distinct XY Tsix-mCherry and XGTC-XO ES cell populations became uniform (Fig 5d, and data 

not shown), suggesting that tissue culture conditions have a severe impact on the transcrip-

tional states of the Xic. Indeed, Xist qPCR analysis of wild type 129/Sv-Cast/Eij female ES cells 

indicates that Xist is more repressed in 2i versus serum+LIF conditions, but that during ES cell 

differentiation up-regulation of Xist, and skewing of XCI are indifferent between the two cul-

ture conditions (Supplementary Fig. 6d-e). Nevertheless, the 2i+LIF conditions did impact on 

the transcriptional states of the Xic in female Xist GFP/Tsix-CHERRY cells now displaying two 

separable mCherry populations, absent in serum+LIF growth conditions (Fig. 6a). Again, after 

sorting mCherry low and high cells, recovery of the mixed population of cells did not occur 

in 2i+LIF or differentiation conditions in a time frame of two weeks (Fig. 6a). Intriguingly, the 

mCherry low population activates the Xist promoter-driven EGFP reporter much more strong-
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ly than the mCherry high population (Fig. 6a). This suggests that the potential to initiate XCI is 

determined by the state of the Xic already before differentiation. Xist RNA FISH performed on 

day 2 of differentiation on these cells moreover indicates that the mutant and wild-type allele 

co-exist with a high probability in the same state, because cells from the mCherry low popu-

lation showed higher percentages of cloud formation (Fig. 6b). We also transferred the Xist-

GFP/Tsix-CHERRY ES cells to serum+LIF to trigger a “primed” state (Marks et al., 2012). After 

14 days culturing in this serum+LIF condition mCherry levels stay mostly stable, and preferen-

tial up-regulation of the Xist-GFP in the mCherry-medium cells is still observed (Fig. 6d). Sim-

ilar to our findings with XGTC-XO ES cells, RNA sequencing of undifferentiated mCherry-low 

and -high Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY ES cells, revealed marked differences between the two cell 

populations, of genes located within the Xist and Tsix TADs (Fig. 6e). Allele specific expression 

analysis of Rnf12 showed increased Rnf12 expression in mCherry low cells but no preference 

for expression from the 129/Sv or Cast/Eij alleles, indicating that transcriptional states are syn-

chronized between the wild type and reporter alleles (Fig. 6c). Stabilization of these transcrip-

tional states might be accomplished by feedforward and feedback loops involving Rnf12 and 

Rex1. To test this we analysed wild type and Rex1 and Rnf12 transgenic Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHER-

RY ES cells cultured in 2i+LIF. FACS analysis revealed that Rex1 over-expression forces cells 

to adopt the mCherry-high state whereas Rnf12 does the opposite, indicating that different 

transcriptional states are stabilized in trans by trans-acting factors (Fig. 6f,g). These findings 

argue that the on-off switch of the Tsix promoter is based on distinct epigenetic states and/or 

the spatial conformation of the Xic and also explains the observed Xist promoter activation on 

both alleles in the mCherry low population by increased levels of RNF12 (Fig. 6b,c). Our find-

ings highlight the presence of differential epigenetic states, affected by extrinsic and intrinsic 

factors, capable of providing stable on-off switches for genes involved in XCI.

DISCuSSION

In mouse Xist and Tsix represent the key cis-regulatory players in proper execution of XCI. This 

sense antisense transcribed gene couple fulfils antagonistic roles in the regulation of XCI, with 

the action of Tsix restricted locally as a negative regulator of Xist, whereas Xist acts over large 

distances silencing genes along the X chromosome. Our study confirms the repressive role 

of Tsix on Xist expression, although this effect appears most pronounced in undifferentiated 

ES cells. Xist upregulation is often interpreted to be the consequence of mono-allelic Tsix 

downregulation (Stavropoulos et al., 2001, Masui et al., 2011). Interestingly, our study indicates 

that Xist acts locally facilitating the shutdown of Tsix, not only on the Xi but also on the future 

Xa, as we observed sustained Tsix expression comparing three different Xist knockout ES cell 

lines with wild type cells during ES cell differentiation. These findings indicate that Xist and 

Tsix are in a constant interplay, silencing of Tsix involves Xist dependent and independent 
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mechanisms. Although this effect is likely mediated through Xist RNA instructed local recruit-

ment of chromatin remodeling complexes, we cannot exclude a transcriptional interference 

mechanism to be involved.

Live cell imaging of XX cells harboring Xist/Tsix fluorescent reporters indicated that also in the 

absence of sense-antisense overlapping transcription expression of Xist and Tsix is anti-cor-

related. Nevertheless, this anti-correlation is not strict, and we find Xist up-regulation prior to 

Tsix down regulation and vice versa. This suggests a mechanism of stochastic expression of 

both genes, where initiation of Xist expression is increased during differentiation until a level 

is reached which is sufficientto spread in cis, leading to Tsix silencing thereby providing a feed 

forward loop facilitating further Xist transcription initiation, accumulation and spreading.

The present live cell imaging studies indicate that regulation of Xist and Tsix is rather stable in 

time and that Xist and Tsix expression in daughter cells preferably adopt the same fate. This 

might be related to Xic locus intrinsic factors or to stable expression profiles of regulators of 

XCI. The studies involving XGTC-XO reporter cells grown in serum+LIF conditions and XX 

Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY reporter cells cultured in 2i supplemented medium indicate that genes 

located within the Xist and Tsix TADs adopt different transcriptional fates, favoring expression 

of a subset of genes. These distinct transcriptional fates might represent semi-stable states of 

higher order chromatin structure that can be propagated through many cell divisions, and are 

different from reported X chromosome wide cohesion differences (Mlynarczyk-Evans et al., 

2006). A recently developed polymer model predicted such different states of higher order 

chromatin structure (Giorgetti et al., 2014). These transcriptional states are maintained inde-

pendent of Tsix promoter methylation (Supplementary Fig. 6b), and are likely independent 

of DNA methylation in general, which is nearly absent in 2i conditions (Habibi et al., 2013). 

Switching between the different transcriptional states rarely occurs, but is more frequently 

observed upon ES cell differentiation, which might be related to the reported increased chro-

matin dynamics during the early stage of ES cell differentiation (Masui et al., 2011), possibly 

provoked by changes in regulators of the XCI process. In serum+LIF conditions no distinct 

sub-populations of XX ES cells are observed suggesting that switching between states hap-

pens at a much higher frequency, with a shifted equilibrium constant or that all cells adopt 

one and the same transcriptional state. Increased mobility of the Xic has also been reported 

during early ES cell differentiation and might reflect switching of transcriptional states de-

scribed in this study (Masui et al., 2011). This does not necessarily mean that different tran-

scriptional states as represented by the Tsix-mCherry-low and -high subpopulations are in-

trinsically stable. Rather, we favour a scenario in which chromatin conformation is fluctuating 

but exists preferentially in one or the other conformation (Fig. 7a). Our differentiation studies 

indicate that this transcriptional state in XX ES cells under serum conditions responds more 

homogeneously to differentiation cues than ES cells grown in 2i conditions. Nevertheless, also 

in serum+LIF differentiated ES cells we observe cells that do not accumulate a PRC2 domain 
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on the Xi, and continue to express the Xist-GFP reporter at high levels suggesting that these 

cells are locked in an epigenetic state that does not allow initiation of XCI on the wild type X 

chromosome. The results obtained with the 2i cells indicate that these transcriptional states 

can even predict the responsiveness of the Xic to XCI regulators prior to the initiation of this 

process, and that many cells do not initiate XCI at all. As Tsix-mCherry levels in serum+LIF are 

equal to the Tsix-mCherry high subpopulation in 2i conditions that is more refractory to XCI 

initiation, this indicates that different transcriptional states exist that cannot be fully separated 

by Tsix levels only.

Interestingly, the present RNA-FISH studies on sorted 2i populations indicate cross talk be-

tween the Xic’s with respect to this responsiveness, revealing significantly more cells initiating 

XCI on the wild type X in Tsix-mCherry low than high cells. This difference appears to be 

related to differences in the expression level of activators and inhibitors of XCI, coordinated 

with the transcriptional state of the Xic. A switch to a transcriptional state with a higher Rnf12 

transcription level on one allele will result in increased RNF12 mediated turnover of REX1 and 

Xist activation. In general, several pluripotency factors act as repressors of Rnf12 (Payer et al., 

2013, Navarro et al., 2011), and also reduced REX1 levels may therefore facilitate switching to 

a transcriptional state with higher Rnf12 expression on the second X chromosome, providing 

a feed forward loop fixing in the transcriptional state (Fig 7b,c). Our results might explain 

previous results obtained with differentiating ES cells grown in 2i conditions, showing a high 

number of cells initiating XCI on both X chromosomes (Guyochin et al., 2014), and indicate 

that the 2i culture conditions are suboptimal for studying the XCI process.

The reporter lines generated for this study nicely recapitulate XCI. Nevertheless, RNA and 

protein stability, and differences in detection levels, clearly affect the our measurements. In 

our studies we removed exon 1 completely, as a previous attempt to generate a Xist-EGFP 

reporter allele failed because remaining Xist sequences prevented nuclear export of the RNA 

(Sado et al, 2005). Removal of regulatory sequences and introduction of the reporters them-

selves might therefore have impacted on the regulation of Xist and Tsix. Previous work has 

implicated RNF12 in the regulation of random XCI by activation of Xist and repression of Tsix. 

ChIP analysis indicated two prominent REX1 binding peaks in both the Xist and Tsix intragenic 

regulatory elements. REX1 mediated repression of Xist involves competition of REX1 and YY1 

binding for the same binding sites in the F-repeat region of Xist, YY1 being an activator of 

Xist expression (Makhlouf et al., 2014). Despite the removal of this F-repeat region from our 

reporter allele, we still find clear effects of Rnf12 and Rex1 over-expression on Xist regulation, 

indicating a role for alternative binding sites, such as found in the Xist promoter, or indirect 

mechanisms to be instructive in Xist regulation. Our findings are supported by previous stud-

ies also showing an effect of changes in Rnf12 expression on luciferase reporters linked to the 

minimal Xist promoter (Barakat et al., 2011a, Gontan et al., 2012).

Although our results suggest a prominent role for the RNF12-REX1 axis in the regulation of 
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XCI, the effects on Xist and Tsix transcription where much more prominent in the absence of 

overlapping transcription, indicating that activation of XCI requires a very balanced cis- and 

trans-acting environment for proper regulation. In addition, the severely reduced dynamics of 

Xist-GFP and Tsix-mCherry expression in XO reporter cell lines during ES cell differentiation, 

also indicates that more X-linked factors are involved in the regulation of XCI. Interestingly, 

these factors also boost Tsix expression, which might be a requirement for proper execution 

of a mutual exclusive XCI process, providing a stable binary switch. XCI-activators therefore 

seem to act at two different levels, first by bringing the Xic to a transcriptional state that allows 

proper execution of XCI, and second by providing sufficient Xist promoter activity through 

direct and indirect mechanisms.

Figure 7. Model for dynamics of Xic transcriptional states

(a) The Xic can adopt two distinct transcriptional states. State 1 is 
permissive whereas state 2 is refractive to Xist up-regulation upon 
differentiation. (b) In serum+LIF conditions female XX ES cells 
show rapid switching between different states, whereas in 2i+LIF 
conditions state switching dynamics is reduced leading two syn-
chronization of states. Rex and Rnf12 overexpression forces cells 
to adopt one single transcriptional state. (c) The relative quantity 
of alleles adopting distinct combinations of transcriptional states.
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METhODS
plasmids and Antibodies
Plasmids used for generation of transgenic cell lines were pCAG-Rex1-Flag, pCAG-Rnf12-

Flag (Gontan et al., 2012) and pCAG-mTagBFP2-Ezh2-Flag. The coding sequence of mTagB-

FP2 was inserted N-terminally to the EZH2 coding sequence amplified from mouse cDNA and 

cloned into pCAG-Flag to give pCAG-mTagBFP2-Ezh2-Flag. Antibodies used were against 

Flag-M2 (Sigma), REX1 (Abcam and Santa Cruz), RNF12 (Abnova), H3K27me3 (Diagenode) 

and CD31-FITC (BD Biosciences).

Cell Lines
Standard ES cell culture conditions included serum+LIF, and both ES cell and differentiation 

conditions have been described (Barakat et al., 2011b). 2i+LIF conditions were: DMEM sup-

plemented with 100 U/ml penicillin/streptomycin, 20% KnockOut Serum Replacement (Gib-

co), 0.1mM NEAA, 0.1mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 5000 U/ml LIF, 1μM MEK inhibitor PD0325901 

(Stemgent) and 3 μM GSK3 inhibitor CH99021 (Stemgent). Transgenic ES cell lines were gen-

erated using wild-type female line F12-1 (129/Sv-Cast/Ei) and wild-type male line J1 (129/Sv). 

The BAC targeting strategy was used as has been described (Barakat et al., 2011b). In short, 

the Xist knockin was created as follows: an EGFP/neomycin-resistance-cassette flanked by lox 

sites was targeted by homologous recombination in bacteria to a BAC (Barakat et al., 2011b). 

5’and 3’ targeting arms were amplified from a BAC using primers 1+2 and 5+6, respectively. 

With the modified BAC wild-type ES cells were targeted, and the resistance cassette was re-

moved by transient Cre transfection, resulting in ES cell line Xist-GFP. A Xist ScrFI RFLP with 

primers 4+20 was used to screen drug-resistant clones for correct recombination events. The 

Tsix knockin was created as follows: a mCherry/neomycin-resistance-cassette flanked by lox 

sites was targeted by homologous recombination in bacteria to a BAC. 5’and 3’ targeting 

arms were amplified from BAC using primers 25+27 and 29+30, respectively. With the modi-

fied BAC wild-type or Xist-GFP ES cells were targeted, and resistance cassettes were removed 

by transient Cre transfection, resulting in cell lines Tsix-CHERRY or Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY, re-

spectively. A Tsix PCR length polymorphism with primers 36 + 41 was used to screen drug-re-

sistant clones for correct recombination events. Rex1, Rnf12 and mTagBFP2-Ezh2 transgenes 

were introduced by electroporation (Bio-Rad Gene Pulser Xcell) and subsequent puromycin 

selection. Over-expression of transgenes was verified by western blotting and qRT-PCR. The 

XGTC-XO ES cell line was generated by subcloning Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY via single cell sort-

ing on a FACSAria III platform. Single cell-derived subclones were screened for loss of the wild 

type X chromosome by an Pf1MI RFLP located in the X-linked gene Atrx using primers 68+69.

FACS Analysis and Cell Sorting
Single cell suspensions were prepared by TE treatment for 7 minutes at 37C. Duplets were 
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excluded by appropriate gating and dead/dying cells by Hoechst 33258 straining (1 μg/ml, 

Molecular Probes). Relative fluorescence intensities were determined for EGFP and mCherry. 

Cell analysis was performed on LSRFortessa and cell sorting on FACSAria III (BD Biosciences) 

with FacsDiva software. Statistical analysis was performed in FlowJo.

Expression Analysis
RNA was isolated using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) using manufacturer’s instructions. DNAse I 

treatment was performed to remove genomic DNA, and cDNA was prepared using random 

hexamers and SuperScriptII (Invitrogen). Quantitative RT-PCR was performed on a CFX384 

Real-Time PCR Detection System (Biorad) using Fast SYBR Green Master Mix (Applied Bio-

systems) and primers described in Table S1. Results were normalized to Actin, using the ΔCT 

method and mostly represented as fold-change versus day 0 of differentiation.

Live Cell Imaging and Image Analysis
Cells were preplated to remove feeders and differentiation was initiated 12 hours prior to 

start of imaging. Cells were seeded at low density (104 cells/well) in a 6-well glass bottom dish 

(MatTek P06G-418 1.5-20-F) coated with human plasma fibronectin (Millipore). Imaging was 

performed on a Leica SP5 AOBS at 37 C and 5% CO2 using adaptive focus control to keep 

cells in focus during the entire experiment. Pictures were taken every 20 minutes for a total of 

68 hours. Tiled images were acquired and automatically stitched to record a large field of view 

at sufficient resolution to resolve subcellular structures and follow cells over time. Average 

projection of Z-stack was generated in Fiji (version 1.45b) and background corrected integrat-

ed fluorescence intensities for EGFP and mCherry were measured for single cells over the 

entire time frame that a given cell was clearly discriminable. Based on recorded values, linear 

regression by least squares method was performed to calculate the straight line that best fits 

the data. The slope of this function with fluorescence intensity being dependent on time was 

used as a proxy for Xist or Tsix promoter activity. Threshold for Xist activation was calculated 

by using 3.29 standard deviations (corresponding to 99.9% within confidence interval) of mean 

EGFP FI values measured in cells within the first six hours of time-lapse experiment.

Fluorescent In Situ Hybridization and Immunofluorescence
For Xist/Tsix RNA-FISH and immunofluorescence stainings cells were grown on or absorbed 

to poly lysinated coverslips. For RNA-FISH, cells were fixed for 10 minutes with 4% parafor-

maldehyde (PFA)-PBS at room temperature, washed with 70% EtOH, permeabilized 4 minutes 

with 0.2% pepsin at 37°C and post-fixed with 4% PFA-PBS for 5 minutes at room temperature. 

Coverslips were washed twice with PBS and dehydrated in a gradient of 70%, 90%, and 100% 

EtOH. Nick-labeled DNA probes (digoxigenin for Xist/Tsix probe, biotin for Tsix probe) were 

dissolved in hybridization mixture (50% formamide, 2XSSC (1XSSC: 0.15 M NaCl, 0.015 M 

sodium citrate), 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), 10% dextran sulfate) and 100 ng/μl mouse 
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Cot DNA to a fi nal concentration of 1 ng/μl. Probe was denatured for 5 min, prehybridized for 

45 min at 37°C, and coverslips were incubated overnight in a humid chamber at 37°C. After 

hybridization, coverslips were washed once in 2XSSC, three times in 50% formamide-2X SSC, 

both at 37°C and twice in TST (0.1 M Tris, 0.15 M NaCl, 0.05% Tween 20) at room temperature. 

Blocking was done in BSA-TST for 30 minutes at room temperature. Detection was done 

by subsequent steps of incubation with anti-digoxigenin (Boehringer) and two FITC-labeled 

antibodies for Xist/Tsix RNA detection or anti-biotin (Roche) and two rhodamine-labeled an-

tibodies for Tsix RNA detection in blocking buffer for 30 min at room temperature. Coverslips 

were washed twice with TST between detection steps and once fi nally with TS (0.1 M Tris, 0.15 

M NaCl). Dehydrated coverslips were mounted with ProLong Gold Antifade with DAPI (Mo-

lecular Probes). For immunofl uorescence, cells were fi xed for 10 minutes at room temperature 

in 4% PFA-PBS followed by three washes in PBS and permeabilization in 0.25% Triton-X100-

PBS. Blocking was done in blocking solution (0.5% BSA, 1% Tween20 in PBS) for 1 hour at 

room temperature. All antibody incubation steps were done for 1 hour at room temperature 

in blocking solution, followed by three washes in blocking solution. Primary antibodies were 

used at the following concentrations: anti-Flag-M2 (1:1000), anti-H3K27me3 (1:500). Second-

ary antibodies used were conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488 or Alexa Fluor 546 (Molecular Probes; 

1:500).

RNA sequencing
RNA samples were collected two days after FACS sorting different populations of undifferen-

tiated ES cells, prepared with the Truseq RNA kit, sequenced according to the Illumina TruSeq 

v3 protocol on the HiSeq2000 with a single read 43 bp and 7bp index and mapped against 

the mouse mm10/GRCm38 reference genome using Tophat (version 2.0.10). Gene expression 

values were called using Cuffl inks (version 2.1.1).

Statistical Methods
Confi dence interval of 95% was calculated as:

 with n for the number of cells counted and p for the percentage of Xist clouds scored.

Standard deviation was calculated as:

with x for the sample mean and n for sample size.

Linear regression was performed using the least squares method.
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2Pearson product-moment correlation coeffi cient was calculated as:

with x and y for values of paired data.

Single-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) using the F-distribution was used to test the null 

hypothesis that all of three or more groups of samples belong to populations with the same 

mean values.

To test if the observed frequencies for three or more groups are equal to the expected fre-

quencies, the chi-square test of independence was calculated by: 

with Oij being the observed and Eij the expected frequencies.

The two-proportion z-test was calculated by: 

with n for the number of cells analyzed, and    and    corresponding to the proportion and 

average proportion, respectively.

with n for the number of cells analyzed, and    and    corresponding to the proportion and with n for the number of cells analyzed, and    and    corresponding to the proportion and 
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Supplementary Figure 1. Targeting strategy.

Targeting scheme for generation of Xist-GFP, Tsix-CHERRY and Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY murine ES cell 
lines. BAC name, location and relative size are indicated on top of panel. Lower part of panel depicts 
mCherry and EGFP targeting cassettes, exon-intron structure of Tsix (grey) and Xist (black), and position 
of genotyping (black arrowheads) and phenotyping (red arrowheads) primers. Primer numbers are given 
as in Supplementary Table 1. Polymorphisms used for screening of correctly targeted clones are a length 
polymorphism (LP) in the DXPas34 region and an ScrFI restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) 
in exon 1 of Xist.

Supplementary Figure 2. Targeting of Cell Lines.

(a) Targeting of EGFP to the Xist locus in female wild-type 129/Sv-Cast/Ei ES cell line. Left panel shows 
PCR amplification and ScrFI RFLP digest of PCR product to identify clones with a correctly targeted Cast/
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Ei Xist allele. Correct targeting of EGFP-cassette to Cast/Ei allele results in loss of Cast/Ei-specific re-
striction products, as shown for clone 2. Arrows on left indicate size of PCR product and size of ScrFI 
restriction fragments. J1 is a 129/Sv control, F121 the polymorphic 129/Sv-Cast/Ei mother cell line. Center 
panel shows PCR amplification and Pf1MI digest of an X-linked PCR product from the Atrx gene to verify 
presence of two X chromosomes. Arrows on left indicate size of PCR product and size of Pf1MI restriction 
fragments. J1 is a 129/Sv control, F121 the polymorphic 129/Sv-Cast/Ei mother cell line. For example, 
clones 16 and 35 had lost the Cast X chromosome. Right Panel shows PCR on cDNA over an Xist length 
polymorphism, demonstrating that in clone 2 only 129/Sv Xist is expressed upon differentiation (lower 
Cast band represents transcription read through only detectable in undifferentiated samples). Arrows on 
left indicate size of 129/Sv and Cast/Ei PCR products. (b) Targeting of mCherry to the Tsix locus in female 
wild-type 129/Sv-Cast/Ei ES cell line. Left panel shows PCR amplification of an Tsix length polymorphis on 
genomic DNA to identify clones with a correctly targeted Cast/Ei Tsix allele. Correct targeting of mCher-
ry-cassette to Cast/Ei allele results in loss of Cast/Ei-specific band, as shown for clone 13. Arrows on left 
indicate size of PCR product for 129/Sv and Cast/Ei alleles. J1 is a 129/Sv control, 1239 is a Cast/Ei con-
trol and F121 is the polymorphic 129/Sv-Cast/Ei mother cell line. Center panel shows PCR amplification 
and Pf1MI digest on Atrx as in (A). Right panel shows PCR on cDNA over an Xist length polymorphism, 
demonstrating that in clone 13 Xist skewing is reversed and Xist is primarily expressed from Cas/Ei allele. 
(c) Targeting of mCherry to the Tsix locus in Xist-GFP ES cell line. Left and center panel as in (b), showing 
correct targeting in clone 2-23.
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Supplementary Figure 3. Behavior of Wild Type and Mutant Alleles of Xist and Tsix.

(a) Expression analysis of Xist, Tsix, EGFP, mCherry expression levels at different time points of differenti-
ation by quantitative RT-PCR. Quantification is depicted as fold change as compared to undifferentiated 
cells. Of note, in wild type cells Xist and Tsix levels arise from both the future Xa and Xi; in Xist-GFP Xist 
arises from future Xi, Tsix from both future Xa and Xi and EGFP from future Xa; in Tsix-CHERRY Xist arises 
from both future Xa and Xi, Tsix from future Xa and mCherry from future Xi; in Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY Xist 
and Tsix arise from future Xi, while EGFP and mCherry arise from future Xa. Error bars represent SD of two 
or three independent experiments. (b) Quantification of Xist RNA FISH in differentiating wild type and 
Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY cells. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval, n > 100 for day 0, n > 350 for day 
3 and 6, n > 150 for day 10. (c) Determination of half-life of EGFP and mCherry reporter proteins by cyclo-
heximide chase and FACS analysis of mean FI values for EGFP and mCherry. Xist-GFP and Tsix-CHERRY 
cells were treated with 100mg/ml cycloheximide (Sigma) to stop protein synthesis and decay of fluores-
cent proteins was monitored over time. Values were fitted to a first order decay function to estimate the 
degradation rate constant k and half-life was calculated as: t1/2=ln(2)/k. Asterisks indicate P < 0.05 (*) or 
P < 0.1(**) by single-factor analysis of variance (a) or two-proportion z-test (b).
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Supplementary Figure 4. Life cell imaging of reporter lines.

(a) Linear regression of FI over time for each cell cycle was performed. Slope of linear regression as a 
proxy for promoter activity is plotted. Bins are chosen according to time point of Xist promoter activation. 
Threshold for Xist activation was set at 3.29 SDs (corresponding to 99.9% within confidence interval) of 
background mean EGFP FI measured within the first six hours of time-lapse experiment. Bins as depict-
ed in cartoon on top of panel were chosen as follows: The exact cell cycle in which EGFP FI threshold is 
reached (exact), one cell cycle before or after threshold is reached (-1,+1) and all cell cycles before or after 
threshold is reached (all before, all after).
(b) Immunofluorescence staining for H3K27me3 and Flag in Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY line at day 3 of differ-
entiation. White arrowheads indicate Xi domain as identified by H3K27me3 and Ezh2-Flag staining. 
(c) Quantification of Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY cells showing transient enrichment of Ezh2-Flag on the Xi 
during differentiation determined by direct detection of fluorescence. Two different transgenic clones are 
shown. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval, n > 150 for all time points showing Xi domains, n=100 
for all time points without Xi domains. Asterisks indicate P < 0.05 (*) or P < 0.1(**) by two-proportion z-test.
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Supplementary Figure 5. Generation and analysis of Rnf12 and Rex1 transgenic and mutant and XO ES 
cell lines.

(a) Expression analysis of Rnf12 and Rex1 at different time points of differentiation by quantitative RT- PCR. 
Xist-GFP, Tsix-CHERRY and Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY lines plus the corresponding Rnf12 and Rex1 transgen-
ic lines are shown. Quantification is depicted as fold change as compared to undifferentiated cells without 
Rnf12 or Rex1 transgenes. Error bars represent SD of two independent experiments.
(b) Expression analysis of Xist, Tsix, EGFP, mCherry expression levels at different time points of differentia-
tion by quantitative RT-PCR. Xist-GFP, Tsix-CHERRY and Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY lines plus the correspond-
ing Rnf12 and Rex1 transgenic lines are shown. Quantification is depicted as fold change as compared 
to undifferentiated cells without Rnf12 or Rex1 transgenes. Error bars represent SD of two independent 
experiments, asterisks indicate P < 0.05 (*) or P < 0.1(**) by single-factor analysis of variance for RNF12/
REX1 transgenic cell lines and their respective mother cell lines.
(c) Screen to identify loss of wild type X chromosome in subclones of Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY by utilizing 
an X-linked RFLP. PCR amplification and Pf1MI digest of an X-linked PCR product from the Atrx gene is 
shown. Arrows on left indicate size of PCR product and size of Pf1MI restriction fragments. F121 is the 
polymorphic 129/Sv-Cast/Ei mother cell line, Cast is pure Cast/Ei control. Four of 384 clones showed loss 
of an X chromosome including clone 76 which lost the wild type 129/Sv X chromosome.
(d) Karyotype analysis of XGTC-XO ES cells prior to FACS analysis.
(e) Xist, Tsix and Rnf12 q-PCR expression analysis comparing day 3 differentiated control and three exper-
imental Rnf12+/- ES cell lines. Asterisks indicate P < 0.05 (*) by Student’s t-Test.
(f) Targeting of Rnf12 in the Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY ES cell line. Shown is PCR amplification of an RFLP on 
genomic DNA to identify clones with a correctly targeted Rnf12 allele. Correct targeting results in loss of 
the 129/Sv allele. Arrows on left indicate size of PCR product for 129/Sv and Cast/Ei alleles. Shown are 
129/Sv-Cast/Ei (F1), 129/Sv (129) and Cast/Eij (cas) controls, and the starting Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY (dki) 
and Rnf12+/- ES cell lines.
(g) PCR amplification of DXMit65 length polymorphism on genomic DNA, to confirm presence of two X 
chromosomes.
(h) Contour plots of FACS analysis showing EGFP and mCherry FI for the Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY control 
and three Rnf12+/- ES cell lines at different time points of differentiation. Starting from outermost contour, 
lines represent 7.5%, 22.5%, 37.5%, 52.5%, 67.5%, 82.5% of total events.
(i) Expression analysis of Tsix at different time points of differentiation by quantitative RT-PCR. Wild type 
female XX and male XY cell lines are shown. Quantification is depicted as fold change as compared to 
undifferentiated female cells.
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Supplementary Figure 6. RNA expression analysis of XGTC-XO, mCherry low and high subpopulations.

(a) FACS analysis of mCherry levels and pluripotency marker CD31 in XY Tsix-CHERRY (XY) and XGTC-XO 
(XO). Percentage of CD31+ cells is shown for mCherry low and high populations, indicating that there is 
no difference in pluripotent state between the mCherry low and high populations.
(b) Bisulfite sequencing analysis of the Tsix major promoter region in XO mCherry low and high popula-
tions (empty and filled circles depict unmethylated and methylated CpG sequences respectively).
(c) RNA sequencing of XGTC-XO mCherry low and high populations. FPKM values for all genes are plot-
ted, red dots are pluripotency factors, blue dots genes located in the Xic. From top to bottom zoom in is 
depicted as indicated on axes. Pearson correlation coefficient r=0.9832.
(d) Xist qPCR expression analysis at different time points during ES cell differentiation of wild type 129/
Sv:Cast ES cells cultured in serum+LIF and 2i conditions.
(e) Allele specific expression analysis of Xist during ES cell differentiation indicates skewing of Xist expres-
sion throughout the XCI process.
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Supplementary Table 1.

Primers used in this study as listed in the Materials and Methods section.

#  SEQUENCE  DESCRIPTION 
1  AGGTACCTCCCAAGGTATGGAGTCACC Forward primer 5’ targeting arm for Xist 
2  TACCGGTAGGAGAGAAACCACGGAAGAA Reverse primer 5’ targeting arm for Xist 
5  TAGTACTCAATGGCTTGACCCAGACTT Forward primer 3’ targeting arm for Xist 
6  TAGTACTGTGCCAGAAGAGGGAGTCAG Reverse primer 3’ targeting arm for Xist; 

Reverse primer ScrFI RFLP in Xist 
20  GCTGGTTCGTCTATCTTGTGG  Forward primer ScrFI RFLP in Xist 
25  CTTTGGTCTCTGGGTTTCCA  Forward primer 5’ targeting arm for Tsix 
27  TACCGGTAGCTGGCTATCACGCTCTTC Reverse primer 5’ targeting arm for Tsix 
29  GAGGGCAGATGCCTAAAGTG  Forward primer 3’ targeting arm for Tsix 
30  CGCAGGCATTTTACCTTCAT  Reverse primer 3’ targeting arm for Tsix 
36  AGTGCAGCGCTTGTGTCA  Forward primer Tsix length polymorphism, for DNA 
41  TATTACCCACGCCAGGCTTA  Reverse primer Tsix length polymorphism, for DNA 
68  TCCCCAATTA AAGGTGTTGA  Forward primer Pf1MI RFLP in Atrx 
69  AATTCACGTTCTCCTCTTTCACT  Reverse primer Pf1MI RFLP in Atrx 
106  AGGGCATCGACTTCAAGGAG  Forward primer EGFP expression 
107  CACCTTGATGCCGTTCTTCTG  Reverse primer EGFP expression 
108  CCCGTAATGCAGAAGAAGACC  Forward primer mCherry expression 
109  CTTCAGCCTCTGCTTGATCTC  Reverse primer mCherry expression 
137  GTGATGGAAGAAGAGCGTGA  Forward primer Tsix expression  
138  GCTGCTTGGCAATCACTTTA  Reverse primer Tsix expression 
157  AACCCTAAGGCCAACCGTGAAAAG Forward primer Actb expression  
158  CATGGCTGGGGTGTTGAAGGTCTC Reverse primer Actb expression 
159  GGATCCTGCTTGAACTACTGC  Forward primer Xist expression  
160  CAGGCAATCCTT CTTCTTGAG  Reverse primer Xist expression 
1445  ACTGGGTCTTCAGCGTGA  Forward primer Xist length polymorphism exon 6‐7, for RNA 
1446  GCAACAACGAATTAGACAACAC  Reverse primer Xist length polymorphism exon 6‐7, for RNA 
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ABSTRACT
Xist is indispensable for X chromosome inactivation (XCI) in female mammalian cells. Howev-

er, how Xist RNA directs chromosome-wide transcriptional inactivation of the X chromosome 

is largely unknown. Here, to study chromosome inactivation by Xist, we generated a system 

where ectopic Xist expression can be induced from several genomic contexts in aneuploid 

mouse ES cells. We found that ectopic Xist expression from any location on the X chromo-

some faithfully recapitulated endogenous XCI, showing the potency of Xist to initiate XCI. 

Genes that escape XCI remain consistently transcriptionally active upon ectopic XCI, regard-

less of their position relative to Xist transgenes, and we implicated the enrichment of CTCF 

at their promoters in directing XCI escape. Xist expression from autosomes facilitates their 

transcriptional silencing to different degrees, and gene density in proximity of the Xist tran-

scription locus is instructive in determining the efficiency of gene inactivation. Enrichment of 

LINE elements together with a specific chromatin environment correlates with more efficient 

Xist-mediated silencing of both X-linked and autosomal genes. These findings provide new 

insights into the epigenetic mechanisms that mediate XCI and identify genomic features that 

promote Xist-mediated chromosome-wide gene inactivation.
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INTRODuCTION
In mammals, dosage compensation of sex chromosomal genes between females (XX) and 

males (XY) is achieved through X chromosome inactivation (XCI). XCI starts with the monoal-

lelic upregualtion of the X-linked non-coding Xist gene from one of the two X chromosomes in 

female cells and culminates in the conversion of one X chromosome into a silent heterochro-

matic entity known as the Barr body (Xi) (Gendrel and Heard, 2014; Mira-Bontenbal and Grib-

nau, 2016; Wutz, 2011). During this process, Xist RNA spreads in cis on the chromosome from 

which it is transcribed and recruits chromatin modifying complexes involved in trancriptional 

inactivation. Initially upon XCI, the Xi is depleted of euchromatic histone modifications such as 

H3K4me2/me3 and H3/H4 acetylation. Subsequently, Polycomb Repressive Complexes 1 and 

2 (PRC1 and PRC2) are recruited, and Xi is enriched for repressive marks such as H3K27me3 

and H2AK119ub (Chaumeil et al., 2006; Heard et al., 2001; Keohane et al., 1996; O’Neill et al.). 

After XCI has taken place, the silent state of the inactive X chromosome is clonally propagated 

through cell division. 

Although Xist is the major player of the XCI process (Marahrens et al., 1997; Penny et al., 

1996; Borsani et al., 1991; Brockdorff et al., 1991), the molecular mechanisms by which Xist 

RNA spreads along the entire length of the X chromosome and triggers gene silencing re-

main intriguing open questions. Many X to autosome translocation studies showed either 

inefficient Xist spreading or incomplete inactivation of the autosomal translocated material 

(Russell, 1963; Cattanach, 1974; White et al., 1998; Popova et al., 2006), suggesting a sequence 

specific model for Xist spreading in cis. In this context, long interspersed elements (LINE or 

L1) have been proposed to work as “way stations” for X-linked specific Xist spreading (Lyon, 

1998). LINE elements are enriched on both human and mouse X chromosomes relative to au-

tosomes, take part in the formation of the Xi silent compartment and were shown to facilitate 

silencing of X-linked genes that are more prone to escape XCI (Chaumeil et al., 2006; Chow 

et al., 2010). However, LINE-rich areas of the genome often correspond to gene-poor areas, 

whereas gene-rich areas are depleted of repetitive elements. Thus, the preferential spreading 

of Xist RNA in LINE-rich regions of autosomes may reflect negative selection against cells in 

which Xist-mediated silencing leads to functional aneuploidy (Sharp et al., 2002; Popova et 

al., 2006; Chow et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2010; Bala Tannan et al., 2014; Cotton et al., 2014). In 

addition, specific regions of the X chromosome that are initially targeted by Xist upon XCI are 

not enriched for LINE elements, thus questioning the role of LINE elements in conferring X 

chromosome specificity to Xist spreading (Simon et al., 2013; Engreitz et al., 2013). 

Although XCI leads to chromosome-wide silencing of one entire X chromosome, around 12-

20% and 3-7% of human and mouse X-linked genes escape from Xist silencing and remain 

expressed from both the active and inactive X chromosomes within the same nucleus (Balaton 

and Brown, 2016). Genes that escape XCI lack the silent epigenetic marks typical of inactivat-

ed genes and retain active histone marks such as H3K4me2 and -me3, H3K9ac and H3K27ac 
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(Goto and Kimura, 2009; Sadreyev et al., 2013). To date, how these genes can maintain their 

active transcriptional state within the silent Xi is largely unknown. Escaping genes are located 

outside the Xist RNA domain (Chaumeil et al., 2006; Chow et al., 2010; Splinter et al., 2011) 

were suggested to be intrinsically competent to resist XCI (Mugford et al., 2014; Li and Carrel, 

2008) and to be flanked by in cis acting elements that protect neighbouring genes from es-

cape (Horvath et al., 2013). The chromatin insulator protein CTCF has been proposed to play 

a role in XCI escape both as a boundary element between active and inactive X-linked loci 

(Filippova et al., 2005) or as an anchor that allows looping out of specific active domains from 

the condensed heterochromatic Xi territory (Berletch et al., 2015; Heard and Bickmore, 2007). 

Unravelling Xist’s functions is critical to a complete understanding of XCI. Here, to address 

the mechanism(s) directing Xist-mediated silencing, we set up a doxycycline responsive Xist 

expression system in mouse ESC lines. By inducing ectopic XCI from several genomic regions 

in both karyotypically normal and abnormal ESC lines, we discovered that: (I) Xist’s silenc-

ing efficiency is locus dependent, (II) specific X-linked but not autosomal loci are intrinsically 

prone to become inactivated or to escape XCI, (III) LINE-1 elements facilitate gene silencing 

but are unlikely to work as X-specific way stations, and (IV) CTCF plays a X-specific role in 

directing XCI escape. 

RESuLTS
Generation of an inducible Xist expression system in mouse ES cells. 
To assess the efficiency of Xist-mediated silencing from several X-linked and autosomal con-

texts, we set up a doxycycline-responsive expression system in polymorphic F1 2-1 hybrid 

ESC lines (129/Sv-Cast/Ei). First, we generated an Xist-inducible transgene using a Cast/Ei 

BAC covering 300 kb of the X chromosome including the Xist endogenous locus. Through ho-

mologous recombination in bacteria (Barakat et al., 2011) a 1 kb region upstream of Xist TSS 

was replaced with a targeting cassette carrying a Ptight bidirectional doxycycline-responsive 

promoter driving Xist and a DsRed reporter gene (Figure 1). Next, the Xist inducible transgene 

was transfected into F1 2-1 (129/Sv-Cast/Ei) female ESC lines in which the reverse tetracycline 

transactivator M2rtTA had been targeted at the ubiquitously expressed ROSA26 locus (Figure 

S1). Neomycin-resistant ES colonies were screened by either RFLP-PCR or DNA FISH, and 

four sets of transgenic female ESC lines were selected: (1) Tg-E clones, in which the Xist trans-

gene was targeted to the Xist endogenous locus of the Cast/Ei X chromosome of a wild type 

ESC line (40,XX) (Figure 1A). (2) Tg-X;8 and (3) Tg-X clones, in which the Xist transgene was 

randomly integrated on either X chromosomes of a karyotypically abnormal ESC line carrying 

two intact copies of chromosome 8 and a duplication of the distal two-thirds of the Cast/Ei 

chromosome 8 which is fused to the 129/Sv X chromosome in the resulting X;8 translocation 

(40,XX,t(X;8)). In Tg-X;8 clones the Xist transgene is integrated at different loci on the X to 8 

translocation product, whereas Tg-X clones carry the Xist transgene integrated at several po
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Figure 1. Generation of a tetracycline-responsive Xist expression system in ES cells. 

(A) Targeting strategy to generate Tg-E clones. 1 kb upstream of Xist TSS on the Cast/Ei allele of hybrid F1 
2-1 ES cells was replaced with a bidirectional tetracycline-responsive Ptight promoter, a DsRed reporter 
gene and a neomycin/kanamycin resistance cassette flanked by lox sites. The neo cassette was looped 
out after transient expression of Cre recombinase.(B) PCR amplification with primers indicated in Figure 
1A and Tsp509I RFLP digest of PCR product to identify clones with a correctly targeted Cast/Ei allele. 
Correct targeting results in loss of Cast/Ei-specific band, as shown for clones 7, 41 and 56. Arrows on right 
indicate size of PCR product and Tsp509I restriction fragments. F1, F1 2-1 polymorphic 129/Sv-Cast/Ei 
mother cell line; M, marker; H, water. (C) PCR amplification of a fragment of the X-linked gene Atrx and 
Pf1MI digest of the PCR product to verify the presence of two X chromosomes in the targeted clones. 
Arrows on right indicate size of PCR product and sixe of Pf1MI restriction fragments. (D and F) Schematic 
representation of the strategy used to generate Tg-X, Tg-X;8 (D) and Tg-12 clones (F). The Xist transgene 
was randomly integrated into F1 2-1 40,XX,t(X;8) or 41,XX,dup12 ESC lines and neomycin resistant clones 
were screened by DNA FISH. (E and G) DNA FISH screening of Tg-X Tg-X;8 (E) and Tg-12 (G) clones. Ar-
rows indicate the chromosome carrying Xist transgene. Positive Tg-X clones show two DNA FISH signals 
on the wild type Cast/Ei X corresponding to the endogenous Xist locus and to the ectopic transgene, 
respectively. Four independent ES clones were generated (85, 86, 190, 109). Positive Tg-X;8 clones show  
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co-localization of three DNA FISH signals on the translocated X;8 chromosome corresponding to the Xist 
endogenous locus, the ectopic transgene, and the chromosome 8 portion of the X;8 translocation. Three 
independent ES clones were generated (339, 203b, 267). Positive Tg-12 clones show co-localization of 
two DNA FISH signals on one of the three copies of chromosome 12, corresponding to the Xist inducible 
transgene and to chromosome 12, respectively. Six independent ES clones have been generated  (251, 
160, 273, 292, 55, 228). 

sitions along the wild type Cast/Ei X chromosome (Figure 1B-1C). Contrarily to Tg-E clones, 

in these clones both the endogenous Xist alleles are intact. Finally, Tg-12 clones (4), in which 

the Xist transgene was randomly integrated at different loci of one copy of chromosome 12 in 

a trisomic ESC line (41,XX,dup12)(Figure 1F-1G).  

Xist RNA induction from different genomic contexts leads to in cis spreading on chromo-
somes X and autosomes.
Next, we asked whether ectopic Xist could be efficiently expressed upon doxycycline induc-

tion and whether the induced Xist RNA could spread in cis on chromosomes X, 12 and 8. To 

this end, all ESC clones were grown in ESC medium supplemented with doxycycline for five 

days. By inducing ectopic XCI in undifferentiated ESCs we were able to uncouple Xist func-

tion from cell differentiation, thus allowing the efficiency of Xist spreading to be assessed 

independently of any selection on cell viability. Xist RNA could be ectopically expressed from 

both chromosomes X and autosomes, with the inducible system showing no leakiness of Xist 

expression in the absence of doxycycline (Figure 2A-2D). Tg-X;8 clone 267 and Tg-12 clone 
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Figure 2.  Ectopic Xist RNA induction in undifferentiated ES cells.
 
qPCR quantification of Xist RNA in clones (A) Tg-E (68, 87), (B) Tg-X;8  (203b, 267, 339), (C) Tg-X (109, 
190, 86, 85), and (D) Tg-12 (228, 251, 273, 292, 55-38, 160) after five days of doxycycline treatment. (E-H). 
Quantification of cells showing an Xist-coated chromosome in (E) Tg-X (109, 190, 85, 86), (F) Tg-E (64, 77, 
87), (G) Tg-12 (55, 228, 273, 292, 251), and (H) Tg-X;8 (203b, 339, 267) clones after five days of doxycycline 
induction. n>100 nuclei counted per ES clones. (I-K) Representative images of Xist RNA-FISH analysis of 
Tg-E (87), Tg-X(109), Tg-X;8 (203b, 339) and Tg-12 (55, 228, 273, 292) clones after five days of doxycycline 
treatment. Xist, FITC; DNA is stained with DAPI (blue). 

160 carry a previously described Tsix Stop allele on the 129/Sv X chromosome, which explains 

the higher level of basal Xist expression in untreated conditions (Luikenhuis et al., 2001). Over-

all, Xist RNA enrichment in doxycycline treated cells versus untreated cells varies from 10- to 

250-fold in between different ESC lines (Figure 2A-2D).  In spite of this variability, the enrich-
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ment of ectopic Xist in ES clones is either comparable or higher than the one reached by 

endogenous Xist upon neuronal differentiation of untreated ES cells (Figure S2A). To assess 

whether ectopic Xist RNA is stable and can spread in cis from different X and autosomal loci, 

we performed Xist RNA FISH on all Tg-E, Tg-X, Tg-X;8, and Tg-12 ES clones after 5 days of 

doxycycline induction in undifferentiated ESC cells (Figure 2E-2K). Overall, 50-70% of induced 

cells showed an Xist-coated chromosome (Figure 2E-2H) which was stable over time (Figure 

S2B-S2C). Interestingly, ectopic Xist clouds of several Tg-12 and Tg-X:8 clones seem to appear 

morphologically less compact and more dispersed throughout the nucleus compare to Tg-E 

Xist clouds (unpublished observations). Taken together, this data demonstrate that we set 

up a robust Xist expression system to separate Xist function from genomic context and cell 

differentiation and without aneuploidy-related phenotype. 
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Xist-mediated gene inactivation efficiency is locus dependent.
To assess whether ectopic Xist RNA could trigger gene silencing independently of its genom-

ic position, we performed RNA-seq analysis of Tg-E, Tg-X, Tg-X;8 and Tg-12 clones after five 

days of doxycycline treatment in undifferentiated ESC cells. Amongst Tg-12 clones, clone 251 

showed low levels of Xist induction and was left out of the analysis (Figure 2D-2F and S2C). We 

generated 51 RNA-seq libraries including at least two biological replicates per clone in both 

doxycycline- treated and untreated conditions. Total RNA-seq reads were aligned to both the 

129/Sv and the Cast/Ei parental genomes of F1 hybrid ESC and the abundance of allele-spe-

cific reads was estimated as previously described (Gendrel, et al., 2014).  For each gene in our 

dataset, we used the total counts of 129/Sv  (N129) and Cast/Ei (NCast) allele-specific reads to 

obtain the ratio of Cast-specific gene expression (NCast)/(NCast + N129). Our analysis was restrict-

ed to 12-, 8- and X- linked genes. In Tg-E clones, in which the inducible transgene is targeted 

at the Xist endogenous locus of the Cast/Ei X chromosome, the overall X-linked gene expres-

sion changes from biallelic expression (ratio=0.5) in untreated cells to a more 129/Sv-monoal-

lelic gene expression (ratio < 0.5) in doxycycline- treated cells, showing efficient ectopic XCI 

in ES cells when Xist is induced from its endogenous locus on the X chromosome (Figure 3A). 

Similarly, in Tg-X and Tg-X;8 clones, X-linked gene expression upon doxycycline induction 

shifts from biallellic (ratio=0.5) to either more 129- or Cast- monoallelic expression according 

to which of the two X chromosomes carries the inducible Xist transgene. Thus, Tg-X clones 85, 

86, 109, 190, show inactivation of the wild type Cast/Ei X chromosome (ratio < 0.5), whereas 

in Tg-X;8 clones 203b, 267 and 339 the 129/Sv X chromosome portion of the X;8 translocation 

product is inactivated upon doxycycline Xist induction (ratio > 0.5)  (Figure 3B-3C). Notably, 

clone 267 is already biased towards Cast-monoallelic gene expression in doxycycline- un-

treated conditions. This bias is due to the lack of repression of endogenous Xist from the 129 

X chromosome carrying the Tsix-Stop allele present in this line and in Tg-12 160 (Figure S3A) 

(Luikenhuis et al., 2001). Next, we tested whether ectopic Xist RNA could silence autosomal 

genes, focusing on chromosomes 12 and 8 gene expression upon Xist induction in Tg-12 and 

Tg-X;8 clones, respectively. Tg-12 clones carry three chromosomes 12, one of 129/Sv and two 

of Cast/Ei origin. Therefore, the overall chromosome 12 gene expression ratio of Cast-specif-

ic expression is close to 0.66 in doxycycline untreated Tg-12 clones. This allele-specific ratio 

shifts in either one or the other direction according to which of the three chromosome 12 car-

ries the Xist inducible transgene. Notably, Xist-mediated silencing of chromosome 12 genes 

is more heterogeneous and in several lines less efficient compared to what we observed for 

chromosome X. Clones 160 and 55, carrying an Xist transgene on one of the two Cast/Ei 

chromosome 12 and on the single 129/Sv chromosome 12, respectively, show the highest 

efficiency of gene silencing upon doxycycline treatment (Figure 3D), whereas for clones 228, 

273 and 292 induced gene silencing is poor (Figure 3D). In contrast, all Tg-X;8 clones show 

silencing of autosomal genes (Figure 3E). Therefore, gene expression of the trisomic portion 
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of chromosome 8 in clones 203b, 339 and 267 shift from a Cast-specific expression ratio of 

0.66 in doxycycline- untreated cells to more biallelic gene expression upon Xist induction. 

Further, chromosome 8 gene expression does not show any change upon Xist induction in 

Tg-X clones, thus excluding any impact of doxycycline treatment on gene expression (Figure 

S3B). However, in all three Tg-X;8 clones the overall inactivation of the autosomal portion of 

the X to 8 translocation product is less robust compared to the X chromosome counterpart 

(compare Figure 3C with 3E). The RNA-seq results were validated by allele-specific RFLP RT-

PCR analysis of both autosomal and X-linked genes (Figure S3E-3H). Taken together, this data 

suggests that ectopic Xist RNA can inactivate X chromosomal genes independently of the 

locus from which it is forced to spread, whereas in an autosomal context Xist’s silencing ability 

differs and is dependent on the transgene integration site. For the autosomal portion of the 

X;8 translocation product we found that this is consistently inactivated independently of the 

integration site of the Xist transgene, whereas chromosome 12  gene silencing is overall poor, 

with only two Tg-12 clones out of five showing efficient autosomal gene inactivation. 

In all experiments performed so far, ESC lines were grown in ESC culture media supplement-

ed with leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) and inhibitors of the MAPK and Gsk3ß pathways (“2i” 

culture conditions). ESC grown in 2i conditions are stabilized in an homogenous pluripotent 

ground state (Ying et al., 2008) whereas the lack of inhibitors shifts ESC to a more heteroge-

neous population (Graf and Stadtfeld, 2008; Wray et al., 2010). Furthermore, in undifferenti-

ated ESCs ectopic XCI relies on Xist expression and gene inactivation becomes irreversible 

only upon ESC differentiation (Wutz and Jaenisch, 2000). Based on these observations, we 

asked whether 2i culture conditions and ESC differentiation might have an impact on Xist 

RNA silencing efficiency, especially in those Tg-12 clones that did not show robust gene inac-

tivation. First, we set up a time course experiment in which Tg-E and Tg-12 ESC clones were 

grown in conventional serum+LIF culture conditions supplemented with doxycycline for six 

days. Allele-specific RFLP RT-PCR for X-linked and chromosome 12 genes was performed at 

different time points upon doxycycline induction (Figure 3F-3G and Figure S3I-S3J). In Tg-E 

clones, the X-linked genes G6pdx and Mecp2 were consistently silenced at each tested time 

point (Figure 3F), whereas chromosome 12 genes inactivation was observed only in Tg-12 

clone 55 although not for all tested genes. Second, we differentiated all ESC clones into 

neurons and EBs (Figure S4A-S4B). Upon neuronal differentiation of Tg-E clones, the X-linked 

genes Mecp2 and G6pdx showed increased skewing toward monoallelic- 129/Sv expression 

in doxycycline- treated cells compared to ectopic XCI triggered in undifferentiated ESCs (day 

0) (Figure 3H). In contrast, when we followed the allele-specific expression of chromosome 12 

genes throughout neuronal differentiation of Tg-12 clones we found that only clones 55 and 

160 show consistent gene inactivation upon doxycycline treatment (Figure 3I). Allele-specific 

Xist qPCR confirmed that Xist-inducible transgenes remained expressed throughout ESC dif-

ferentiation in all Tg-12 clones (Figure 3J). Similar results to the neuronal differentiation exper
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Figure 3. Xist mediated silencing at different genomic loci.

Box plot showing the Cast- specific gene expression ratio of X-linked genes for Tg-E (A) clones and Tg-X 
(B) and Tg-X;8 (C) clones. (D) Box plot showing the Cast- specific gene expression ratio of chromosome 
12 genes in Tg-12 clones. (E) Box plot showing the Cast- specific gene expression ratio of chromosome 8 
genes in Tg-X;8 clones. (F and G) Allele-specific RFLP RT-PCR analysis at different time points after doxy-
cycline induction in undifferentiated ESC clones. Data related to Fcf1, Psmc1, Pole2, (Chr.12); G6pdx and 
Mecp2 (Chr. X) are shown. (H and I) Allele-specific RFLP RT-PCR analysis upon neuronal differentiation of 
Tg-12 and Tg-E clones. Data for Nampt, Pole2 (Chr.12); G6pdx and Mecp2 (Chr. X) are shown. The per-
centage of allele-specific expression was determined by measuring relative band intensities of restriction 
fragments upon PCR products enzymatic digestion using a Typhoon image scanner and Image Quant 
software. (J) Xist allele-specific qPCR analysis of Tg-12 clones at different time points upon neuronal dif-
ferentiation. (K) Box plot showing Cast- specific gene expression ratio of chromosome 12 genes for Tg-12 
clones 55 and 292 at day 14 of neuronal differentiation.
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iments were obtained for Psmc1, Fcf1, Smc6 and Bzw2 upon differentiation of Tg-12 clones 

in embryo bodies (EB) culture conditions (Figure S3K). However, we cannot exclude that the 

poor gene silencing observed for clones 292, 228 and 273 relies on the integration sites of 

Xist transgenes along chromosome 12 relative to the few loci we tested in our single-gene 

silencing assay. Therefore, we performed RNA-seq analysis at day 14 of neuronal differentia-

tion of clones 292 and 55, two clones that showed poor and robust Xist-mediated silencing of 

chromosome 12, respectively (Figure 3K). Chromosome-wide analysis of clone 55 confirmed 

efficient gene inactivation of chromosome 12 upon Xist induction, showing a higher degree 

of skewing toward Cast/Ei- monoallelic expression in neurons (Figure 3K) compared to what 

we observed in undifferentiated ESCs (Figure 3D). In contrast, overall inactivation of chromo-

some 12 in clone 292 remains poor in fully differentiated cells (Figure 3K). Thus, we conclude 

that ESC differentiation stabilizes Xist-mediated silencing but does not affect the variability of 

Xist’s silencing efficiency that we observed in between different clones. 

Xist-mediated inactivation of the X;8 translocation product efficiently rescues ESC clones 
from lethal aneuploidy.
Next, we asked whether Xist-mediated correction of autosomal aneuploidies would be bene-

ficial for ESC cell survival upon ESC differentiation. Clones Tg-12 carry three copies of chromo-

some 12, whereas in Tg-X;8 and Tg-X clones the fusion between chromosomes X and 8 results 

in partial trisomy of chromosome 8 genes and partial monosomy of X-linked genes (Figure 

4A). When we differentiated Tg-X, Tg-X;8, Tg-E and Tg-12 clones into neurons (Figure S4A-

S4B), we noticed  strikingly cell death of all doxycycline- treated Tg-X clones starting between 

day 3 and day 4 of cell differentiation, resulting in almost no cell survival at day 8. Contrarily, 

Tg-X;8, Tg-E, and Tg-12 clones did not show any viability phenotype between doxycycline- 

treated and untreated cells (Figure 4B and data not shown). These observations suggest that 

silencing of the wild type X chromosome in Tg-X clones led to cell death upon ESC differen-

tiation, whereas inactivation of the X;8 translocation product would rescue these ESC clones 

from lethal aneuploidy. To confirm our hypothesis, we assessed the degree of XCI skewing 

in Tg-E, Tg-X and Tg-X;8 clones by Xist allele-specific qPCR analysis at different time points 

throughout neuronal differentiation (Figure 4C). Although in undifferentiated ESC there is 

high variability of Xist RNA induction (Figure 5SA), skewing of XCI is consistently unchanged in 

all clone categories, suggesting that relative quantity of Xist RNA does not affect Xist function. 

In Tg-E clones the Xist endogenous promoter on the Cast/Ei X chromosome is replaced by 

the Ptight promoter. As expected, 100% of untreated cells up-regulate the wild type Xist 129/

Sv allele upon differentiation, whereas ectopic expression of the Cast/Ei Xist allele in doxycy-

cline- treated ESC leads to robust skewing of XCI to the Cast/Ei allele, efficiently uncoupling 

Xist expression from its endogenous regulators (Figure 4C). In Tg-X clones, Xist RNA is mostly 

of Cast/Ei transgenic origin between d0 and d2 of differentiation whereas from day 2 onward 
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the relative expression of the 129/Sv allele increases (Figure 4C). This switch from transgenic 

Cast/Ei to endogenous 129/sv Xist expression reflects progressive death of cells that inacti-

vate the wild type X chromosome. As predicted, all doxycycline- untreated Tg-X and Tg-X;8 

clones show skewed inactivation of the 129/Sv X chromosome that is fused to chromosome 8 

in the X;8 translocation product (Figure 4C). Similar results are shown by allele-specific RNA-

seq analysis of fully differentiated Tg-X;8 neurons, confirming that Xist-mediated correction of 

the X;8 chromosomal rearrangement is crucial for cell survival (Figure 4D-4E). Contrarily, wild 

type F1 2-1 ESC shown random XCI upon neuronal differentiation (Figure 4F).

Ectopic expression of Xist RNA leads to preferential inactivation of specific DNA loci on 
chromosome X but not on autosomes. 
Next, we tested whether there are specific genes on chromosomes X, 8 and 12 that are prone 

to get inactivated regardless of the Xist-inducible transgene position along the chromosome. 

To this end, we analyzed the allele-specific RNA-seq data in more detail. For each gene in 

our datasets, we first calculated the averaged allele-specific expression ratio for all clones 

of each category. Second, we ranked all chromosomes X, 8 and 12 genes according to their 

general degree of silencing upon doxycycline treatment. Ranked genes are divided in three 

categories: (I) genes that are efficiently silenced, (II) genes that are partially affected and (III) 

not silenced genes (Figure 5A-5C). Finally, we tested whether lying in a specific chromosomal 

region makes a gene more prone to either get inactivated or to escape ectopic Xist inactiva-

tion (Figure 5D-5F). On chromosome 12, the distribution of silenced, partially affected and not 

silenced genes was invariant along the entire chromosome length and reflected general gene 

density (Figure 5D). Similar results were obtained for chromosome 8, with the exception of a 

slight tendency of strongly silenced genes to be located in a discrete region of chromosome 

8 (Figure 5E). On the contrary, differentially silenced genes are not homogenously distributed 

along chromosome X (Figure 5F). Rather, X-linked genes are organized in chromosomal blocks 

that behave differently in terms of gene inactivation efficiency. Thus, centromeric genes are 

more prone to escape ectopic XCI compared to genes located in the sub-centromeric region 

of the X chromosome, independently of where the Xist transgene integrated on chromosome 

X and on the X;8 translocation product (Figure 5F and Figure S6). These results suggest that 

there appears to be a fundamental difference between ectopic inactivation of genes of the 

X chromosome and autosomal genes. While all genes on chromosomes 12 and 8 have the 

same likelihood to get silenced, ectopic XCI follows a specific path of inactivation on chro-

mosome X. Based on these observations, we hypothesized that if XCI is artificially induced in 

undifferentiated ESC, it always recapitulates endogenous XCI, independently of the locus on 

the X chromosome from which Xist RNA is forced to spread. Indeed, by comparing the ranked 

X-linked gene list with clusters of genes that show different dynamics of silencing upon ESC 

differentiation (Marks et al., 2015) , we found that 74% of early silenced genes correspond to 
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Figure 4. Xist-mediated rescue of ESC clones from lethal aneuploidy.

(A) Mapping of X;8 translocation breakpoint by allele-specific RNA-seq analysis. The distal two-thirds of 
chromosome 8 are duplicated in the X;8 translocation product whereas 15 Mb of the telomeric end of 
the 129/Sv X chromosome are lost. (B) Neuronal differentiation of Tg-X;8 and Tg-X clones. Doxycycline- 
treated Tg-X clones show strikingly cell death starting from day 4 of differentiation whereas Tg-X;8 clones 
do not show any difference in cell viability between doxycycline- treated and untreated conditions. (C) 
Xist allele-specific qPCR analysis of Tg-X;8 (top), Tg-X (middle) and Tg-E (bottom) clones at different time 
points upon neuronal differentiation. Day 0 allele specific analysis refers to total Xist expression levels 
shown in Figure S5. The mean and SD of three to four independent experiments are shown. (D-E-F) Allele 
specific RNA-seq analysis. Box plots showing Cast- specific gene expression ratio of chromosome 8 (D) 
and X-linked genes (E) in Tg-X;8 clones at day 0 and 14 of neuronal differentiation. (F) Box plot of X-linked 
genes expression at day 0 and 14 of neuronal differentiation showing random XCI in F1 2-1 ESC clones.

strongly silenced genes in our dataset and 72% of the genes that escape XCI overlap with 

our “not silenced” genes category (Figure 5G). Importantly, 95% of the early silenced genes 

resulted to be at least partially affected in out dataset and only 5% of the reported escaping 

genes are becoming inactivated upon ectopic XCI (Fugure 5G). 

X-linked genes can be classified based on the X chromosome evolutionary history: “Old” 

genes are those found on chicken orthologous autosomes 1 and 4 whereas “New” genes 

were exclusively added to the mammalian X chromosome (Bellott et al., 2010). On the human 

X chromosome, old genes are found in both the X conserved region (XCR) and the X added 

region (XAR) (Ross et al., 2005). On the mouse X chromosome, the XCR and XAR regions are 

rearranged leading to a different distribution of old and new genes along the chromosome 

(Deng et al., 2014). Here, we mapped old and new X-linked genes on the mouse X chromo-

some and we show that evolutionary new X-linked genes are enriched in the centromeric 

region of the X chromosome that is more prone to escape inactivation (Figure 5F and Figure 

5H). Thus, our data confirms that the evolutionary history of the X chromosome also play a role 

in establishing the path of X-linked gene inactivation in XCI, as previously observed for the 

human X chromosome (Carrel and Willard, 2005; Ross et al., 2005).  
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Figure 5. Preferential silencing of specific X-linked loci by ectopic Xist RNA.

Gene silencing ranking plots for X-linked (A), chromosome 12 (B) and chromosome 8 (C) genes. Every 
dot represents the Cast/all expression ratio for a specific gene. A total of 242 genes are shown in (A), 
351 in (B) and 336 in (C). Genes are ranked based on the averaged Cast/all ratio amongst all clones in 
each group of clones (Tg-E, Tg-X, Tg-X;8 and Tg-12). Ranked genes are divided in three categories (I) 
efficiently silenced, (II) partially affected and (III) not silenced genes. To simplify data interpretation, the 
Cast/all expression ratios were transformed as follows: (1) For Tg-X;8 clones 339, 267 and 203b that carry 
the Xist- inducible transgene on the 129/Sv X chromosome, we used the reciprocal of the Cast-specific 
expression ratio. Thus, all Tg-X and Tg-E clones behave as Xist transgene was integrated on the Cast/
Ei X chromosome. (2) For Tg-12 and Tg-X;8 clones, to convert the data from a trisomic to disomic we 
calculated a new Cast-specific gene expression ratio that takes into account the double dosage of Cast/
Ei expression in these clones (NCast/2)/(NCast/2 + N129). (3) We transformed the Cast-specific ratio of clone 
55 so that Xist-transgene results to be integrated on the Cast/Ei chromosome 12 in all Tg-12 clones. As 
a result of the X;8 translocation in Tg-X and Tg-X;8 clones,  15 Mb at the telomeric end of the 129/Sv X 
chromosome are deleted and 20 genes show either 129/Sv or Cast monoalleic expression. These genes 
are excluded from our analysis. (D-E-F) Genes are ordered by genomic position on chromosomes X, 12 
and 8. Pie graphs show the amount of overlap between the gene categories defined in (A), (B) and (C) and 
chromosomal regions A, B, C, and D on chromosomes X, 12 and 8. In (F), green and red lines represent 
evolutionary old and new X-linked genes. Old genes are those found on chicken orthologous autosomes 
1 and 4, new genes have been acquired during the evolution of the mammalian X chromosome. (G and 
H) Pie graphs showing the proportion of efficiently silenced, partially affected and not silenced X-linked 
genes overlapping with gene clusters that show different inactivation dynamics upon cell differentiation 
(Marks et al., 2015) and evolutionary old and new X-linked genes (Bellot et al., 2005).
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Gene density in proximity of the transgene integration site is instructive for Xist spread-
ing along the chromosome. 
The variable Xist-mediated silencing efficiency that we observed at different genomic loci 

might rely on the Xist transgene integration sites along the chromosome. To assess the lo-

cality of Xist-mediated silencing, we precisely mapped the integration sites of several Xist 

transgenes on chromosomes X, 12, and 8 by targeted locus amplification (TLA) (de Vree et 

al., 2014). X-linked and autosomal gene expression relative to the transgene integration sites 

along chromosomes X and 12 show a higher degree of gene inactivation in linear proximity of 

Xist transgene (Figure 6A-6B). This proximity effect on gene silencing is independent of the 

overall gene inactivation that is achieved in different clones upon Xist induction. Clones 55, 86 

and 87 efficiently inactivate chromosomes 12 and X, respectively, but genes in close proximity 

to the transgene integration site even showed stronger inactivation (Figure 6A-6B). Although 

clone 292 shows poor chromosome-wide inactivation of chromosome 12 genes in both ESC 

and fully differentiated neurons, expression analysis of genes lying in 4 Mb region around the 

Xist transgene confirmed that ectopic Xist RNA is capable of inducing local gene silencing 

(Figure 6B). When we compared the Xist integration sites in clones 55 and 292, we found that 

the genomic environment strongly differs in terms of gene density (Figure 6E). In clone 292 

the Xist transgene landed in a gene desert of 2,1 Mb, whereas in clone 55 Xist transgene is 

located in a gene-rich region of chromosome 12. Similarly, in all Tg-X ang Tg-X;8 clones Xist 

transgene was integrated in gene-dense areas of chromosomes X and 8 (Figure 6E-6F). Inter-

estingly, all Tg-X and Tg-X;8 clones showed comparable levels of X-linked and chromosome 

8 gene inactivation whereas amongst five different Tg-12 clones only clone 55 shows robust 

chromosome-wide silencing of autosomal genes. Thus, we hypothesized that the distribution 

of genes along the entire length of the chromosome makes chromosomes X and 8 more 

prone to become inactivated compared to chromosome 12. Indeed, when we looked at gene 

distribution along chromosomes X, 8 and 12, we found that on chromosome 8 and X genes 

are organized in discrete blocks of gene-rich areas, whereas genes on chromosome 12 show 

a more homogenous distribution with the exception of a few gene-rich blocks. In particular, 

the proximal 70 Mb of chromosome 12 that correspond to more than half of the entire chro-

mosome length, carries less than 10 genes per 0.5 Mb. These gene-poor regions only made 

up no more than 20 Mb of chromosome X and 8 (Figure 6C-6E-6G).

LINE-1 elements facilitate Xist-mediated silencing of both X-linked and autosomal genes. 
To assess whether LINE-1 elements facilitate Xist-mediated silencing, we looked at the dis-

tribution of “efficiently silenced” and “not silenced” X-linked and autosomal genes along 

chromosomes X, 12 and 8. We found a positive correlation between genes that are efficiently 

silenced and LINE density for all tested chromosomes (Figure 6I). Contrarily, not silenced 

genes cluster in LINE-poor regions of chromosome X, 12 and 8 (Figure 6I). To exclude that 
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this correlation relies on the relative distribution of genes and repetitive elements along the 

chromosome, we performed the same analysis for short interspersed elements (SINEs). We 

did not find any positive correlation between SINE elements and efficiently silenced genes 

on chromosomes X, 8, and 12 (Figure 6J). Rather, SINE elements enrichment correlates with 

not silenced genes on both chromosomes X and 12 (Figure 6J). Since the X chromosome is 

strongly enriched for LINE-1 elements, it is nearly impossible to study Xist spreading from a 

LINE-poor area of the X (Figure 6 and Figure 7SA). However, in both Tg-12 clone 55 and Tg-

X;8 clones 267 and 203b Xist transgenes landed in LINE-poor regions of chromosome 12 and 

8 (Figure 6 and Figure S7) but chromosome-wide silencing of autosomal genes is efficiently 

achieved in these clones. Therefore, L1 elements are enriched around genes that are efficient-

ly inactivated, but LINE density in close proximity of the Xist transgene integration sites does 

not affect Xist’s spreading efficiency.  

The ESC chromatin environment predisposes both X-linked and autosomal genes to ef-
ficient Xist-mediated silencing.
Next, we asked whether the chromatin environment of X-linked and autosomal genes in ESC 

prior to ectopic Xist induction predispose a specific gene to be either efficiently silenced or to 

escape ectopic inactivation. Therefore, we looked at the enrichment of both euchromatic and 

heterochromatic histone marks around the TSS sites of X-linked and autosomal genes after 

ranking them based on the degree of inactivation upon doxycycline induction (Figure 7A). To 

estimate the density of H3K27me3, EZH2, H3K4me3, H3K27ac and Ring1b 4 kb upstream and 

downstream the TSS of (I) efficiently silenced, (II) partially affected and (III) not silenced genes 

we used published ChIP-seq data obtained in undifferentiated male ESC lines (Ku et al., 2008; 

Creyghton et al., 2010; Mikkelsen et al., 2007; Das et al., 2014; Blackledge et al., 2014). Strong-

ly inactivated genes on both chromosomes X and 12 show enrichment of H3K27me3 and 

Ring1b, and are depleted of active marks such as H3K4me3 and H3K27ac around their TSS 

prior to inactivation. In addition, the promoters of 27% and 32% of efficiently silenced X-linked 

and chromosome 12 genes, respectively, showed a poised chromatin state, marked by both 

H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 and not exclusively by H3K27me3 (data not shown). These findings 

indicate that the chromatin landscape guides Xist-mediated silencing. 
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Figure 6. Xist transgenes position along the chromosome, gene density and LINE enrichment.

(A and B) Box plots showing the Cast/all ratios of X-linked (A) and chromosome 12 (B) genes in 2, 20 and 
100 Mb bins around the Xist transgene integration sites. (C, E, G) Gene density along the entire length of 
chromosomes X (C), 12 (E), and 8 (G) is shown. Blue histogram bars represent 0.5 Mb bins, red frequency 
lines correspond to gene distribution in 1 Mb bins along the chromosomes. The integration sites of Xist 
transgenes are indicated and zoom in of the integration loci is shown in small boxes. Blue histogram 
bars represent 150 kb bins. (D, F, H) Top: LINEs density relative to gene density on chromosome X (D), 
12 (F) and 8 (H) is shown. Gene density is shown in blue, LINE density is shown in green. Middle: LINEs 
distribution along chromosome X (D), 12 (F) and 8 (H) is shown, green frequency lines correspond to 
LINEs distribution in 1 Mb bins along the chromosomes. Blue and red lines indicate “not silenced” and 
“effi ciently silenced” genes defi ned in Figure 5, respectively. Bottom: zoom in of specifi c loci. Green 
frequency lines correspond to LINE distribution in 200 kb bins. (I) Box plot showing correlation between 
LINE density and gene silencing. Data for chromosomes 12, 8 and X are shown. *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.005  
Wilcoxon rank-sum test. 
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Using published data on ESCs CTCF profiles (Sleutels et al., 2012), we also assessed the en-

richment of CTCF around the TSS of both X-linked and autosomal genes ranked by silencing 

efficiency upon Xist induction. Our analysis showed enrichment of CTCF at the TSS of “not si-

lenced” X-linked genes relative to partially affected and fully silenced genes. This enrichment 

was absent for autosomal genes escaping XCI, pointing to an X chromosome specific role for 

CTCF in mediating escape from XCI (Figure 7B). Indeed, if active loci were causative of CTCF 

binding, CTCF would be enriched at the TSS of both X-linked and autosomal not silenced 

genes. Moreover, these observations also suggest that specific loss of CTCF binding around 

the TSS of X-linked might facilitate Xist-mediated silencing. Amongst the X-linked genes that 

show enrichment of CTCF at their TSS we could detect eight genes that were previously re-

ported to escape XCI. Five of them, Eif2s3x, Yipf6, Uba1, Rps4x and Usp9x were defined as 

escaping genes in at least two independent studies (Berletch et al., 2015; Marks et al., 2015; 

Wu et al., 2014; Li et al., 2016; Carrel and Willard, 2005; Calabrese et al., 2012; Yang et al., 

2010), and three of them, Usp11, Haus7 and Apoo were reported to escape in one study (Li et 

al., 2016). Since the category of X-linked “not silenced” genes is defined by ranking the aver-

age allele-specific ratio of each gene amongst all ESC clones (Figure 5A), not silenced genes 

correspond to those genes than always tend to escape XCI independently of where Xist RNA 

is induced to spread from: (I) its endogenous locus (Tg-E clones), (II) multiple loci along the 

wild type Cast/Ei X chromosome (Tg-X clones), and (III) multiple loci on the autosomal portion 

of the X;8 translocation product (Tg-X;8). Thus, finding previously described escaping genes 

in this category further confirms their resistance to get inactivated in spite of Xist position 

along the chromosome.

Figure 7. Chromatin environment and efficiency of Xist-mediated silencing.

Average density plots for chromatin features (A) and CTCF (B) in 8 kb bins around the TSS of (I) efficiently 
silenced genes (red lines), (II) partially silenced genes (green lines) and (III) not silenced genes (blue lines). 
Data for EZH2, H3K27me3, Ring1b, H3K4me3 and H3K27ac are shown for both chromosomes X and 12. 
(C) ChIP-seq showing CTCF, H3K4me3 and H3K27ac enrichment at the TSS of five not silenced genes: 
Eif2s3x, Rps4x, Uspx9, Uba1 and Yipf6.
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DISCuSSION
In this study, we developed an inducible Xist expression system that overcomes many of ¬the 

limitations that have previously hampered the study of Xist’s function. First, using female ESC 

lines we can ectopically induce XCI for several days in ESC lines without triggering cell death. 

Second, by controlling ectopic Xist expression from different genomic locations in isogenic 

clones we can directly compare the efficiency of Xist-mediated silencing between sets of ESC 

clones that differ only in terms of Xist transgene integration site on chromosomes X, 12 and 

8. Third, to study Xist function in an autosomal context, we exploit ESC clones that carry a 

complete trisomy of chromosome 12 and an unbalanced X;8 translocation. Silencing of one 

chromosome 12 in Tg-12 clones as well as inactivation of the X;8 translocation product in Tg-

X;8 clones will not be lethal, similar to silencing of one X chromosome in female cells. This 

strategy allowed us to exclude that lack of autosomal inactivation reflects negative selection 

against those cells in which Xist-mediated silencing was robust enough to lead to lethal func-

tional aneuploidy. Rather, inactivation of autosomal genes in our inducible system will rescue 

both aneuploidies of Tg-12 and Tg-X;8 clones. Finally, the high density of SNPs between 

129/Sv and Cast/Ei mouse strains  (Keane et al., 2011) allowed us to follow gene expression 

prior to and after Xist induction by allele-specific next generation sequencing of messenger 

RNA (RNA-seq) (Gendrel et al., 2014).  We demonstrated that Xist RNA can be efficiently 

induced to spread in cis from different genomic locations, but found that its ability to trigger 

gene silencing is locus dependent. On the X chromosome, ectopic XCI can be triggered from 

different loci and always leads to efficient chromosome-wide gene inactivation. Importantly, 

ectopic Xist expression in undifferentiated ESC is sufficient to faithfully recapitulate the en-

dogenous XCI process that only occurs upon differentiation, thus confirming that Xist is able 

trigger gene silencing independently of ESC differentiation (Wutz et al., 2000). Xist’s robust 

ability to silence X-linked genes is highlighted by the strong degree of silencing found in 

the Tg-X;8 clones, in which Xist is forced to spread from the distal autosomal portion of the 

X;8 translocation product. In addition, Xist-mediated silencing of X-linked genes follows a 

gene-specific path of inactivation: (I) although our RNA-seq analysis was performed after five 

days of doxycycline induction in ESC lines rather than at different time points throughout the 

experiment, the X-linked “efficiently silenced” genes of our dataset highly overlap with the 

genes that become inactivated first upon differentiation of F1 2-1 female ESC lines (Marks et 

al., 2015). Again a high overlap was observed between X-linked genes that were reported to 

escape endogenous XCI (Marks et al., 2015). (II) The distribution of genes along chromosome 

X is not random but is the consequence of the mammalian sex chromosome evolution (Ross 

et al., 2005). Evolution of chromosome X has been heavily influenced by XCI, as evolutionary 

younger X-linked genes of the human X have been shown to be prone to escape XCI com-

pared to the oldest genes (Carrel and Willard, 2005). Here, we found the same tendency that 

evolutionary younger genes are more likely to escape XCI when Xist is induced from different 
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locations on the mouse X chromosome. In conclusion, our data show that even when XCI is 

artificially induced in ESC, Xist’s silencing function is perfectly recapitulated, independent of 

the transgene integration site. 

The specific path of silencing that we described for X-linked genes strongly differs from the 

autosomal genes, in which we did not observe any preferential inactivation of specific genes 

or chromosomal regions. Overall, we found that ectopic Xist RNA cannot silence autosomal 

genes with the same versatility as shown for chromosome X. Three out of five Tg-12 clones 

showed poor chromosome-wide silencing of chromosome 12 genes in both ESC conditions 

and upon neuronal differentiation. These results are in line with many X;autosome transloca-

tion studies in which autosomal genes have been reported to be inactivated inefficiently in 

somatic cells (Russell, 1963; Disteche et al., 1979; Cattanach, 1974; White et al., 1998; Searle et 

al., 1983). However, all tested clones of our Xist inducible system show local gene silencing in 

close proximity of the transgene integration site, and efficient silencing of autosomal material 

has been shown in other Xist inducible systems as well (Wutz and Jaenisch, 2000; Tang et al., 

2010; Chow et al., 2010). Therefore, we conclude that Xist RNA has the ability to potentially 

spread and inactivate any chromosome in cis but whether the process is efficient relies on the 

genomic environment in the vicinity of Xist transcription starting locus. Based on the Xist RNA 

localization pattern along the X chromosome during XCI, Xist’s spreading was proposed to 

follow a two step mechanism, initially targeting gene-dense areas (Simon et al., 2013) with a 

preference for genes located in spatial proximity to the Xist transcription locus (Engreitz et 

al., 2013). However, none of these studies addressed X-linked gene silencing upon XCI, and 

mapping of Xist RNA to a discrete region of the X does not necessarily mean that gene in-

activation has taken place. Here, we found that Xist RNA does silence genes located in close 

proximity to start spreading in cis, but can efficiently induce chromosome-wide silencing only 

when the initially targeted regions provide a favorable environment. In this context, our data 

suggests that gene density plays an important role: if Xist RNA starts spreading in close prox-

imity of a gene-poor region, chromosome-wide gene silencing will be poor. This dependency 

between transgene integration sites and silencing efficiency may explain why chromosome 

12 is not equally inactivated when Xist RNA is induced from different loci. According to the 

distribution of genes on chromosomes X, 12 and 8, random integration of Xist transgenes on 

chromosomes X and 8 will result in a higher probability to integrate in gene-rich areas com-

pared to chromosome 12, which in turn leads to higher silencing efficiency of X-linked and 

chromosome 8 genes. Gene-dense areas might be more prone to become coated by Xist 

RNA because of their transcriptional state. Xist RNA becomes highly expressed from a chro-

mosome that is being inactivated, and targeting discrete blocks of genes might facilitate Xist’s 

ability to ultimately compacting all genes into the newly formed repressive compartment. In 

line with these observations, the robust inactivation of one entire copy of chromosome 21 in 

human iPS derived from Down syndrome patients was achieved after induction of XIST from a 
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gene-rich core of chromosome 21 (Jiang et al., 2013). 

According to both high-resolution maps of Xist RNA localization on chromosome X, LINE-rich 

domains become coated by Xist RNA only at a late stage of XCI (Simon et al., 2013; Engreitz 

et al., 2013). Here, contrarily to several studies performed in somatic cells in which the role of 

LINE was assessed in the maintenance of XCI (Cotton et al., 2014; Bala Tannan et al., 2014), 

we addressed the question whether repetitive elements facilitate gene silencing at the time 

of Xist spreading. We found a consistent positive correlation between the efficiency of gene 

inactivation and LINE enrichment for both X-linked and autosomal genes. Such a positive 

correlation was not found for SINE elements, highlighting the specific role of LINEs in facil-

itating Xist silencing function. Interestingly, all autosomal Xist transgenes that led to robust 

chromosome-wide inactivation of chromosome 8 and 12 were integrated in LINE-poor areas 

of the autosomes. Therefore, we propose that LINE elements facilitate the propagation of 

silencing along the chromosome rather than working as X-linked specific binding sites for Xist 

spreading in cis. Since LINE-rich areas correlate with gene-poor areas of the genome, LINE 

enrichment might be beneficial for the inactivation of those genes that are located in gene-

poor areas and become targeted by Xist RNA at a late stage of XCI. 

We also suggest that the ESC chromatin environment at the TSS of both X-linked and au-

tosomal genes plays a role in determining Xist’s silencing efficiency. Genes that are better 

inactivated by Xist RNA show enrichment of both PRC1 and PRC2 components before Xist in-

duction. Previously, allele-specific ChIP-seq analysis of PRC2 components in hybrid ESC lines 

showed X-chromosome specific acquisition of EZH2 sites upon ESC differentiation (Pinter et 

al., 2012). The majority of the acquired sites correspond to bilavent domains enriched for both 

H3K4me3 and H3K27me3. However, about half of these acquired X-linked sites were marked 

exclusively by H3K27me3 in undifferentiated ESC. Therefore, the H3K27me3 enrichment ob-

served at the TSS of efficiently silenced genes might either be involved in Xist recruitment or 

might facilitate additional recruitment of PRC2 by Xist’s RNA. More importantly, since PRC2 

and PRC1 positively influence each others recruitment (van Kruijsbergen et al., 2015), and 

Xist RNA has been reported to directly or indirectly interact with both repressive complexes 

(Da Rocha et al., 2014; Chu et al., 2015), H3K27me3 and H2AK119ub at the TSS of efficiently 

silenced genes may work as initial docking stations for Xist RNA on chromosomes X and 12.

Finally, by using an unbiased approach that is independent of Xist’s integration site along the 

chromosome we define both X-linked and autosomal genes that are prone to resist XCI in our 

expression system. We found many of the known escapees in our “not silenced” category of 

X-linked genes, thus confirming that specific X-linked loci have the intrinsic ability to consis-

tently escape XCI (Li and Carrel, 2008; Yang et al., 2010; Carrel and Willard, 2005). Importantly, 

we found enrichment of CTCF at the TSS of X-linked but not autosomal genes that escape 

ectopic inactivation. Although escaping genes have already been found to co-localize with 

CTCF binding clusters on the Xi (Berletch et al., 2015), it has been very difficult to address 
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whether CTCF binding itself triggers escape from XCI or whether the transcriptional activity 

of escaping genes is causative of the CTCF binding. We found that lower enrichment of CTCF 

at the TSS of strongly silenced genes compared to not silenced genes was observed exclu-

sively for X-linked genes, suggesting that upon XCI evolution loss of CTCF binding from the 

Xi might have facilitated chromosome-wide silencing, whereas specific maintenance of CTCF 

binding at the TSS of escaping genes might have protected them from becoming inactivated. 

Indeed, transcriptionally active escaping genes were reported to establish in cis contacts at 

the periphery of the heterochromatic Xi (Splinter et al., 2011), and XCI is associated with a col-

lapse of topologically associated domains (TAD) which boundary regions are often enriched 

for CTCF (Rao et al., 2014; Deng et al., 2015; Minajigi et al., 2015; Gibcus and Dekker, 2013). In 

line with this hypothesis, escaping genes represent the only X-linked loci that resist Xist-medi-

ated erasure of the active X chromosome structure upon XCI (Giorgetti et al., 2016). Contrarily, 

autosomal genes have not been selected in favor or against their degree of inactivation upon 

Xist RNA spreading, thus explaining the lack of differential CTCF enrichment at the TSS of 

strongly inactivates and not silent autosomal genes. 

In summary, our data support a model according to which gene density in proximity of Xist 

transcription site is crucial for Xist function whereas genomic features such as LINE elements 

facilitate silencing of gene-poor areas but do not confer X-specificity to Xist spreading. The 

chromatin landscape of genes subjected to XCI might recruit Xist RNA in proximity of genes 

that will become inactivated upon Xist spreading. Finally, loss of CTCF binding at the TSS 

of X-linked and autosomal genes might facilitate gene silencing whereas the X-specific 3D 

chromosomal organization most likely allows efficient silencing of X-linked genes into the 

topologically unorganized Xi and CTCF-mediated escape of specific loci. 

EXpERIMENTAL pROCEDuRES
Recombinant BACs construction. 
The X-linked Cast/Ei BAC CH26-171B21 containing the Xist endogenous locus was modi-

fied by bacteria-mediated homologous recombination as previously described (Barakat et 

al., 2011).  The pTRE-DsRed-3-5-NEO targeting vector was constructed starting from pTRE-

Tight-BI-DsRed2 (Clontech). Homology arms and kanamycin/neomycin resistance cassette 

flanked by lox sites were amplified by PCR from BAC CH26-171B21 and TOPO-Xist-GFP-NEO 

using primers listed in Table S1. Correctly recombined pTRE-Xist-CH26-171B21 BACs were 

screened by PCR using primers listed in Table S1. Similarly, the M2rtTA transactivator was 

targeted at the ROSA26 endogenous locus of the 129/Sv BAC RP24-140O11. The M2rtTA-RO-

SA26-NEO targeting vector was constructed starting from the TOPO-KanaNEO plasmid. 3’ 

and 5’ homology arms were PCR amplified from BAC RP24-140O11 and ROSA26-m2rtTA-

Puro-Amp plasmid using primers listed in Table S1. Correctly recombined BACs R26-M2rtTA-

RP24-140O11 were screened by PCR using primers listed in Table S1. 
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ES cell culture and transgenic ESC lines generation.
ESCs were grown either in standard serum+LIF ESC medium as previously described  (Monk-

horst et al., 2008), or feeders-free in 2i+LIF conditions containing DMEM, 100 U/ml penicillin/

streptomycin, 20% KnockOut Serum Replacement (Gibco), 0.1 mM NEAA, 0.1 mM 2-mercap-

toethanol, 5000 U/ml LIF, 1μM MEK inhibitor PD0325901 (Stemgent) and 3 μM GSK3 inhibitor 

CH99021 (Stemgent). Transgenic ESC lines were generated using polymorphic F1 2-1 hybrid 

ESC lines (129/Sv-Cast/Ei). ESC clones were transfected with 30μg of recombinant BACs as 

previously described (Barakat et al., 2011). R26-M2rtTA-RP24-140O11 carrying the reverse tet-

racycline transactivator M2rtTA was targeted to the 129/Sv chromosome 6 of the F1 2-1 ESC 

lines. Loss of a MnlI RFLP upon homologous recombination was used to screen drug-resistant 

clones for correct targeting events with primers listed in Table S1. Similarly, BAC pTRE-Xist-

CH26-171B21 was used to target the endogenous locus of the Cast/Ei X chromosome thus 

generating the Tg-E clones. Loss of a Tsp509I RFLP was used to screen drug-resistant clones 

for correct targeting events with primers listed in Table S1. Correctly targeted clones were 

screened by PCR for loss of one X chromosome by a Pf1MI RFLP located in the X-linked gene 

Atrx using primers listed in Table S1. To generate clones Tg-12, Tg-X and Tg-X;8 F1 2-1 ESC 

lines 40,XX,t(X;8) and 41,XX,dup12 were transfected with BAC pTRE-Xist-CH26-171B21 and 

neomycin-resistant clones were screened by DNA-FISH. To induce Xist expression, ESC medi-

um was supplemented with 2μg/ml doxycycline.  

Fluorescent In Situ hybridization
For DNA FISH, methanol-acetic acid fixed cells were dropped on glass slides and incubated 

at 37°C 24 hours. Slides were washed 10 minutes in 2X SSC buffer at 55°C (1XSSC: 0.15 M 

NaCl, 0.015 M sodium citrate), and 5 minute in 2X SSC buffer at room temperature before 

being dehydrate in a gradient of 70%, 90% and 100% EtOH. Nick-labeled DNA probes (DIG or 

BIO Nick-translation kit, Roche) were dissolved in hybridization mixture (50% formamide, 10% 

dextrane, 2X SSC, pH=7.5) and 100 ng/μl mouse Cot-1 DNA (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to a 

final concentration of 1 ng/μl. The probe mixture was applied to the cells, covered with a glass 

coverslip, incubated 3’ at 75°C and let cooling down for 30 minutes on the heating plate after 

having turned it off. Slides were then incubated overnight at 37°C in a humid chamber filled 

with 50% formamide in 2X SSC buffer. After hybridization, slides were washed 10 minutes in 2X 

SSC buffer at room temperature, 2 times 10 minutes in 0.1X SSC buffer at 55°C and 10 minutes 

in low salt buffer at room temperature (100 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 0.05% Tween). Detection 

was done by incuba-tion with FITC-labeled anti-digoxigenin antibody (Roche, 11207741910) 

and Alexa594-labeled Streptavidin (Thermo Fisher Scientific, S11227) in low salt buffer con-

taining 1% of low fat milk for 60 minutes at 37°C. Slides were washed 10 minutes in low salt 

buffer and mounted with ProLong Gold Antifade with DAPI (Molecular Probes). The following 

BACs were used as probes: CH26171B21 (Chr. X), RP23477B14 (Chr. 8) and RP24112A14 (Chr. 
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12).

Xist RNA FISH was performed as previously described with minor modifications (Monkhorst 

et al., 2008). ESCs were fixed for 10 minutes with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA)-PBS at room 

temperature, washed with 70% EtOH, permeabilized 4 minutes with 0.2% pepsin at 37°C and 

post-fixed with 4% PFA-PBS for 5 minutes at room temperature. Slides were washed twice with 

PBS and dehydrated in a gradient of 70%, 90%, and 100% EtOH. The Xist probe was a 5.5 kb 

BglII cDNA fragment covering Xist exon 3-7. The probe was dig-labeled (DIG Nick-translation 

kit, Roche) and dissolved in hybridization mixture (50% formamide, 2XSSC, 50 mM phosphate 

buffer (pH 7.0), 10% dextran sulfate) and 100 ng/μl mouse Cot-1 DNA (Thermo Fisher Sci-

entific) to a final concentration of 1 ng/μl. After 5 minutes of denaturation, the probe was 

pre-hybridized for 45 min at 37°C, and slides were incubated in a humid chamber filled with 

50% formamide in 2X SSC buffer at 37°C overnight. After hybridization, slides were washed 

once in 2X SSC, three times in 50% formamide-2X SSC, both at 37°C and twice in TST (0.1 M 

Tris, 0.15 M NaCl, 0.05% Tween 20) at room temperature. Blocking was done in BSA-TST for 

30 minutes at room temperature. Detection was done by subsequent steps of incuba¬tion 

with anti-digoxigenin (Boehringer) and two FITC-labeled antibodies (Roche) in blocking buffer 

for 30 min at room temperature. Coverslips were washed twice with TST between de¬tection 

steps and once finally with TS (0.1 M Tris, 0.15 M NaCl). Dehydrated cover¬slips were mount-

ed with ProLong Gold Antifade with DAPI (Molecular Probes). 

ESCs differentiation
ESCs grown in conventional serum+LIF conditions were pre-plate on cell culture dishes for 40 

minutes and then seeded on feeders-free gelatin-coated culture dishes containing EB differ-

entiation medium (IMDM-glutamax, 15% fetal calf serum, 100 U/ml penicillin/streptomy¬cin, 

0.1 mM NEAA and 50 μg/ml ascorbic acid). During differentiation, the culture medium was 

refreshed daily. To induce neuronal differentiation, ESCs grown in feeders-free 2i conditions 

were seeded at a density of 1*104 cells/cm2 on 10 μg/ml laminin-coated (Sigma Aldrich L2020) 

dishes in neuronal differentiation medium (50% Neurobasal (Gibco), 50% DMEM:F12 (Gibco), 

100 U/ml penicillin/streptomy¬cin, 1% N-2 supplement (Gibco 17502-048), 2% B27 supple-

ment (Gibco 17504-044), 2 mM L-Glutamine (Gibco 25030081), and 0.05 mM 2-mer¬captoeth-

anol (Gibco 31350010). Cells were refreshed daily and neuronal medium was supplemented 

with 250 nM retinoic acid between day 4 and day 8 of differentiation. After eight days, cells 

were split at low density and further cultured in neuronal medium to obtain fully differentiated 

neurons around day 12-14 of differentiation.  

Expression analysis 
Cells were lysed by direct addiction of 500 μg of TRIZOL and total RNA was extracted accord-

ing to the manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogen). To remove genomic DNA contamination, 
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samples were treated 15 minutes at 37°C with DNaseI (Invitrogen). Next, 1 μg of RNA was 

reverse transcribed by Superscript II reverse transcriptase with random hexamers (Invitrogen). 

For quantitative PCR (qPCR) and allele-specific qPCR, gene expression levels were quantified 

using 2x SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) in a CFX384 Real-Time machine 

(Bio-Rad) with primers listed is Table S2. Expression levels were normalized to actin b us-

ing the ΔCT method. For allele-specific RT-PCR, amplicons containing restriction fragments 

length polymorphisms (RFLPs) were obtained with primers available upon request using Taq 

DNA Polymerase (Invitrogen). PCR products were digested with the indicated restriction en-

zymes and analyzed on 1% or 2% agarose gels stained with ethidium bromide. Allele-specific 

expression was determined by measuring relative band intensities using a Typhoon image 

scanner and ImageQuant software. 

RNA sequencing 
RNA samples were prepared with the Truseq RNA kit, sequenced according to the Illumina 

TruSeq v3 protocol on the HiSeq2000 with a single 43 bp read and 7 bp index. Allele-specif-

ic analysis was performed as previously described with minor modifications (Gendrel et al., 

2014). Genes containing a single polymorphic site were included in the analysis only when 

they show a coverage higher than eight reads whereas for genes carrying multiple informative 

SNPs the coverage threshold was of five reads per polymorphic site. 
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Figure S1, Related to Figure 1. Targeting of M2rtTA at the ROSA26 endogenous locus of F1 2-1 ESC 
lines. 

(A) Targeting strategy to generate hybrid F1 2-1 ESC lines constitutively expressing the reverse tetracy-
cline transactivator M2rtTA.  M2rtTA has been targeted at the ROSA26 locus together with a neomycin/
kanamycin resistance cassette flanked by lox sites. SA, slice acceptor; pA, polyadenylation sequence. (B) 
PCR-RFLP analysis with primers indicated in Figure S1A spanning a MnlI RFLP discriminating between 
the Cast/Ei (no MnlI site) and the 129/Sv (MnlI site) alleles, which was used to target the M2rtTA cassette. 
Correct targeting of the M2rtTA cassette results in loss of 129/Sv specific restriction products, as shown 
for clone 60. Arrows on right indicate size of PCR product and size of MnlI restriction fragments. F1, F1 2-1 
polymorphic 129/Sv-Cast/Ei mother cell line; M, marker; H, water.
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Figure S2, Related to Figure 2.

(A) qPCR quantification of Xist RNA expression level in doxycycline untreated cells at different time points 
upon neuronal differentiation. Mean and SD of two independent differentiation experiments are shown 
for clones Tg-E (68, 77), Tg-X (86, 85, 190, 109), Tg-X;8 (203B, 267, 339) and Tg-12 (160, 273, 292, 55-20, 
251). (B and C)  Quantification of cells showing an Xist-coated chromosome at different time points after 
doxycycline induction.  Data related to Tg-E (64, 87) and Tg-12 (292, 273, 228, 55-20, 55-38, 251) clones is 
shown. n>150 nuclei counted per time point. Higher levels of Xist-coated chromosomes in doxycycline 
untreated clones compare to Figure 2F is due to serum versus 2i (Ying et al., 2008) ESC culturing condi-
tions.
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Figure S3, Related to Figure 3.

Box plot showing the Cast- specific gene expression ratio of X-linked genes in Tg-12 clone 160 (A) and 
of chromosome 8 genes in Tg-X clones (109, 190, 86, 85) (B). (C and F) Schemes showing the position 
on chromosomes 12 and X of the genes used for allele-specifc RFLP RT-PCR. (D and G) Examples of 
allele-specific RFLP RT-PCR analysis of chromosome 12 genes Rian, Fcf1, Pole2, Nampt, Smc6, Pnn and 
X-linked genes G6pdx, Mecp2. Arrows indicate size of RT-PCR products corresponding to either Cast or 
129 alleles and size of restriction fragments upon enzymatic digestion. (E and H) Validation of RNA-seq 
analysis by allele-specific RFLP RT-PCR for Tg-X (86, 85, 109, 190), Tg-X;8 (203b, 267, 339), Tg-E (68, 87) 
and Tg-12 (160, 292, 55, 228, 273) clones. Expression data for Rian, Fcf1, Pole2, Nampt (Chr.12) G6pdx 
(Chr.X) and are shown. (I and J) Allele-specific RFLP RT-PCR analysis of G6pdx, Mecp2 (Chr. X) and Smc6, 
Pnn, Nampt (Chr.12) at different time points after Xist induction in ESC clones maintained in conventional 
serum+Lif conditions. (K) Allele-specific RFLP RT-PCR analysis of chromosome 12 genes in Tg-12 292, 228, 
273 and 55 at different time points upon EB differentiation. Expression data for Fcf1, Psmc1, Pole2 and 
Bzw2 are shown. For allele-specific RFLP RT-PCR analysis the percentage of allele-specific expression was 
determined by measuring relative band intensities of restriction fragments upon enzymatic digestion of 
PCR products using a Typhoon image scanner and ImageQuant software.
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Figure S4, Related to Figure 3. 

(A) Representative images of in vitro neuronal differentiation of F1 2-1 ESC lines. (B) qPCR analysis of Tg-E 
(77, 68) and Tg-12 (160, 292) at different time points upon neuronal differentiation. Data for Nanog, Blbp, 
Nestin and Map2 are shown. 
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Figure S5

(A) Xist qPCR analysis of Tg-E (87,68,77), Tg-X (109, 190, 86, 85) and Tg-X;8 (203B, 339, 267) clones after 
five days of doxycycline treatment prior to neuronal differentiation. Data of three to four independent 
experiments per clone are shown.
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Figure S6, Related to Figure 5

Plots showing Xist mediated silencing of X-linked genes in (A) Tg-E, (B) Tg-X;8 and (C) Tg-X clones. Every 
dot represents a gene. Genes are ordered by genomic position on chromosomes X from telomeric (top) 
to centromeric (bottom) ends.
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Figure S7, Related to Figure 6

LINE density along the entire length of chromosomes X (A), 12 (B), and 8 (C) is shown. Green histogram 
bars represent 250 kb bins. Zoom in around the integration sites of Xist transgene are shown, histogram 
bars correspond to 20 kb bins.

Figure 7S
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Supplementary Table 1.

Primers used in this study to generate transgenic ES clones as described in the experimental procedures 
section.

Table	S1
OLIGO SEQUENCE	 DESCRIPTION
94 ggtaccCAGCCATGTTTGCTCGTTT PTET	XIST_3`ARM_KpnI	F
95 ggatccTAAACGCAGGTATCCGAGGT PTET	XIST_3`ARM_BamHI	R
96 cactgtcggtcactgttcaga PTET	XIST_5`ARM_F
97 CACACCAAAAGCATCACCAG PTET	XIST_5`ARM_R
98 ctgcagCCCCCTGAACCTGAAACATA Floxed	NEO	F
99 ctgcagAAGtctgggtcaagccattg Floxed	NEO	R
119 TGGGTCCTTGTTTCTTGACC PTET	XIST	5`BB	F	k53_BAC_REC
120 TCCCTTTAGGGTTCCGATTT PTET	XIST	5`BB	R	k53__BAC_REC
121 GCCATCACGAGATTTCGATT PTET	XIST	5`BB	R	k35__BAC_REC
127 ATCGCCTGGAGAATTCGAG PTET	XIST	3`BB	F__BAC_REC
128 CGATGGGCAAAAGAAAAAGA PTET	XIST	3`BB	F__BAC_REC
90 CGCGTCATGTCACTGAGCTT Xist	targeting	TspeI	F__ES
91 CGTTGCACGCCTTTAACTGA Xist	targeting	TspeI	R__ES
114 ATATAgcggccgcGGGCCTATTCTCAGTCCAG 3`ARM	ROSA26	F	NotI
115 CGATAGtctagaAGAATGCCATGAGTCAAGCC 3`ARM	ROSA26	R	XbaI
116 tagactGACGTCtctgggggagtcgttttacc 5`ARM	ROSA26	AatII	F
117 atctaaGAGCTCtttcgaggtcgatcgaggtc 5`ARM	ROSA26	SacI	R
136 TGAAAACACAAATGGCGTGT R26	BB	5`F__BAC_REC
137 gcgaagagtttgtcctcaacc R26	BB	5`R__BAC_REC
138 caatggcttgacccagaCTT R26	BB	3`F__BAC_REC
139 ACACACCAGAAGAGGGCATC R26	BB	3`R__BAC_REC
156 ggagagaggcattcatgggag R26_targeting_22__ES_REC
157 ctttttgttgatcctttgccttgatcc R26_targeting_23__ES_REC
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Supplementary Table 2.

Primers used in this study for gene expression analysis as described in the experimental procedures 
section.

Table	S2
OLIGO SEQUENCE	 DESCRIPTION
160 GGATCCTGCTTGAACTACTGC Forward	primer	Xist	expression
161 CAGGCAATCCTTCTTCTTGAG Reverse	primer	Xist	expression
162 AACCCTAAGGCCAACCGTGAAAAG Forward	primer	Actin	expression
163 CATGGCTGGGGTGTTGAAGGTCTC Reverse	primer	Actin	expression
327 AACCAAAGGATGAAGTGCAAGCGG Forward	primer	Nanog	expression
328 TCCAAGTTGGGTTGGTCCAAGTCT Reverse	primer	Nanog	expression
323 AACCTGGAAGCTGACAGACAGT Forward	primer	Blbp	expression
324 TCACAGTTGGTTTGGTCACG Reverse	primer	Blbp	expression
333 AGGCGCTGGAACAGAGATT Forward	primer	Nestin	expression
334 TTCCAGGATCTGAGCGATCT Reverse	primer	Nestin	expression
345 CCTTTTAAAACCGGGAGAGG Forward	primer	Map2	expression
346 AAGGAGAGTGGGCCTGAACT Reverse	primer	Map2	expression
255 GGACCAAAATACACAGATGGCCTA Xist_CAS_Forward_allele_specific
257 CATCATTCCGTCCGGTCAAG Xist_129_Forward_allele_specific
256 CTTGGAAGTCACAGGTGTCCTGTA Xist_Reverse_allele_specific
251 CCCTGAAACCCTACAATGAGTTTTa G6pdx_Forward_129_allele_specific
252 CCTGAAACCCTACAATGAGTTTTg G6pdx_Forward_CAS_allele_specific
253 GGACCGCCATTTTGTCCTAT G6pdx_Reverse_allele_specific
266 CTAAGACTCAGCCTATGGTCGACA Mecp2_Forward_129_	allele_specific
267 TAAGACTCAGCCTATGGTCTCCG Mecp2_Forward_CAS_allele_specific
268 GGCATGGAAGATGAAACAATGTC Mecp2_Reverse_allele_specific
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ABSTRACT 

Genome wide gene expression studies have indicated that the eukaryotic genome contains 

many gene pairs showing overlapping sense and anti-sense transcription. Regulation of these 

coding, and/or non-coding gene pairs involves intricate regulatory mechanisms. Here, we 

have utilized an EGFP reporter plasmid cis-linked to a doxycycline inducible antisense pro-

moter, generating antisense transcription that fully overlaps EGFP, to study the mechanism 

and dynamics of gene silencing after induction of non-coding antisense transcription, in 

undifferentiated and differentiating mouse embryonic stem cells (ESCs). We find that EGFP 

silencing is reversible in ESCs but is locked into a stable state upon ESC differentiation. Re-

versible silencing in ESCs is chromatin dependent, and is associated with accumulation of 

H3K36me3 at the EGFP promoter region. In differentiating ESCs, antisense transcription-in-

duced accumulation of H3K36me3 is associated with an increase in CpG methylation at the 

EGFP promoter. Repression of the sense promoter is affected by small molecule inhibitors 

which interfere with DNA methylation and histone demethylation pathways. Our results indi-

cate a general mechanism for silencing of fully overlapping sense-antisense gene pairs involv-

ing antisense transcription-induced accumulation of H3K36me3 at the sense promoter, result-

ing in reversible silencing of the sense partner, which is stabilized during ESC differentiation 

by CpG methylation.

 

INTRODuCTION
Strand specific RNA sequencing analysis of the mammalian transcriptome has indicated that 

more than 20% of the sequenced transcripts belong to sense-antisense gene pairs (Katayama 

et al., 2005). Many of these gene pairs show full overlap of at least one template, or antisense 

transcription through the sense promoter, and may consist of coding genes, non-coding 

genes, or a combination of coding and non-coding genes. Sense-antisense gene pairs are fre-

quently found in imprinted gene clusters, involved in setting up and maintaining parent spe-

cific gene expression profiles. Imprinted gene loci are regulated by differentially methylated 

imprinting control regions (ICRs), which often direct parent specific transcription of non-cod-

ing RNA (ncRNA) transcripts. Studies involving knockout alleles and alleles with introduced 
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transcriptional stop sequences have indicated that these antisense non-coding genes play a 

crucial role in the regulation of the coding sense partner. The imprinted non-coding antisense 

genes Kcnq1ot1, Ube3a-ATS, Nespas and Airn are the master regulators of the Kcnq1, Prad-

er-Willi / Angelman syndrome, Gnas and Igf2r clusters respectively, by regulating the sense 

protein coding partner. Kcnq1ot1-mediated repression of Kcnq1 and silencing of Igf2r by Airn 

does not depend on dsRNA molecules, but has been attributed to the act of transcription 

involving transcription through the promoter of Kcnq1 and Igf2r (Thakur et al., 2004; Latos et 

al., 2012). This repression might involve transcriptional interference mechanisms of the sense 

partner, but may also include recruitment of chromatin remodeling complexes leading to lo-

cal accumulation of histone modifications and DNA methylation, as was found for Nespas and 

Airn respectively (Williamson et al., 2011; Sleutels et al., 2002). In addition, for Kcnq1ot1 and 

Airn it has been shown that recruitment of chromatin remodeling complexes is involved in cis 

spreading of silencing towards non-overlapping genes, leading to parent specific inhibition 

of expression of flanking genes over long distances, in cis (Pandey et al., 2008; Nagano et al., 

2008).

The Xist/Tsix gene pair represents one of the best studied mammalian sense-antisense gene 

loci. In contrast to most imprinted gene loci, both Xist and Tsix are non-coding and the re-

spective transcriptional activities or the transcribed ncRNAs are involved in mutual repressive 

mechanisms. Xist and Tsix, which is fully overlapping Xist, are the main players in the X chro-

mosome inactivation (XCI) process. Random XCI occurs, and can be studied, in differentiating 

female mouse ESCs, with two X chromosomes. Xist is up-regulated on the future inactive X 

chromosome, and cis spreading and ncRNA-mediated recruitment of chromatin remodeling 

complexes, including PRC2, leads to inactivation of that one X chromosome. Tsix-mediated 

repression of Xist on the active X chromosome does not involve dsRNA and RNA interference 

mechanisms (Nesterova et al., 2008), but is dependent on Tsix antisense transcription through 

the Xist promoter, which leads to Xist promoter associated changes in histone modifications 

and CpG methylation (Sado et al., 2005; Ohhata et al., 2008). Whether this local recruitment of 

chromatin remodelers is ncRNA-mediated or is dependent on a transcriptional interference 

mechanism is unknown. 

Loss or gain of expression of a non-coding antisense partner of a sense gene has often been 

implicated in disease. For instance, in fragile X syndrome (FXS), a repeat expansion of a CGG 

repeat in the 5’UTR of the human FMR1 gene results in induction of antisense transcription 

through the FMR1 promoter (Ladd et al., 2007), initiating at the expanded repeat producing 

an unstable non-coding transcript. This antisense transcription results in epigenetic silencing 

of FMR1, which involves CpG methylation of the expanded repeat. This silencing of FMR1 

happens during a defined window of neuronal differentiation (Brouwer et al., 2009). One form 

of alpha-thalassemia has been associated with juxtaposition of LUC7L to HBA2, resulting in 

antisense transcription through HBA2. This aberrant antisense transcription leads to silencing 
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of HBA2 and DNA methylation of its associated CpG island by an unknown mechanism, dur-

ing a specific developmental time window (Tufarelli et al., 2003). These examples highlight the 

close relationship between transcription, ncRNAs and gene regulation with human disease in 

a developmental context.  

For all these examples the exact mechanisms involved in silencing of the sense partner by 

antisense transcription remain elusive, as the effects of the act of transcription and biological 

activity of the respective ncRNA product cannot be separated. Therefore, a general question 

is whether transcriptional interference, e.g. collision of RNA polymerase II (pol II) complex-

es, torsonial strain or displacement/occlusion of transcription factors/regulatory elements, or 

chromatin mediated mechanisms are responsible for silencing of overlapping genes. Direct 

transcriptional interference has mostly been studied in prokaryotes and yeast, and shows that 

collision of pol II complexes and displacement/occlusion of transcription factors/regulato-

ry elements does influence the activity of overlapping genes to some extent (reviewed in 

Shearwin et al., 2005). In the case of Airn, transcriptional overlap with the Igf2r promoter 

alone is necessary and sufficient for silencing of Igf2r, thus precluding a role for the RNA 

molecule itself (Latos et al., 2012). However, chromatin modulation based on the process of 

transcription per se might still be involved. This model is supported by the observed associ-

ation of pol II with chromatin remodelers like Set2 (Li et al., 2002), which catalyzes deposition 

of H3K36me3 in transcribed regions. H3K36me3 in turn has been implicated in recruitment of 

chromatin factors correlating with transcriptional repression like histone deacetylases, histone 

demethylases and DNA methyltransferases (Carrozza et al., 2005; Xie et al., 2011; Dhayalan 

et al., 2010). In contrast, Airn, Kcnq1ot1, Xist and other ncRNAs have been shown to recruit 

histone modifying complexes like G9A and PRC2 in cis (Pandey et al., 2008, Nagano et al., 

2008, Plath et al., 2003), suggesting the requirement of the RNA molecule itself. To be able to 

exclusively study the effects of antisense transcription, we have utilized an artificial sense-an-

tisense gene pair consisting of an EGFP reporter and a fully overlapping inducible antisense 

transcription unit. Our studies indicate that antisense mediated silencing of the EGFP gene is 

reversible in embryonic stem cells (ESCs), and is dependent on modifications of the chromatin 

environment.  Interestingly, silencing is locked into a stable state upon ESC differentiation, 

concomitant with accumulation of EGFP promoter-associated CpG methylation. Antisense 

transcription-induced silencing is augmented by blocking JARID1/JMJD2 family histone 

demethylases, suggesting that the transcription-coupled histone modification H3K36me3 

provides a repressive environment for sense transcription initiation, which is locked into a 

stable state by CpG methylation upon ESC differentiation.

MATERIALS AND METhODS
plasmids, Reagents and Antibodies
Plasmids used for generation of transgenic lines and transient transfections were pTRE-Tight-
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BI-DsRed2 (Clontech) and pCAG-EGFP-N1, which was generated by replacing the CMV pro-

moter in pEGFP-N1 (Clontech) with the CAG promoter from pCAG-Rnf12-Flag (Gontan et 

al., 2012). Reagents used were doxycycline, 5-aza-dC, SAHA, 2,4-PDCA, 2-PCPA, curcumin, 

pargyline, JQ1 (all Sigma).

Cell Lines
Culture media and conditions for ESC culture and differentiation have been described (Bar-

akat et al., 2011). Final concentration of doxycycline was 2 μg/ml. Final concentrations of small 

molecule inhibitors were: 20nM 5-aza-dC; 400nM SAHA; 5mM 2,4-PDCA; 200μM 2-PCPA; 

10μM CUR; 1.5mM PAR; 150nM JQ1. Transgenic ESC lines were generated using polymor-

phic male 129/Sv-Cast/Ei line harboring an M2rtTA transcriptional activator in the ROSA26 

locus (Friedrich et al., 1991) as follows: A tetracycline-responsive ptet promoter excised from 

pTRE-Tight-BI-DsRed2 was inserted downstream and in antisense direction to the EGFP in 

pCAG-EGFP-N1 (pCAG-EGFP-as-ptet). This construct was transfected into M2 ESC line by 

electroporation (Bio-Rad Gene Pulser Xcell) and stable clones with random integrations were 

obtained by one week selection in 350 μg/ml G-418 (Gibco). Clones were screened for ex-

pression of EGFP and responsiveness to doxycycline. For transient transfections, M2 ESCs 

were co-transfected with pCAG-EGFP-as-ptet and pTRE-Tight-BI-DsRed2 using an AMAXA 

nucleofector device and Mouse ESC Nucleofector Kit (Lonza). After 18 hours, EGFP-positive 

cells were sorted and used for experiments.

FACS Analysis
Single cell suspensions were prepared by TE treatment for 7 minutes at 37°C and 30 minutes 

pre-plating to remove feeder cells if necessary. Duplets were excluded by appropriate gating 

and dead/dying cells by Hoechst 33258 straining (1 μg/ml, Molecular Probes). Relative fluo-

rescence intensities (FI) were determined for EGFP and mCherry. Cell analysis was performed 

on LSRFortessa and cell sorting on FACSAria III (BD Biosciences) with FacsDiva software. Sta-

tistical Analysis was performed in FlowJo.

Strand-specific Expression Analysis
RNA was isolated using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) using manufacturer’s instructions. DNAse 

I treatment was performed to remove genomic DNA, and cDNA was prepared using Super-

ScriptII (Invitrogen) with strand-specific primers for target and control in the same reaction. 

Quantitative RT-PCR was performed on a CFX384 Real-Time PCR Detection System (Biorad) 

using Fast SYBR Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). Primers are listed in Table S2. Re-

sults were normalized to Actin, using the ΔCT method (Livak et al., 2001) and mostly repre-

sented as fold-change versus undifferentiated no doxycycline control.
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Bisulfite Sequencing
Phenol-chloroform extracted DNA was converted using the EpiTect Bisulfite Kit (QIAGEN) fol-

lowing the manufacturer’s instructions. Part of the CAG promoter was amplified from bisulfite 

converted DNA with Platinum Taq (Invitrogen) using primers 204+207. The PCR product was 

gel-purified and subcloned into pGEM T-Easy (Promega) and transformed into bacteria. Sin-

gle bacterial clones were isolated and the fragment of the CAG promoter was amplified by 

colony PCR using primers 208+209, followed by Sanger sequencing using primer 302. Se-

quence reads were analyzed using QUMA (Kumaki et al., 2008).

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation
In short, approximately 5x106 cells were cross-linked in dish for 10 minutes at room tempera-

ture by adding 1/10 volume 11% buffered formaldehyde solution (50 mM Hepes-KOH pH 7.6, 

100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA pH 8, 0.5 mM EGTA pH 8, 11% v/v formaldehyde) and quenched 

for 10 minutes at room temperature with 125 mM glycine. Cells were washed twice in ice-cold 

PBS+ protease inhibitors and resuspended in SDS lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 10 mM 

EDTA pH 8, 1% SDS), followed by sonication until a fragment size of ca. 500 bp was reached. 

Chromatin was diluted 1:10 in ChIP dilution buffer (16.7 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 167 mM NaCl, 1.2 

mM EDTA pH 8, 1.1% Triton X100, 0.01% SDS) and incubated with antibodies overnight at 

4°C. Chromatin was then incubated with pre-blocked Protein G Dynabeads (Novex) for 1 hour 

at 4°C. Beads were washed thrice in low salt buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, 2 

mM EDTA pH 8, 1% Triton X100, 0.1% SDS), once in high salt buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 500 

mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA pH 8, 1% Triton X100, 0.1% SDS), once in LiCl buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl 

pH 8, 250 mM LiCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5% deoxycholate, 0.5% NP-40), and once in TE buffer (10 

mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA pH 8).  Complexes were eluted in elution buffer 

(10 mM TrisHCl pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA pH 8, 5 mM DTT, 1% SDS) for 15 minutes 

at 65°C and cross-links were reversed by incubation overnight at 65°C. DNA fragments were 

recovered by Proteinase K treatment followed by phenol-chloroform extraction and analyzed 

by quantitative RT-PCR. Enrichment was estimated by determining the original amount of 

template in pull-down and input fractions as 2-CT(pull-down)/ 2-CT(input).

RESuLTS
Inducible antisense transcription reversibly silences an EGFp reporter 
To be able to study the general effect of antisense transcription on gene regulation during de-

velopment, we generated transgenic mouse ESC lines containing an EGFP reporter cassette 

and a doxycycline-responsive promoter in antisense direction downstream of the reporter. 

This antisense ptet promoter was intended to initiate antisense transcription that fully over-

laps with the sense EGFP reporter. To this end, the tetracycline-responsive ptet promoter was 

inserted downstream and in antisense direction to a CAG promoter driven (Alexopoulou et 
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al., 2008) EGFP (Fig.1A). This construct was randomly integrated into male ESCs generated 

from a cross of a male Cast/Ei mouse and a female 129/Sv mouse carrying a M2rtTA tran-

scriptional activator in the ROSA26 locus (Friedrich et al., 1991), allowing us to induce dox-

ycycline(DOX)-dependent antisense transcription through the EGFP coding sequence and 

its promoter. EGFP positives clones were isolated and expanded, and reactivity to DOX was 

tested. Most clones showed a reduction in EGFP intensity upon DOX addition and six clones, 

denominated M2-3, M2-4, M2-5, M2-8, M2-20 and M2-29, were used for further analysis (ex-

ample in Fig.1B). 

Figure 1. Map of EGFP-antisense-ptet construct and transfection strategy.

(A) Map to scale showing the construct used for generation of transgenic cell lines. Promoters and EGFP 
ORF are depicted as white and green boxes, respectively. Location of primers used for fi rst strand synthe-
sis for strand-specifi c expression analysis is indicated on top, and the black boxes numbered 1-6 mark the 
location of amplicons for expression analysis and ChIP analysis. Area amplifi ed from bisulfi te-treated DNA 
for bisulfi te sequencing is shown on bottom. (B) Cartoon depicting transfection and screening strategy 
used to identify clones for further analysis. ESCs harboring a M2rtTA in the ROSA26 locus were transfect-
ed, and stable random integration was forced by G-418 selection. EGFP-positive clones were expanded, 
plated in duplicate, and responsiveness to doxycycline was tested in 96-well plates (as an example, red 
circles denote clones with a decreased level of EGFP expression).

When undifferentiated M2-3 ESCs were grown for two days in the presence of DOX and 

analyzed by FACS, the EGFP relative fl uorescence intensity (FI) level was reduced to 40% as 
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compared to control cells. This demonstrates that antisense transcription can reduce tran-

scriptional activity of a sense partner, in this experimental context, where sense and anti-

sense partners are biologically unrelated (Fig.2A,B; Fig. S1).  This silencing appeared very 

dynamic as DOX removal within one day resulted in almost complete recovery of EGFP FI to 

levels measured without induction of antisense transcription (Fig. 2A,B; Fig. S1). Comparable 

results were found with several other M2 clones. Due to heterogeneity between independ-

ent experiments, statistical significance for the difference between recovered and repressed 

(+DOX) was not reached for all clones. However, the trend was highly similar in all independ-

ent experiments. This is also reflected by the statistical significance for the difference when all 

clones are pooled (Fig. 2B). To evaluate the time course of synthesis of both EGFP mRNA and 

the transcript originating from the ptet promoter, RNA was isolated from these pulse-chase 

experiments and strand-specific quantitative RT-PCR was performed.  Two different sets of 

primers were used, one for amplification of a ptet proximal and one for a ptet distal product 

(Fig. 1A). As expected, quantification of the proximal transcript demonstrated reversible in-

duction of the ptet promoter by doxycycline, which resulted in a concomitant reduction of the 

EGFP mRNA level. After DOX washout, the EGFP mRNA level recovered. As for fluorescence 

levels, heterogeneity between independent experiments was observed, but these independ-

ent experiments showed always the same trend. Therefore, not all clones show statistically 

significant differences, whereas all clones pooled do (Fig.2C). The same pattern was observed 

for the distal ptet amplicon, confirming that ptet induced transcription fully overlaps with the 

EGFP reporter and runs through the CAG promoter (Fig. 2D). These results show that, in the 

present system using undifferentiated mouse ESCs, repression of a coding gene by antisense 

transcription is completely reversible, so that the repression is dependent on continuous an-

tisense transcription.
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Figure 2. Antisense transcription and EGFP reporter expression in undifferentiated ESCs.

(A) Histograms of EGFP fluorescence intensity (FI) distribution in M2-3 as determined by FACS analysis. 
Dark green represents uninduced cells, and light green the cells treated with doxycycline. Left upper 
panel shows repression after two days of doxycycline treatment as compared to untreated control, and 
the left lower panel shows the respective situation three days later, after doxycycline has been washed 
out. Right panels depict another experiment with the same experimental setup, but with only one day 
recovery from doxycycline induction. (B) Mean EGFP FI of induced/noninduced cells is shown after two 
days of doxycycline treatment (+DOX) and  after two days of doxycycline treatment followed by one day 
of recovery (recovered). (C) Strand-specific expression analysis in noninduced (-DOX), induced (+DOX), 
and recovered (recov.) cells as outlined in (B) and main text. Top panels (light blue bars) show the results 
for the ptet proximal amplicon (amplicon 3 in Figure 1A), and bottom panels (green bars) show the re-
sults for the EGFP amplicon (amplicon 2). Quantification is depicted as fold change (relative expression) 
compared to noninduced cells. (D) Same as in top panel of (C) but results for the ptet distal amplicon are 
shown (amplicon 1). The mean and SD of at least two independent experiments for each clone, and of all 
clones pooled, are shown in (B), (C) and (D); * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.1, two-sample Student’s t test (B) or single 
factor ANOVA (C), (D).
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Antisense transcription changes the chromatin structure of CAG promoter 
For several specific examples of sense-antisense gene pairs, it has been described that silenc-

ing of the sense partner is accompanied by changes in promoter chromatin structure. In some 

cases, transcriptional overlap was found to be sufficient for silencing (Latos et al., 2012), but 

for other such gene pairs a requirement for antisense ncRNA to recruit chromatin modifying 

complexes has been reported (Pandey et al., 2008). Thus, mechanisms of regulation appear 

to vary and it is not fully understood how antisense transcription is converted into a repressive 

chromatin environment. Our ptet-EGFP system provides an experimental tool to study the 

effect of antisense transcription on chromatin structure, for specific genes and RNA sequenc-

es which are not taking part, in a biological context, in a sense-antisense regulation system. 

Hence, we anticipated that the present experiments would provide information regarding the 

more general aspects of such regulatory mechanisms. 

Elongating pol II itself interacts with a plethora of histone modifying proteins, and we hypoth-

esized that transcriptional read-through per se might be sufficient to create a specific repres-

sion-instructive chromatin signature in promoters. We were particularly interested in meth-

ylations of histone H3 at residues K4 and K36, which are catalyzed by two pol II associated 

proteins, SET1 (Ng et al., 2003) and SET2 (Li et al., 2002), respectively. ChIP analysis of the CAG 

promoter in undifferentiated, not induced M2-3 cells showed strong enrichment of H3K4me3, 

while H3K36me3 levels were close to background (Fig. 3A). The H3K36me3 signal between 

the EGFP cassette and the ptet promoter (amplicon 5 in Fig.1A) found in uninduced cells is 

most likely caused by read-through transcription derived from the EGFP cassette. Upon DOX 

addition, however, H3K36me3 signal at the CAG promoter increased approximately 3-fold 

with a concomitant decrease in H3K4me3 (Fig. 3A; Fig. 5C), thereby creating a specific chro-

matin environment that corresponded with repressed expression of the EGFP reporter. Gain 

of H3K36me3 just downstream of the ptet promoter also demonstrates effective transcrip-

tional elongation, while enrichment at the ptet promoter itself most likely reflects a lack of 

resolution or initiation of transcription slightly upstream of the amplicon tested by qPCR. This 

might also explain lack of induction of H3K4me3 signal at the ptet promoter (amplicon 6 in 

Fig.1A) itself. Analogous to fluorescence and mRNA abundance measurements, this effect 

was almost completely reversible after DOX washout (Fig. 3A). 

CpG islands (CGIs) are CG rich genomic regions which frequently initiate transcription and 

constitute more than 50% of all annotated promoters in vertebrates (Saxonov et al., 2006). 

Most CGIs remain unmethylated, but DNA methylation of CpG residues is correlated with 

stable repression of transcription. Several promoters of developmentally regulated genes ac-

quire DNA methylation during development (Meissner et al., 2008; Mohn et al., 2008). To test 

if DOX-induced repression of the CAG promoter that drives EGFP expression and contains a 

CGI involves DNA methylation, we performed bisulfite sequencing on undifferentiated ESCs 

grown in absence and presence of DOX. In most clones the CAG promoter was found to be 
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completely devoid of DNA methylation, regardless of induction of antisense transcription 

(Fig.3B). Only clone M2-5 showed higher levels of DNA methylation, but this was unrespon-

sive to induction of antisense transcription, meaning that this higher level most likely is related 

to a position-effect. Thus, antisense transcription generates a special chromatin state at an 

unrelated promoter that is located nearby and transcribed in sense direction.  This sense part-

ner is reversibly repressed in cis. Importantly, this effect is not dependent on any specifi c RNA 

sequences or locus requirements.
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Figure 3. Chromatin structure in the CAG and ptet promoter regions in undifferentiated ESCs.

(A) ChIP-qPCR analysis of the region encompassing CAG and ptet promoters (CAG promoter: amplicon 4 
in Fig.1A; GFP-ptet: amplicon 5; ptet promoter: amplicon 6) in the M2-3 clone for noninduced (-DOX), in-
duced (+DOX), and recovered (+DOX recovered) conditions as outlined in main text. Antibodies against 
H3K36me and H3K4me3, and whole IgG as mock control, were used as indicated. Loci analyzed, includ-
ing H3K36me3 and H3K4me3 positive controls, are indicated. Values are plotted as the ratio of original 
amount of template DNA, for pull-down and input fractions. The mean and SD of three independent 
experiments are shown. (B) Bisulfite sequencing of the CAG promoter in several clones treated (+DOX) 
or not treated with doxycycline (-DOX) for two days. For independent clones represented in the separate 
panels, filled circles are methylated, empty circles unmethylated CpGs. Average percentages for each 
condition and clone are indicated. (C) Upper left shows timing of transient transfection experiments, 
arrows indicate time point of sorting, analysis and doxycycline removal; dashed lines represent time cells 
were grown in absence, red line in presence of doxycycline. Lower panels display FACS histograms of 
DsRed2 (red) and EGFP (green) fluorescence intensity (FI) distribution, for the conditions without doxy-
cycline (shown in dark color) and with doxycycline (in lighter color), respectively. Upper right gives mean 
EGFP FI of induced/noninduced cells after two days of doxycycline treatment (+DOX), and  after two days 
of doxycycline treatment followed by one day of recovery (recovered). Error bars represent SD of three 
independent experiments. (D) Exactly as in (A), but for transient transfections.

Antisense transcription mediated repression requires an intact chromatin template
ChIP analysis of the CAG promoter suggested that antisense transcription induces a specific 

chromatin signature over promoters. Next, we asked whether chromatin modifications are im-

portant for silencing by antisense transcription. We therefore exploited transient transfections 

as a system in which the regular chromatin structure is perturbed (Jeong et al., 1994; Hebbar 

et al., 2008). The same sense-EGFP-antisense-ptet construct that was used for generation of 

M2 cell clones was transiently transfected into M2rtTA-ROSA26 male ESCs, and EGFP positive 

cells were sorted after 18hrs into medium containing DOX or no DOX. As a control for DOX in-

duction, a ptet-DsRed construct was co-transfected. After two days of either DOX or no DOX 

treatment, cells were analyzed by FACS. For another set of cells DOX was removed after 48hrs 

and cells were left to recover for an additional 24 hours before FACS analysis. Surprisingly, 

addition of DOX almost completely failed to repress EGFP transcription from the transiently 

transfected plasmid, even though DOX induction of ptet transcription per se was functional as 

demonstrated by expression of DsRed (Fig. 3C). Thus, recovery from DOX treatment did not 

significantly increase EGFP FI levels as compared to the induced condition (Fig. 3C). To study 

if a perturbed chromatin arrangement on a transiently transfected template carries chromatin 

modifications as they are laid down by the transcription machinery and thus are involved in 

the specific chromatin state induced by antisense transcription, ChIP was performed on tran-

siently transfected cells. Intriguingly, neither H3K4me3 nor H3K36me3 were found to reside 

on the transiently transfected plasmid (Fig. 3D). Thus, even though EGFP expression and ptet 

induction are not hampered on a transiently transfected template devoid of the histone mod-

ifications H3K4me3 and H3K36me3, repression of EGFP mediated by antisense transcription 

does not occur in that situation.
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Antisense transcription-mediated repression during ESC differentiation
To investigate the effect of antisense transcription on expression of the EGFP reporter during 

differentiation, we performed pulse-chase type time-course experiments. Cells were differ-

entiated by removal of feeders and LIF, and kept in culture until day three of differentiation. 

We opted for this window of time because, even in the absence of DOX, the EGFP reporter 

was increasingly silenced at later time-points in all clones analyzed. Moreover, in the present 

system, 50% of female ESCs initiate XCI during the first three days of differentiation, demon-

strating that during this developmental time window major epigenetic and gene regulatory 

changes occur. The different conditions for day one, two, and three of differentiation were: i) 

no DOX, ii) with two days DOX followed by washout and one day recovery, and iii) addition of 

DOX for two days before analysis (Fig. 4A). FACS analysis showed that, while DOX treatment 

until the start of differentiation did not interfere with recovery of FI levels, the DOX treatment 

exerted a stronger inhibitory effect on recovery if DOX was administered during differentiation 

(Fig. 4B). Plotting the difference of EGFP FI ratios between recovered and repressed cells for 

all clones reveals significant differences over time of differentiation (Fig. 4D). This difference 

trends towards zero demonstrating that at later time points of differentiation cells are not able 

to recover from antisense transcription induced EGFP repression (Fig. 4D). In addition, when 

ptet antisense transcription through the EGFP cassette was induced from day one to three 

of differentiation, repression of the EGFP was attenuated. This suggests either that antisense 

transcription at the onset of differentiation is important for proper silencing of the antisense 

partner, or that at later time-points during differentiation any kind of forced expression helps 

to maintain the locus in an open conformation. To test whether the loss of reversible silencing 

during differentiation is caused by general repression of the EGFP reporter and to verify that 

induction of transcription from the ptet promoter is working under differentiation conditions, 

RNA was isolated from the same time-course experiments and transcripts emanating from 

the ptet and CAG promoters were quantified by strand-specific qPCR. Abundance of ptet 

transcripts increased 1.5- to 3-fold upon DOX addition at all time points analyzed, and this 

expression reverted to levels similar to the noninduced condition after DOX removal (Fig. 4C), 

demonstrating that the inducible system functions normally in differentiating cells. Of note, 

the ptet promoter appeared to become increasingly de-repressed while differentiation last-

ed. Upon addition or wash-out of DOX, EGFP transcripts displayed the expected anti-corre-

lation with ptet-derived transcription, mirroring the data obtained by FACS analysis (Fig. 4C). 

Plotting the differences in expression levels for all clones pooled, we found that ptet levels do 

not differ significantly over time of differentiation. The difference between uninduced and re-

covered cells cluster around zero, showing that ptet expression is effectively terminated upon 

DOX washout, whereas the difference between recovered and repressed cells is negative, 

showing that ptet expression can be induced at all time points during differentiation (Fig. 4E, 

left panel). 
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Figure 4. Stable repression of CAG promoter by antisense transcription in differentiating ESCs.

(A) Time schedule of induction experiments in differentiating ESCs. Dashed lines represent time that 
cells were grown in absence of doxycycline, red lines represent time that cells were grown in presence of 
doxycycline. Grey dots indicate time point of analysis. (B) Mean EGFP FI of induced/noninduced cells is 
shown for cells treated for two days with doxycycline until day of analysis and for cells treated for two days 
followed by one day of recovery as outlined in (A). Upper label on x-axis gives time period of doxycycline 
treatment and lower label indicates day of analysis. (C) Strand-specific expression analysis in noninduced, 
recovered, and induced cells as outlined in (A) and main text. Upper label on x-axes gives time period 
of doxycycline treatment (- is noninduced) and lower label indicates day of analysis. Top panels show 
ptet proximal amplicon (amplicon 3 in Figure 1a), and bottom panels show EGFP amplicon (amplicon 2). 
Quantification is depicted as fold change compared to noninduced, undifferentiated cells. (D) Difference 
in EGFP FI ratios from (B) between cells after doxycycline washout (recovered) and under doxycycline 
treatment (repressed). (E) Difference in relative expression of ptet and EGFP from (C) between cells with 
no doxycycline (no DOX) and recovered cells (black), and between recovered and repressed cells (red). 
The mean and SD of two to three independent experiments for each clone are shown in (B) and (C), and 
for all clones pooled in (D) and (E); * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.1, two-sample Student’s t test (B) or single factor 
ANOVA (C), (D), (E).
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In contrast, expression levels of EGFP change significantly over time of differentiation. The 

difference between uninduced and recovered cells increases, whereas the difference between 

recovered and repressed cells decreases, demonstrating that EGFP expression levels do not 

recover from DOX-induced repression at later time points of differentiation (Fig. 4E, right 

panel). Importantly, EGFP mRNA abundance in the absence of DOX did not substantially 

decrease during differentiation, but stayed at levels comparable to those in undifferentiated 

cells. Taken together, these data indicate that antisense transcription during differentiation, 

in contrast to the reversible silencing observed in undifferentiated cells, might lead to stable 

repression of a gene on the opposite strand.
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Figure 5. Epigenetic modifications of the CAG promoter in differentiating ESCs.

(A) Time schedule of induction experiments in differentiating ESCs. Dashed lines represent time that 
cells were grown in absence of doxycycline, red lines represent time that cells were grown in presence 
of doxycycline. Grey dots indicate time point of ChIP analysis, black dots indicate time point of bisulfite 
sequencing. (B) ChIP-qPCR analysis of region encompassing CAG and ptet promoters in differentiating 
M2-3 clone for noninduced (-DOX), induced (+DOX), and recovered (+DOX recovered) conditions as out-
lined in (A) and main text. Antibodies against H3K36me and H3K4me3, and whole IgG as mock control, 
were used as indicated on top. Loci analyzed, including H3K36me3 and H3K4me3 controls, are indicated. 
Values are plotted as the ratio of original amount of template DNA, for  the pull-down and input fractions. 
The mean and SD of two independent experiments are shown. (C) Direct comparison of H3K36me3 levels 
on the CAG promoter between undifferentiated and differentiating cells. Values for undifferentiated (Fig. 
3A) and differentiating cells (Fig. 5A) were divided by corresponding values of H3K36me3 positive con-
trols for normalization. The mean and SD of two (differentiated) or three (undifferentiated) independent 
experiments are shown. (D) Bisulfite sequencing of CAG promoter in several differentiating clones treated 
(+DOX) or not treated with doxycycline (-DOX) for two days as outlined in (A). For independent clones 
represented in the separate panels, filled circles are methylated, empty circles unmethylated CpGs. Av-
erage percentages for each condition and clone are indicated. (E) Mean EGFP FI of induced/noninduced 
M2-3 cells after two days of doxycycline treatment (+DOX) and  after two days of doxycycline treatment 
followed by one day of recovery (recovered). Left panels show undifferentiated, right panels differenti-
ating cells, all were treated with 2,4-PDCA. Error bars represent SD of three independent experiments.  

Chromatin structure induced by antisense transcription during differentiation
Since we observed that transcriptional antisense read-through resulted in a specific chromatin 

signature at the CAG promoter without altering DNA methylation levels in undifferentiated 

ESCs, we next asked which effect antisense transcription would have on chromatin structure 

during differentiation. Therefore, differentiating cells were grown in absence or presence of 

DOX, or were allowed to recover for 1 day after DOX removal, and ChIP analysis of H3K4me3 

and H3K36me3 was performed at day three of differentiation (Fig. 5A,B,C). Similar to undif-

ferentiated cells, without DOX, in the absence of ptet transcription, H3K4me3 was found to 

be strongly enriched at the CAG promoter, while H3K36me3 levels were close to background. 

In DOX-induced cells, H3K36me3 becomes enriched at the CAG promoter, while H3K4me3 

levels decrease slightly, suggesting that antisense transcription through the CAG promoter 

creates a specific chromatin environment also during differentiation. However, one day after 

DOX wash-out, reversal of chromatin marks to the noninduced state was less complete than 

in undifferentiated cells, even though the absolute drop was equally prominent (Fig. 5C). This 

might be attributed to either the enhanced levels of DOX-induced ptet transcription during 

later phases of differentiation (Fig. 4C) or to a more stable silencing of EGFP. DNA methyla-

tion, which is believed to be important for stable repression of the inactivated X chromosome 

(Sado et al., 2000) and several other genes (Mohn et al., 2008), is highly dynamic during and 

essential for embryonic development (Borgel et al., 2010; Okano et al., 1999). We therefore 

tested if DNA methylation is involved in the repression of the EGFP reporter, by bisulfite se-

quencing of cells differentiated for 2 days. Strikingly, all clones analyzed displayed a marked 

increase in DNA methylation in the CAG promoter which was strictly dependent on antisense 

transcription (Fig. 5D). Values ranged from 0% to 8% methylated CpGs without DOX addition 
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up to 40% CpG methylation after two days of DOX treatment. These findings indicate that an-

tisense transcription generates a particular chromatin signature and, contrary to the situation 

in undifferentiated ESCs, is capable of inducing promoter-associated CGIs DNA methylation 

only in the specific context of differentiation. These events might lead, in turn, to stable gene 

repression.

To follow up on the observations that properly assembled chromatin and specific combina-

tions of chromatin modifications may have a role in the antisense transcription-mediated re-

pression of the EGFP reporter, we used several small molecule inhibitors (Table S1) to interfere 

with enzymes that catalyze DNA methlation or the addition or removal of histone modifica-

tions. As before, pulse-chase type experiments on undifferentiated and differentiating M2-3 

cells were performed, but this time in presence of these inhibitors. Most inhibitors had only 

minimal effects on repression and recovery in undifferentiated and differentiating cells (Fig. 

S2). However, in contrast to all other small molecule inhibitors used in this study, 2,4-PDCA, 

a histone demethylase inhibitor with high specificity for JARID1 and JMJD2 family demeth-

ylases which are responsible for H3K4me3 and H3K36me3 demethylation respectively (Kris-

tensen et al., 2012), strongly enhanced both the direct repressive effect and stable silencing 

by antisense transcription during differentiation (Fig. 5E). Taken together, these data point to 

a general role for H3K4me3 and/or H3K36me3 in antisense transcription-mediated repression 

and the establishment of silent chromatin at the CAG promoter driving EGFP. In particular, 

maintenance of the silent state, which is only put into place during differentiation, appears to 

be influenced by the H3K4me3 and H3K36me3 histone modifications.

DISCuSSION
Transcriptional interference mechanisms have been thoroughly studied in prokaryotes and 

yeast (reviewed in Shearwin et al., 2005). These studies indicate inhibition of transcription of 

the sense gene of a sense-antisense gene pair, which might involve transcription invoked tor-

sional effects or transcriptional collision. In addition, studies of the SRG1/SER3 system in yeast 

have implicated SRG1 transcription dependent nucleosome occupancy in the SER3 promoter 

in repression of SER3 (Hainer et al., 2011; Thebault et al., 2011).Torsional or topological effects 

have also been implicated in transcriptional interference in higher eukaryotes (Eszterhas et al., 

2002), and for the Xist/Tsix locus chromatin remodelling of the Xist promoter by overlapping 

Tsix transcription has been shown to be involved in Xist silencing (Sado et al., 2005; Ohhata et 

al., 2008). Our findings indicate that antisense-mediated repression of a sense gene is absent 

on transiently transfected templates, precluding an important role for direct transcriptional 

interference in silencing of the reporter. Our ChIP experiments revealed the absence of chro-

matin modifications that are normally found on templates randomly integrated at different 

positions in the genome, suggesting that histone modifications play a key role in antisense 

mediated repression of fully overlapping sense-antisense gene pairs. 
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We found that silencing of a stably integrated reporter plasmid is reversible in ESCs and is 

accompanied by an increase in H3K36me3 and a reduction of H3K4me3 in the CAG promoter 

region driving EGFP transcription. Interestingly, repression of EGFP is stabilized during the 

ESC differentiation process, concomitant with partial maintenance of accumulated H3K36me3 

and loss of H3K4me3, and a significant increase in CpG methylation at the EGFP promoter. 

Addition of inhibitors interfering with specific epigenetic pathways had little effect on GFP 

expression during and after recovery of antisense transcription, for most compounds tested. 

However, addition of 2,4-PCDA had a pronounced effect on EGFP expression in differentiat-

ing ESCs, both during doxycyclin-induced antisense transcription and after recovery from this 

antisense transcription. The compound 2,4-PCDA inhibits H3K4me3 and H3K36me3 demeth-

ylases, so that the results suggest that accumulation of these modifications leads to silencing 

of the CAG promoter, which might be the case also for any other gene promoter with over-

lapping antisense transcription. The observed effect of 2,4-PCDA was also present, but less 

pronounced, in undifferentiated ESCs, possibly related to the reversibility of the silencing 

process. Interestingly, treatment of differentiating ESCs with the DNA methylation inhibitor 

5-aza-dC revealed the opposite effect, resulting in an increase in EGFP expression, pointing 

at a specific role for DNA methylation in silencing of antisense promoters in a developmental 

context.

Although we cannot formally exclude a role for the non-coding antisense RNA in this process, 

the synthetic nature of our reporter construct favors a model were the act of transcription 

and pol II associated chromatin remodelers play a crucial role in the regulation of sense-an-

tisense gene pairs where at least one of the genes initiates transcription through the pro-

moter of the other gene. In yeast, the methyltransferase Set2 associates with pol II, and the 

resulting accumulation of H3K36me3 in the gene body is important for recruitment of the 

histone deacytelase Rpd3 (Li et al., 2002; Carrozza et al., 2005; Houseley et al., 2008). In mam-

mals, H3K36me3 is involved in recruitment of the H3K4me3 demethylase KDM5B (Xie et al., 

2011), and the DNA de novo methyltransferases DNMT3A (Dhayalan et al., 2010), implicating 

a role for H3K36me3 in repression of transcription from cryptic intragenic promoters. Our 

data are consistent with these findings and suggest that promoter-associated H3K36me3 re-

versibly represses transcription initiation in ESCs, which might be dependent on the recruit-

ment of KDM5B whose function is associated with ESC self-renewal. Upon ESC differentiation, 

H3K36me3 enriched gene bodies, including our antisense transcribed EGFP reporter, might 

be targeted specifically by DNMT3A which is upregulated during this differentiation process.  

Whether silencing of the EGFP promoter only requires H3K36me3 or is also dependent on 

H3K4me3 needs further investigation. Similar observations have been made for Xist and Tsix, 

two endogenous overlapping gene loci. Loss of Tsix antisense transcription through the Xist 

promoter has been shown to result in promoter-associated chromatin changes, allowing ab-

errant initiation of Xist transcription (Sado et al., 2005; Ohhata et al., 2008; Navarro et al., 
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2006). In addition, forced Tsix expression during development results in Xist promoter meth-

ylation (Ohhata et al., 2011). Xist promoter methylation is required to stably repress Xist at 

later stages of development, also in the absence of ongoing Tsix transcription, which is shut 

down in differentiated cells (Beard et al., 1995). Also for the imprinted Igf2r/Airn locus, Airn 

antisense transcription through the Igf2r promoter is required for silencing of Igf2r (Sleutels 

et al., 2002). Studies with an inducible Airn promoter indicate that antisense Airn transcription 

leads to CpG methylation of the Igf2r promoter, stabilizing the silent state, which can then 

be maintained in the absence of Airn transcriptional readthrough (Santoro et al., 2013). The 

present findings obtained for an experimental sense-antisense gene pair in undifferentiated 

and differentiating ESCs, taken together with the above-described findings on physiological 

gene pairs, clearly demarcate a developmental time window where irreversible silencing is 

established. Our experimental system provides a powerful tool to study the respective regu-

latory mechanisms.

In prokaryotes and yeast, it has been found that genes with a clear ‘on-off’ switch show an 

enrichment for antisense expression from a neighbouring locus (Duhring et al., 2006). This 

antisense transcription has been implicated in providing thresholds that need to be overcome 

for sense genes to be expressed (Xu et al., 2011). Also in higher eukaryotes, the best studied 

sense-antisense fully overlapping gene pairs, including Xist/Tsix and Igf2r/Airn, show such a 

binary switch pattern in gene expression during development, where the antisense partner 

provides a threshold for transcription initiation of the sense gene. Our findings with an en-

gineered reporter indicate that fully overlapping sense-antisense, and possibly sense-sense, 

gene pairs might be subject to a general silencing mechanism, which does not involve tran-

scriptional interference, but at least partially relies on transcription mediated accumulation 

of histone modifications in promoters leading to gene silencing (Fig.6). Our model does not 

exclude alternative models like nucleosome occupancy mediated repression of overlapping 

promoters as observed for the SRG1/SER3 locus in yeast (Hainer et al., 2011, Thebault et al., 

2011) or ncRNA-mediated recruitment of chromatin modifiers at specific loci as proposed for 

Airn, Kcnq1ot1 and Xist (Pandey et al., 2008; Nagano et al., 2008; Plath et al., 2003). Rather, 

several complementary mechanisms might act cooperatively to ensure faithful regulation of 

overlapping gene pairs. Genome-wide strand specific RNA-seq and ChIP-seq studies will be 

required to determine whether such a general surveillance mechanism is indeed active in 

mammalian systems.
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Figure 6. Model of chromatin mediated repression of sense-antisense gene pairs.

In undifferentiated ES cells (left panel), transcription through the CAG promoter driving EGFP expression 
results in a specifi c chromatin signature at and repression of this promoter. This effect is completely de-
pendent on antisense transcription and thus reversible upon doxycycline washout. In contrast, antisense 
transcription in differentiating ES cells (right panel) leads to accumulation of DNA methylation (fi lled 
circles) in the CAG promoter and stable silencing of EGFP even if antisense transcription is stopped at 
later stages of differentiation. Only histone modifi cations resulting from ptet transcription are displayed.
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Figure S1.

Representative histograms of EGFP fl uorescence intensity (FI) distribution in clones M2-4, M2-5, M2-8 
and M2-20 as determined by FACS analysis. Dark green represents uninduced cells, and light green the 
cells treated with doxycycline. Upper panels shows repression after two days of doxycycline treatment 
as compared to untreated control, and lower panels shows the respective situation one day later, after 
doxycycline has been washed out.
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FIG S1 Representative histograms of EGFP fluorescence intensity (FI) distribution in clones M2-4, 

M2-5, M2-8 and M2-20 as determined by FACS analysis. Dark green represents uninduced cells, and 

light green the cells treated with doxycycline. Upper panels shows repression after two days of 

doxycycline treatment as compared to untreated control, and lower panels shows the respective 

situation one day later, after doxycycline has been washed out.  
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Figure S2. Interference of small molecule inhibitors with chromatin modifiers.

(A) Mean EGFP FI of induced/noninduced M2-3 cells after two days of doxycycline treatment (+DOX) 
and after two days of doxycycline treatment followed by one day of recovery (recovered). Small molecule 
inhibitors used are indicated. Error bars represent SD of three independent experiments. (B) Same as (A) 
but in differentiating M2-3 cells. Time schedule as in Figure 5A but all experimental steps taken one day
earlier and cells analyzed at day 2 of differentiation. Error bars represent SD of three independent exper-
iments.
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FIG S2 Interference of small molecule inhibitors with chromatin modifiers. (A) Mean EGFP FI of 

induced/noninduced M2-3 cells after two days of doxycycline treatment (+DOX) and  after two days of 

doxycycline treatment followed by one day of recovery (recovered). Small molecule inhibitors used 

are indicated. Error bars represent SD of three independent experiments. (B) Same as (A) but in 

differentiating M2-3 cells. Time schedule as in Figure 5A but all experimental steps taken one day 

earlier and cells analyzed at day 2 of differentiation. Error bars represent SD of three independent 

experiments. 
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Table S1.

Small molecule inhibitors and their effects on histone modifying enzymes. First column
gives name, second abbreviation, third enzymes targeted and fourth biological process inhibited.

name abbreviation targets inhibition

5-aza-2’-deoxycytidine 5-aza-dC DNMTs DNA methylation

suberanilohydroxamic acid SAHA HDACs 1-9 histone deacetylation

2,4-pyridinedicarboxylic acid 2,4-PDCA JARID1/JMJD2 family H3K4me3/H3K36me3 demethylation

tranylcypromine 2-PCPA LSD1 H3K4me1/2 demethylation

curcumin CUR HATs histone acetylation

pargyline PAR LSD1 H3K9me1/2 demethylation

thieno-triazolo-1,4-diazepine JQ1 BET family/BRD4 BRD4/transcriptional elongation

Table S1

TABLE S1 Small molecule inhibitors and their effects on histone modifying enzymes. First column 

gives name, second abbreviation, third enzymes targeted and fourth biological process inhibited. 
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Table S2.

Primers used in this study.

# SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION 
228 ACACGCAGCTCATTGTAG First strand primer for strand-specific Actb expression 
226 GATATCGCTGCGCTGGTCGT FOR primer Actb expression  
227 AGATCTTCTCCATGTCGTCC REV primer Actb expression 
217 CTTCTCGTTGGGGTCTTTGC First strand primer for strand-specific EGFP expression 
106 AGGGCATCGACTTCAAGGAG FOR primer EGFP expression 
107 CACCTTGATGCCGTTCTTCTG REV primer EGFP expression 
104 CAAGATCCGCCACAACATCG First strand primer for strand-specific ptet proximal expr. 
222 TTTCACTGCATTCTAGTTGTGGT FOR primer ptet proximal expression 
223 GGTACCCGGGGATCCTCTA REV primer ptet proximal expression 
220 TGGTAATCGTGCGAGAGGG First strand primer for strand-specific ptet distal expr. 
231 TCCCCTTCTCCCTCTCCAG FOR primer ptet distal expression 
232 CTGCAGAATTCTAGAGCCGC REV primer ptet distal expression 
195 CTCTGACTGACCGCGTTACT FOR primer ChIP for CAG promoter 
196 TTTCACGCAGCCACAGAAAA REV primer ChIP for CAG promoter 
323 CACATTTGTAGAGGTTTTACTTGCT FOR primer ChIP for GFP-ptet 
324 AGCTGCAATAAACAAGTTAACAACA REV primer ChIP for GFP-ptet 
317 GAGCTCGAATTCTCCAGGCG FOR primer ChIP for ptet promoter 
318 GTATGTCGAGGTAGGCGTG REV primer ChIP for ptet promoter 
343 TCTCCCAGCATCCTCTACACA FOR primer ChIP for H3K36me3 control in Mcm2 
344 CTATGGTATGTGTGGTGGGCA REV primer ChIP for H3K36me3 control in Mcm2 
331 GCTAGGTTAGGAGAGCCCAGA FOR primer ChIP for H3K4me3 control in Mrps14 
332 AGGTCTCAATCATCCGACTCTC REV primer ChIP for H3K4me3 control in Mrps14 
204 GGATTTTTTTTGTTTTAAATTTGTG FOR primer for bisulfite sequencing amplicon 
207 AAATAAACTTCAAAATCAACTTACC REV primer for bisulfite sequencing amplicon 
209 GTAAAACGACGGCCAG FOR primer for amplification from bacteria (M13 -20 FOR) 
208 CAGGAAACAGCTATGAC REV primer for amplification from bacteria (M13 REV) 
302 ATTTAGGTGACACTATAG Sequencing primer for bisulfite sequencing (Sp6) 
 

 

TABLE S2 Primers used in this study.
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ABSTRACT
X chromosome inactivation (XCI) is developmentally regulated and relies on several mech-

anisms including antisense transcription, non-coding RNA-mediated silencing, and recruit-

ment of chromatin remodelling complexes. In vitro modelling of XCI provides a powerful 

tool to study the dynamics of this process by genetically modifying key regulatory players. 

Importantly, in vitro strategies are based on differentiation of pluripotent stem cells into func-

tional cell types and overcome the need to use early developing embryos, thus increasing 

the number of species in which XCI can be investigated. However, to date, robust XCI in 

vitro has been achieved exclusively upon differentiation of mouse pluripotent cells. Here, we 

established a novel monolayer differentiation protocol for rat ES cells to study XCI. We show 

that efficient XCI initiation can only be achieved upon complete withdrawal of MEK and GSK3 

inhibitors upon differentiation. We also show that in differentiating rat female cells, Xist RNA 

starts accumulating in cis on the X chromosome around day 2 of differentiation, and is rapidly 

followed by H3K27me3 enrichment on the inactive X (Xi) domain. Finally, we demonstrate that 

the critical roles of RNF12 and REX1 in mediating XCI are well conserved in rats. Our work pro-

vides the basis to investigate the mechanisms directing the XCI process in a model organism 

different from the mouse.

INTRODuCTION
In mammals, X chromosome inactivation (XCI) ensures the dosage compensation of sex chro-

mosomal genes between females (XX) and males (XY) (Gendrel and Heard, 2014; van Bemmel 

et al., 2016). The process of XCI occurs early upon female embryonic development and is 

mediated by a multitude of epigenetic mechanisms that result in the complete transcriptional 

inactivation of one entire X chromosome within the nucleus of every female somatic cell. In 
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eutherians, initiation of XCI is mediated by long non-coding RNAs, with the non-coding gene 

Xist being the major player of XCI in placental mammals (Grant et al., 2012; Marahrens et al., 

1997; Penny et al., 1996; Borsani et al., 1991; Brockdorff et al., 1991). During XCI, Xist RNA 

spreads in cis along the entire length of the X chromosome and trigger chromosome-wide 

silencing of X-linked genes. The molecular mechanisms by which Xist induces transcriptional 

inactivation remain largely unknown. The study of XCI relies both on in vivo and in vitro mod-

els that allow genetic manipulation of the factors involved, and the vast majority of our current 

knowledge has been achieved by using the mouse as a model organism. In vivo studies have 

shown that XCI starts around the 4-8 cell stage of female mouse embryonic development and 

is initially imprinted (iXCI), resulting in exclusive inactivation of the paternal X chromosome 

(Xp) (Huynh and Lee, 2003; Mak et al., 2004; Okamoto et al., 2004; Patrat et al., 2009). Later on 

in development, at the blastocyst stage (~E4.5), the Xp becomes reactivated in the inner cell 

mass (ICM) of the embryo, whereas iXCI is maintained in the extra-embryonic lineages (Mak 

et al., 2004; Okamoto et al., 2004). Reactivation of Xp in the ICM is then followed by random 

inactivation (rXCI) of either the paternal or maternal X chromosome in cells of the developing 

epiblast. In vitro, mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) have been extensively used to model 

rXCI. In fact, undifferentiated mESCs carry two active X chromosomes and faithfully mimic the 

pluripotent environment of the ICM, whereas their differentiation results in random inactiva-

tion of one of the two X chromosomes. Mouse ESC-based in vitro studies have led to the dis-

covery of the long non-coding gene Tsix, which is transcribed antisense to Xist and represents 

the major repressor of Xist up-regulation at the onset of XCI (Lee and Lu, 1999; Navarro et 

al., 2006; Sado et al., 2005; Ohhata et al., 2007). XCI is tightly linked to loss of the pluripotent 

state (Wutz and Jaenisch, 2000; Schulz et al., 2014), and several pluripotency factors including 

NANOG, SOX2, OCT4, REX1 and PRDM14 have been described to function as XCI-inhibitors 

either by directly inhibiting Xist expression or by enhancing Tsix upregulation (Ma et al., 2011; 

Navarro et al., 2008; 2010; Payer et al., 2013). Activation of XCI is mediated by the X-linked E3 

ubiquitin ligase RNF12 involved in dose-dependent degradation of REX1 (Jonkers et al., 2009; 

Gontan et al., 2012). Interestingly, the study of XCI in female pre-implantation embryos from 

different species suggested that the epigenetic processes that mediate XCI might be more 

heterogeneous than expected. Indeed, iXCI occurs in the extra-embryonic lineages of rat and 

cow (Wake et al., 1976; Dindot et al., 2004; Xue et al., 2002), whereas in other species such as 

human, monkey, horse, pig and rabbit, rXCI has been exclusively observed in both embryonic 

and extra-embryonic tissues (Okamoto et al., 2011; Moreira de Mello et al., 2010). Compara-

tive analysis of Xist RNA expression dynamics and X-linked gene silencing between rabbit and 

human pre-implantation embryos confirmed substantial diversity in the timing and regulation 

of XCI initiation among mammals, with cells of the human ICM showing two active X chromo-

somes regardless of Xist RNA coating (Okamoto et al., 2011). In addition, the overall Xist gene 

structure appears to be conserved in all placental mammals, but Xist’s sequence evolved 
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rapidly and differs between species  (Chureau et al., 2002; Duret et al., 2006; Nesterova et al., 

2001; Elisaphenko et al., 2008). Finally, Tsix antisense transcription through the Xist promoter 

has not been found in human (Migeon et al., 2001; 2002) but appears to be conserved in ro-

dents (Shevchenko et al., 2011). Interestingly, differentiation of mouse-rat allodiploid ES cells 

leads to specific primary inactivation of the mouse X chromosome (Li et al., 2016). This mouse 

allele-biased expression of Xist has been proposed to result from the higher expression of Tsix 

from the rat allele, interfering with expression of Xist in cis  (Li et al., 2016).

Clearly, the development of novel in vitro systems derived from different species is necessary 

to reach a comprehensive understanding of the XCI process. However, although the induced 

pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) technology has allowed the generation of several ES cell-like 

lines from different species (Takahashi and Yamanaka, 2006; Takahashi et al., 2007; Ben-Nun 

et al., 2011), both the characterization of the X chromosomes status and the generation of 

in vitro differentiation protocols that recapitulate XCI have been proven to be challenging 

(Tchieu et al., 2010; Mekhoubad et al., 2012; Pasque and Plath, 2015). In this context, rat ES 

cells (rESCs) only recently became well characterized (Meek et al., 2014; 2010; 2013; Buehr et 

al., 2008; Li et al., 2008; Kawamata and Ochiya, 2010a; 2010b; Hirabayashi et al., 2010; Men 

et al., 2012), and the establishment of the novel CRISPR/Cas9 system for genome editing 

rapidly enhanced the generation of genetically modified rat models potentially facilitating 

genetic studies on XCI in rESCs (Shao et al., 2014; Guan et al., 2014). Therefore, we set out 

to generate a robust in vitro system that could faithfully mimic the dynamics of XCI in rat. By 

developing a novel monolayer differentiation protocol for rESCs similar to the one recently 

reported by by Vaskova and colleagues (Vaskova et al., 2015), we were able to follow some 

aspects of XCI regulation. Similar to mouse, we were able to observe (I) Xist up-regulation at 

an early stage of rESCs differentiation followed by (II) transcriptional inactivation of X-linked 

genes and (III) H3K27me3 accumulation on the inactive X chromosome (Xi). In addition, (IV) 

overexpression experiments in rESCs confirmed that the REX1-RNF12 axis of Xist regulation is 

conserved between rat and mouse. Thus, our data has established the technical basis to study 

the dynamics of XCI in a different system from the mouse and suggests that specific aspects 

of XCI are conserved in rodents. 

RESuLTS 
in vitro neuronal differentiation of rESCs
In vitro differentiation of mESCs towards different functional cell types including neurons, 

cardiomyocytes, hepatocytes and pancreatic cells can be efficiently achieved by several es-

tablished protocols (Schroeder et al., 2009). Usually, differentiation strategies are based on 

the formation of embryoid bodies (EB) followed by growth-factor-mediated induction of early 

progenitor cells to differentiate into their respective lineages. In spite of the growing list of 

differentiation protocols for mESCs, differentiation of rESC is extremely difficult to achieve 
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in vitro. To date, only two strategies have been described in which rESCs were triggered to 

differentiate into either cardiomyocytes or neuronal precursors (Cao et al., 2011; Peng et al., 

2013). XCI is closely linked to loss of pluripotency and the presence of an inactive X chromo-

some is a powerful readout for cell differentiation. We initially set out to assess rat XCI after 

inducing rESCs differentiation according to the already established protocols. Several rESCs 

derived from different rat inbred strains were differentiated, including three pure Lewis lines 

(LEW) (A4p20, A9p20, A10p20), and two lines of a mixed background of dark agouti (DA) and 

Sprague-Dawley (SD) (135-7, 141-6). In all cases, we were never able to see either Xist up-reg-

ulation or its associated X-linked gene silencing, although both female and male rat cells 

appeared to be morphologically differentiated (data not shown). Interestingly, we observed 

massive cell death of female rESCs compared to male cells around day 3 of differentiation, 

suggesting that impairment of XCI initiation might have an impact on cell survival (data not 

shown). 

We reasoned that the lack of XCI features upon differentiation could rely on our culture con-

ditions. In fact, in both experimental strategies, rESC differentiation is never achieved with-

out complete withdrawal of the MEK and GSK3 inhibitors (“2i” culture conditions). Inhibiting 

both the MAPK and Gsk3ß pathways is necessary for the maintenance of the homogeneous 

pluripotent ground state of rESCs (Buehr et al., 2008). However, since Xist regulation and 

function are strictly linked to cell differentiation, stabilizing the pluripotent state results in tight 

repression of Xist expression (Schulz et al., 2014; Navarro et al., 2008; 2010; Payer et al., 2013). 

Therefore, we hypothesized that the supplement of MEK and GSK3 inhibitors at the onset of 

rESCs differentiation might interfere with Xist up-regulation, thus preventing XCI initiation. To 

test our hypothesis, we implemented the neuronal differentiation protocol initially described 

by Peng and colleagues as follows (Peng et al., 2013): (I) we completely eliminated the pres-

ence of both 2i inhibitors starting from day 1 of neuronal differentiation, (II) we increased 

the concentration of ROCK (rho-associated protein kinase) inhibitor, which has been shown 

to prevent dissociation-induced apoptosis in cultured human ES cells  (Ishizaki et al., 2000; 

Watanabe et al., 2007) and finally, (III) we started rESCs differentiation with a greater number 

of cells. Using these modified conditions, we were able to maintain viable differentiating male 

and female rESCs in the absence of 2i inhibitors (Figure 1A). Importantly, qPCR analysis of 

both pluripotency and differentiation marker expression levels at different time points upon 

differentiation confirmed efficient downregulation of the pluripotency factors Esrrb, Prdm14 

and Rex1, and parallel up-regulation of the neuronal precursor marker Nestin (Figure 1B). 
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Figure 1. Neuronal differentiation of rESCs.

A. Schematic representation of our neuronal differentiation strategy. Brightfield images of male (A8p20, 
top) and female (A10p20, bottom) rESCs at several time points upon differentiation are shown. (B-C-D-E) 
qPCR analysis of (B) Esrrb, (C) Prdm14, (D) Rex1 and (E) Nestin expression levels in female (A10p20, A4p20) 
and male (A8p20) differentiating rESCs. 
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Female rESCs underdo XCI upon in vitro neuronal differentiation
We then addressed the question of whether differentiating rESCs without the supplement 

of 2i inhibitors would facilitate XCI to occur. To this end, four independent female rESC lines 

were differentiated and the Xist RNA expression level was assessed by qPCR analysis at differ-

ent time points upon neuronal differentiation. Importantly, in order to assess the sex-specifi c 

regulation of Xist RNA, one male rESC line was also included into our analysis. As in mouse, 

Xist upregulation occurs exclusively in female rat cells between day 2 and day 4 of differen-

tiation (Figure 2A). In parallel, we also assessed Tsix expression levels and contrarily to what 

is observed in mouse (Loos et al., 2016, chapter 2), Tsix appears to be effi ciently downregu-

lated only upon differentiation of two out of four female rESC lines. Moreover, male rESCs 

showed persistent Tsix expression throughout differentiation, although the expression levels 

decreased around day 2 (Figure 2B). These observations suggest that the interplay between 

Tsix and Xist regulation at the onset of XCI might slightly differ between mouse and rat.

Next, we addressed the dynamics of Xist expression by performing Xist RNA FISH analysis 

at different time points upon neuronal differentiation. In undifferentiated rESCs, Xist RNA 

pinpoint signals were observed within the nuclei of both female and male cells (Figure 2C-D). 

However, since the Xist RNA FISH probe can hybridize to either Xist or Tsix RNA, the pinpoint 

signal might represent Tsix expression instead of Xist. Around day 2 of neuronal differentia-

tion, Xist RNA starts to accumulate exclusively on a single X chromosome within female nuclei, 

whereas Xist RNA accumulation was never observed in differentiating male rESCs (Figure 2C). 

Importantly, upon differentiation of A10p20 and A4p20 rESC female lines, 60% of the nuclei 

showed a Xist RNA-coated X chromosome at day 6 of differentiation. Taken together, these 

observations show that neuronal differentiation of rESCs in absence of 2i inhibitors allows 

Xist RNA to be upregulated and to spread in cis from a single X chromosome in female cells.
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Figure 2. Monoallelic upregulation of Xist RNA upon female rESCs differentiation. 

(A) Xist and (B) Tsix qPCR expression analysis in female (A10p20, A4p20, 135-7, 141-6) and male (A8p20) 
differentiating rESCs. Expression levels of Xist and Tsix at different time points upon neuronal differentia-
tion are shown. (C) Representative images of Xist RNA FISH (green) analysis upon differentiation of male 
(A8p20) and female (A10p20). DNA is stained with DAPI (blue). (D) Quantifi cation of relative number of 
Xist RNA signals (pinpoints or clouds) in A10p20 and A4p20 female rESCs at day 0, 2, 3, 4 and 6 upon 
neuronal differentiation. 

In addition, we determined at which time point upon neuronal differentiation Xist-mediated 

silencing of X-linked genes is established. In mouse, the gene silencing-associated H3K27me3 

histone modifi cation represents one of the earliest histone marks that accumulate on the Xi 

during XCI (Chaumeil et al., 2006; Silva et al., 2003; Plath et al., 2003). Therefore, in order to 

resolve the overall degree of XCI, we followed enrichment of H3K27me3 by immunofl uores-

cence analysis upon differentiation of both male and female rESCs. In undifferentiated rESCs, 

no H3K27me3 domains were observed in neither male nor female cells (Figure 3A-B). How-

ever, starting from day 2 of differentiation and in line with female-specifi c upregulation of Xist 

RNA, H3K27me3 starts to accumulate into specifi c nuclear domains within female cells. Later 

on, by day 6, more that 60% of the female nuclei show one H3K27me3 domain, thus confi rm-

ing that XCI is effi ciently initiated upon female rESCs differentiation (Figure 3B). Finally, to pre-

cisely assess the dynamics of X-linked gene silencing, we followed the Xist-mediated inactiva-

tion of the X-linked gene Pgk1 by two-colour RNA-FISH analysis at different time points upon 

rESCs differentiation. While the single copy of Pgk1 in male cells remains actively transcribed 

throughout differentiation, the transcriptional inactivation of one copy of Pgk1 in female cells 

starts around day 2 of differentiation (Figure 3C). However, robust Pgk1 inactivation in up to 

70% of the female nuclei is only reached around day 6 of differentiation (Figure 3C). 
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Figure 3. Xist-mediated silencing of X-linked genes.

(A) Representative images of H3K27me3 (green) immunofl uorescence analysis in female (A10p20) and 
male (A8p20) rESC at different time points upon neuronal differentiation. DNA is stained with DAPI (blue). 
(B) Quantifi cation of relative number of cells carrying a H3K27me3 domain at day 0, 2, 3, 4 and 6 of neu-
ronal differentiation. Data of to A10p20 and A4p20 female rESC lines are shown. (C) Xist(green)/Pgk1(red) 
two-colour RNA-FISH analysis at different time points upon neuronal differentiation of female (A10p20) 
and male (A8p20) rESCs. The relative number of cells showing either biallelic or monoallelic Pgk1 expres-
sion is quantifi ed, together with the relative number of cells carrying Xist pinpoints or clouds signals. DNA 
is stained with DAPI (blue).  
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Figure 4. RNF12 and REX1 overexpression in rESCs.

qPCR analysis of Xist, Rex1 and Rnf12 expression levels after overexpression of mREX1 and mRNF12 
proteins (A-B) or rREX1 (C-D) protein in undifferentiated male (A8p20) and female (A10p20) rESCs. (E-F) 
Amino acid sequences alignment of mouse and rat REX1 (E) and RNF12 (F). Highlighted in red are the 
not conserved amino acids. In blue, the four zinc fi ngers domains of REX1 protein (E) and the RING fi nger 
domain of RNF12 (F).
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E Mouse Rex1 MNEQMKKTAKTSGQKGPGGRALDRLTLKQDEARPVQNTRVEAPRVTYTIRDESEISPETEEDGFPDGY
Rat   Rex1 MNEQMKKMAKTSGQKGPGRRALDRMTLNHDEARPVQNTRVEPPHVTYTIHEEGEISPENEEDVFPNGY

Mouse Rex1 LECIIRGEFSEPILEEDFLFKSFESLEEVEQNLSRQVLEASSLLESSLEYMTKGTKQEKREVTQETPP
Rat   Rex1 LECIIRGEFSEPILEEDLLFKSFESLEEAEQDLSRQVLEASSLLECSLEYMTKGTKQEKRA-TQEEPQ

Mouse Rex1 HTGERRFVCPFDGCEKSFIQSNNQKIHILTHAKAGKKC
Rat   Rex1 HTGEKRFVCPFDGCEKSFIQSNNLKIHILTHAKAGKKC

Mouse Rnf12 MENSDSNDKGSDQSAAQRRSQMDRLDREEAFYQFVNNLSEEDYRLMRDNNLLGTPGESTEEELLRRL
Rat Rnf12 MENSDSNDKGSDQSAAQRRSQMDRLDREEAFYQFVNNLSEEDYRLMRDNNLLGTPGESTEEELLRRL

Mouse Rnf12 QQIKEGPPPQSPDENRAGESSDDVTNSDSIIDWLNSVRQTGNTTRSGQRGNQSWRAVSRTNPNSGDF
Rat Rnf12 QQIKEGPPPQSSDENRAGESSDDVSNSDSIIDWLNSVRQSGNTTRSGQRGNQSWRAVSRTNPNSGDF

Mouse Rnf12 RFSLEINVNRNNGSQTSENESEPSTRRLSVENMESSSQRQMENSASESASARPSRAERNSAEAVTEV
Rat Rnf12 RFSLEINVNRNNGSQTSENENEPSTRRLSVESMESSSQRQMESHASESTSARPSRAERNSTEAL-EV

Mouse Rnf12 PTTRAQRRARSRSPEHRRTRARAERSRSPLQPTSEIPRRA------PTLEQSSENEPEGSSRTRHHV
Rat Rnf12 PLTRGQRRARSRSPEHRRTRARAERSRSPLHPTIEIPRRAHHNISPQTLEQPLENEPEGSSRTRHHV

Mouse Rnf12 TLRQQISGPELLGRGLFAASGSRNPSQGTSSSDTGSNSESSGSGQRPPTIVLDLQVRRVRPGEYRQR
Rat Rnf12 TLRQQISGPELLGRGLFAASGSRNPSQGTSSSDTGSNSESSGSGQRPPTIVLDLQVRRVRPGEYRQR

Mouse Rnf12 DSIASRTRSRSQAPNNTVTYESERGGFRRTFSRSERAGVRTYVSTIRIPIRRILNTGLSETTSVAIQ
Rat Rnf12 DSIASRTRSRSQ TPNNTVTYESERGGFRRTFSRSERAGVRTYVSTIRIPIRRILNTGLSETTSVAIQ

Mouse Rnf12 TMLRQIMTGFGELSYFMYSDSDSEPSASVSSRNVERVESRNGRGSSGGGNSSGSSSSSSPSPSSSGE
Rat Rnf12 TMLRQIMTGFGELSYFMYSDSDSEPSASVSSRNTERAESRNGRGSS--GAGNSSASSSSPSPSSNGE

Mouse Rnf12 SSESSSEMFEGSSEGGSSGPSRRDGRHRAPVTFDESGSLPFLSLAQFFLLNEDDEDQPRGLTKEQID
Rat Rnf12 SSESSSDLFEGTSEGGPSGPSRRDGRHRAPVAFDESGSLPFLSLAQFFLLNEDDEDQPRGLTKEQID

Mouse Rnf12 NLAMRSFGENDALKTCSVCITEYTEGNKLRKLPCSHEYHVHCIDRWLSENSTCPICRRAVLSSGNRE
Rat Rnf12 NLAMRSFGENDALKTCSVCITEYTEGNKLRKLPCSHEYHVHCIDRWLSENSTCPICRRAVLSSGNRE

F

Mouse Rex1 DKTALRKHMLVHGPRRHVCAECGKAFTESSKLKRHFLVHTGEKPYQCTFEGCGKRFSLDFNLRTHIRI
Rat   Rex1 DKTALRKHMLVHGPRQHVCAECGKAFTESSKLKRHFLVHTGERPFQCTFKGCGKRFSLDFNLCTHVRI

Mouse Rex1 LRVGASS------------LLAGGPAE---------------KPEGGVYCGVLSMLECPQAGCKKKLR
Rat   Rex1 QTVGANSVPECSEYLTSRKLPVGEPSEVDLSYHEQLSGFTGEKLKGGPYCGNISMLECPQAGCKKKLR
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Overexpression of RNF12 and REX1 in undifferentiated rESCs modulates Xist expression
The X-linked E3 ubiquitin ligase RNF12 has been previously shown to activate Xist transcrip-

tion at the onset of XCI (Barakat et al., 2011; Jonkers et al., 2009). Importantly, the pluripotency 

factor REX1 has been identified as a key target of RFN12, and dose-dependent degradation 

of REX1 by RNF12 has been proposed to act as a crucial mechanism directing the initiation 

of XCI upon differentiation of female mESCs (Gontan et al., 2012). Since the RNF12-REX1 

axis represents an important pathway for XCI to occur in mouse, we asked whether these fac-

tors play similar roles in rat XCI. To this end, we transiently overexpressed the mouse RNF12 

(mRNF12) and REX1 (mREX1) proteins in rESCs, and determined the impact of overexpression 

on Xist RNA regulation. According to the mouse data, we expected REX1 overexpression 

to result in the inhibition of Xist transcription whereas overexpressing RNF12 would lead to 

Xist up-regulation  (Barakat et al., 2011; Gontan et al., 2012). Xist RNA expression levels were 

determined by qPCR analysis, and the experiment was performed in two independent female 

rESC lines and a single male rESC line (Figure 4). Overexpression of mRNF12 consistently re-

sulted in upregulation of Xist RNA in both male and female rESCs, thus confirming RNF12 to 

act as major trans-acting activator of XCI in both mouse and rat (Figure 4A-B-D). Interestingly, 

overexpressing mREX1 in rESCs did not lead to a clear inhibition of Xist RNA transcription 

(Figure 4A). This observation might be explained by the fact that Xist RNA repression in undif-

ferentiated mESCs does not exclusively rely on REX1 function but is rather mediated by the 

combined action of several pluripotency factors (Navarro et al., 2010; 2008; Payer et al., 2013). 

Therefore, the effect of mREX1 overexpression might be masked by the rESCs pluripotent 

state itself, with cells that are more prone to differentiate having the tendency to de-repress 

Xist RNA more easily. However, a second possibility is that the different impact of mRNF12 

and mREX1 overexpression on Xist RNA regulation depends on the degree of conservation 

between the rat and mouse proteins. Indeed, the catalytic ring finger domain of RNF12 shows 

100% of amino acid sequence identity between mouse and rat whereas the zinc finger do-

mains of REX1 appeared to be less well conserved (Figure 4E-F). To confirm our hypothesis, 

overexpression of rat REX1 (rREX1) in undifferentiated rESCs resulted in downregulation of 

Xist RNA in both female and male cells (Figure 4C-D). 

DISCuSSION
Our knowledge concerning the regulation of XCI in developing rat embryos is very limited 

and relies on conservation of the key regulators Xist and Tsix between mouse and rat and 

a very few studies in which, similar to mouse, iXCI has been proposed to occur in early rat 

embryonic development (Wake et al., 1976; Nesterova et al., 2001; Chureau et al., 2002; Elis-

aphenko et al., 2008; Duret et al., 2006). Studying the XCI process in rESCs offers the oppor-

tunity to explore species-specific epigenetic features and will generally help to reach a more 

comprehensive understanding of the XCI process in mammals. Despite that rESCs in vitro 
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differentiation protocols have been previously established (Cao et al., 2011; Peng et al., 2013), 

the difference between female and male differentiation has never been taken into account, 

and the transcriptional status of the X chromosomes upon rESCs has never been character-

ized. Here, we did not observe any of the XCI-related epigenetic features of rESCs during 

differentiation according to the previously established protocols, and we therefore set up a 

novel monolayer in vitro differentiation strategy that efficiently recapitulates the XCI process 

in rat cells. Importantly, the key feature that allowed us to achieve robust initiation of XCI is 

the complete absence of 2i inhibitors throughout the entire differentiation protocol. Howev-

er, in the meantime, Vaskova and colleagues reported a similar strategy to trigger XCI upon 

differentiation of pluripotent rat cells (Vaskova et al., 2015). As in our protocol, withdrawing 

2i inhibitors from the differentiating culture medium resulted in efficient Xist up-regulation, 

thus confirming that inhibition of the MAPK and Gsk3ß pathways upon in vitro differentiation 

of rESCs prevents XCI to occur. We next exploited our in vitro system to assess the dynamics 

of XCI in differentiating rESCs. As in mESCs, both X chromosomes are active in undifferenti-

ated rESCs and Xist RNA monoallelic upregulation starts to occur around day 2 of neuronal 

differentiation. Interestingly, the downregulation of Tsix expression at the onset of rat XCI 

appeared to be heterogeneous compared to what we observed in mESCs (Loos 2016, chapter 

2). However, since allele-specific analysis of Tsix expression levels cannot be assessed in our 

rESCs system, whether the observed Tsix expression is derived from the active or the inactive 

chromosome remains an open question and will need to be addressed in hybrid cell lines. 

In addition, we showed that transcriptional inactivation of X-linked genes directly follows Xist 

RNA accumulation on one of the two X chromosomes. In fact, the exclusive enrichment of 

H3K27me3 loci in female nuclei starts around day 3 of neuronal differentiation, and Xist-medi-

ated silencing of X-linked gene Pgk1 occurs with similar dynamics. Finally, by overexpressing 

the XCI key regulators RNF12 and REX1 in undifferentiated rESCs, we have confirmed the 

conservation of their critical function in directing Xist expression. Importantly, we show that 

overexpression of mRNF12 protein in rESCs efficiently recapitulates RNF12 function, whereas 

in the case of REX1 only the overexpression of the rat REX1 homologue results in Xist RNA 

downregulation in rESCs. In line with this observation, the DNA-binding domains of REX1 

proteins from different species show an average of 11-20 amino acid differences (Kim et al., 

2007) thus confirming that the degree of protein conservation between mouse and rat REX1 

homologues may explain our results. Contrarily, RNF12 is highly conserved among mammals 

(Bach et al., 1999), and the observed up-regulation of rat Xist upon mRNF12 overexpres-

sion confirms what we previously observed upon overexpression of human RNF12 in mESCs 

(Jonkers et al., 2009). In conclusion, we were able to set up a robust in vitro system to study the 

regulation of XCI in differentiating rESCs, recapitulating in addition the main steps of mouse 

XCI. In the future, the generation of hybrid F1 polymorphic rESCs and several applications of 

the recently developed CRISPR/Cas9 technology for genomic editing will most likely increase 
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the use of rat as a model organism in basic epigenetic and biomedical research.

EXpERIMENTAL pROCEDuRES
Cell culture and DNA transfection
rESCs were derived as previously described (Meek et al., 2010) and subsequently maintained 

in N2B27 medium supplemented with 3μM CHIR99021 (Stemgent), 1μM PD0325901 and 

1000U/ml mouse LIF on mouse feeders. 

For the monolayer differentiation culture plates were coated with 100μg/ml laminin (Sig-

ma-Aldrich) for at least 4 hours at 37o C, followed by three PBS washes. Single rESCs were 

plated at a density of 105/cm2 for the female cell lines and 2x104/cm2 for the male cell lines 

in N2B27 supplemented with 10μM of ROCK inhibitor (Sigma-Aldrich) for the first three days. 

Thereafter, the ROCK inhibitor was eliminated. Medium was refreshed daily. 

For the overexpression experiments, the mRex1, rRex1 and mRnf12 coding sequences were 

subcloned into pCAG-Flag, a CAG-driven expression vector containing a Flag-tag. rESCs 

were transfected using lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s in-

structions, followed by 48 hours of puromycin selection 

probe preparation and Fluorescent in Situ hybridization 
For preparing probes detecting Xist and Pgk1 mRNAs, BACs harbouring these genes were 

labelled as a whole, with digoxigenine and biotin (Roche) respectively, by nick translation fol-

lowing the manufacturer’s instructions.

For RNA-FISH at different time points of neuronal differentiation, cells were grown on glass 

coverslips and then fixed with 3% PFA for 10 minutes at room temperature followed by three 

washes in PBS. Next, cells were permeabilised with 0.5% Triton and washed again three times 

in PBS. Cytoplasm was removed by treating the cells with 0.025% pepsin in 0.01N HCL for 3 

minutes. Subsequently, cells were dehydrated with sequential ethanol washes (70%, 85% and 

100% 2 minutes each) and air-dried. Finally, probes were applied on the samples overnight 

at 37o C in a 50% Formamide/2XSSC humid chamber. The next day, slides were washed two 

times in 50% Formamide/2xSSC pH=7.4 at 37o C, followed by two washes in 2xSSC at 37o 

C and cells were blocked for 30 minutes at room temperature with TSBSA (2 mg/ml bovine 

serum albumin in 0.1 M Tris and 0.15 M NaCl) in a humified champer at room temperature. 

Detection was performed by incubation with anti-digoxigenine FITC (Boehringer, 1:250) and 

streptavidin alexa fluor 555 (Thermofisher Scientific, 1:400) in TSBSA for 30 minutes at room 

temperature. Slides were then washed two times 5 minutes each with TS (0.1 M Tris, 0.15 M 

NaCl) and mounted with ProLong Gold ProLong® Gold Antifade Mountant with Dapi (Ther-

moFisher Scientific). Imaging was performed on a Zeiss LSM700 microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena).
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Expression analysis 
Cells were lysed by direct addiction of 500 μg of TRIZOL and total RNA was extracted accord-

ing to the manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogen). To remove genomic DNA contamination, 

samples were treated 15 minutes at 37°C with DNaseI (Invitrogen). Next, 1 μg of RNA was 

reverse transcribed by Superscript II reverse transcriptase with random hexamers (Invitrogen). 

For quantitative PCR (qPCR) gene expression levels were quantified using 2x SYBR Green PCR 

Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) in a CFX384 Real-Time machine (Bio-Rad) with primers listed 

is Table S1. Expression levels were normalized to actin b using the ΔCT method. 

Immunocytochemistry
For immunofluorescence analysis on different time points of neuronal differentiation, cells 

were grown on glass coverslips and then fixed with 3% PFA for 10 minutes at room tempera-

ture followed by three washes in PBS. Therafter, cells were permeabilised with 0.5% Triton, 

washed with PBS (3x5’) and blocked with 2% BSA, 5% donkey serum in PBS (blocking solution) 

for 30 minutes at room temperature. This was followed by anti- H3K27me3 rabbit (Diagenode, 

1:500) incubation, diluted in blocking solution, at 4o C overnight in a humid chamber. The 

next day, slides were washed in PBS (3x5 minutes) and blocked with donkey anti-rabbit alexa 

fluor 488 (ThermoFischer Scientific, 1:250) secondary antibody, diluted in blocking buffer, for 1 

hour at room temperature, in a humid chamber. Slides were then washed in PBS (3x5 minutes) 

and mounted with ProLong® Gold Antifade Mountant with Dapi (ThermoFisher Scientific). 

Confocal imaging was performed on a Zeiss LSM700 microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena).
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Supplementary table 1.

Primers used in this study as described in the experimental procedures section.

Table	S1
OLIGO SEQUENCE	 DESCRIPTION
454 TGCCTGGATTTAGAGGAG Forward	primer	Xist	expression
455 CTCCACCTAGGGATCGTCAA Reverse	primer	Xist	expression
456 GTATCCACAGCCCCGATG Forward	primer	Tsix	expression
457 ACCTCGGATACCTGCGTTT Reverse	primer	Tsix	expression
372 TAGCCCTGATTCTTCTAGCA Forward	primer	Nanog	expression
373 TTTGCTGCAACGGCACATAA Reverse	primer	Nanog	expression
400 GGCGTTCTTCAAGAGAACCA Forward	primer	Esrrb	expression
401 CCCACTTTGAGGCATTTCAT Reverse	primer	Esrrb	expression
396 AGGAACTGCGCTTCGTTCT Forward	primer	Prdm14	expression
397 GGCATCACCAAAAGCTGTCT Reverse	primer	Prdm14	expression
376 AAATCATGACGAGGCAAGGC Forward	primer	Rex1	expression
377 TGAGTTCGCTCCAACAGTCT Reverse	primer	Rex1	expression
394 CTCTGCTGGAGGCTGAGAAC Forward	primer	Nestin	expression
395 TGGTATCCCAAGGAAATTCG Reverse	primer	Nestin	expression
388 GCTGGCCTTAGAGACCACAG Forward	primer	Actin	expression
389 AAGCAATTCAGCAACACCAA Reverse	primer	Actin	expression
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GENERAL DISCuSSION 

The process of XCI results in a fascinating functional asymmetry between two genetically 

identical DNA molecules within the same nucleus. Such a striking epigenetic difference be-

tween the inactive X chromosome (Xi) and its active homologue (Xa) is necessary to ensure 

dosage compensation of sex chromosomal genes between females (XX) and males (XY), and 

allows female embryos to survive throughout development.

The idea of XCI was first put forward by Mary Lyon in 1961 (Lyon, 1961), and was based on 

mouse genetic studies: (I) Lyon noticed that the few X-linked mutations known at that time 

would result in variegated effects exclusively in heterozygous females, whereas homozygous 

females and hemizygous males showed the same phenotype (Falconer, 1953, Fraser, 1953, 

Lyon, 1960). In the same years, (II) XO female mice had been reported to survive embryonic 

development  (Welshons and Russell, 1959), and (III) the Barr body (see chapter 1), had been 

suggested to correspond to a heterochromatic X chromosome (Ohno and Hauschka, 1960). 

Lyon published her hypothesis more than fifty years ago, at a time when less than 100 genes 

of the entire mouse genome had been mapped by following their patterns of segregation 

through several generations: (I) “the heteropyknotic X chromosome can be either paternal 

or maternal in origin”, (II) “the mosaic phenotype is due to the inactivation of one or oth-

er X chromosome in embryonic development”, (III) “all female mammals heterozygous for 

sex-linked mutant genes would be expected to show the same phenomena as those in the 

mouse. The coat of the tortoiseshell cat, being a mosaic of the black and orange colours of 

the two homozygous types, fulfils this expectation” (Lyon, 1961). Today, in spite of the fact that 

XCI has developed into a powerful tool to address a multitude of basic epigenetic mecha-

nisms, our understanding of the process remains far from complete, and Lyon’s observations 

are still the basis of our research. In this thesis, by exploiting a multitude of transgenic strat-

egies in ES cells, we provided new insights into several aspects of the XCI process, includ-

ing: (I) XCI initiation (chapter 2), (II) Xist RNA in cis spreading (chapter 3), (III) Xist-mediated 

chromosome-wide gene silencing (chapter 3), (IV) escape from XCI (chapter 3), and (V) the 

developmental features that tightly link Xist regulation to its functions (chapter 4). Finally (VI), 

we developed a novel in vitro differentiation strategy that enables us to study the dynamics 

of XCI in a model organism different from the mouse (chapter 5). The following paragraphs 

aim to integrate our findings into the currently existing picture of XCI regulation (reviewed in 

chapter 1), and also include considerations about how to unravel several of the remaining 

open questions.   

The two antisense transcribed noncoding genes Xist and Tsix represent the major players at 

the onset of XCI and their tight reciprocal regulation is critical to ensure Xist monoallelic ex-

pression. However, the structural overlap of Xist and Tsix at the Xic makes dissecting the func-
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tion of one gene from the other technically challenging. To be able to uncouple Xist and Tsix 

regulation in mouse ES cells, in chapter 2, we developed two independent knock-in alleles by 

replacing the first exons of Xist and Tsix with fluorescent reporter genes. Thus, in Xist-GFP and 

Tsix-CHERRY ES clones, the regulation of EGFP and mCherry reporters is under the control of 

either the Xist or Tsix endogenous promoter, respectively. In addition, a third knock-in line was 

generated in which both the Xist-GFP and Tsix-CHERRY alleles were targeted to the same X 

chromosome. The mutual antagonistic role of Xist and Tsix at the onset of XCI was faithfully 

recapitulated either by following the expression of the reporters or by live cell imaging. As 

expected, we observed increased Xist driven GFP expression in the double knock-in ES clone 

compared to the single Xist-GFP clone, confirming the repressive role of Tsix on Xist expres-

sion (reviewed in chapter 1). Interestingly, we found that Xist also acts locally to downregulate 

Tsix, not only on the Xi but on the future Xa as well, suggesting that the interplay between Xist 

and Tsix is a key event on both alleles at the onset of XCI. Moreover, overexpression of known 

activators and inhibitors of XCI seems to properly recapitulate their function exclusively in the 

double knock-in environment in which the antisense transcription between Xist and Tsix is 

abrogated. Therefore, cis-mediated mutual regulation of Xist and Tsix within the Xic seems to 

overrule their trans-acting regulation. However, since the double knock-in ES line consistently 

responds to both Rnf12 and Rex1 overexpression, we believe that this transgenic system can 

be exploited as a powerful strategy to discover novel trans-acting activators and inhibitors 

of XCI. GFP and mCherry expression levels could be easily assessed by FACS analysis after 

genome wide mutagenesis to screen for factors that directly impact Xist and Tsix expression. 

Finally, two semi-stable transcriptional states characterized by either high or low Tsix expres-

sion levels were found to be present in XO Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY cells. These states were 

also present to a lesser extend in the double knock-in Xist-GFP/Tsix-CHERRY XX cells in 2i 

culture conditions. These two subpopulations are thus responsive to the X to autosome ratio 

and to external signalling, and can be further stabilized by overexpressing regulators of XCI. 

However, although switching from the serum-based primed pluripotent state (Wray et al., 

2010) to the more homogeneous 2i-dependent ground state of pluripotency (Ying et al., 2008) 

did modulate the stability of these states, no difference in terms of expression of pluripotency 

factors was observed when comparing populations with high and low mCherry to each other. 

In addition, DNA methylation of the Tsix promoter also appears to be indifferent between 

the two transcriptional states, thus excluding this epigenetic modification to play a role in the 

maintenance of the semi-stable states. Rather, we suggest that the two transcriptional states 

might correspond to different higher order chromatin conformations of the Xic. In line with 

this hypothesis, physical modelling of the structural variations within the Tsix TAD has recently 

revealed the existence of two main classes of conformations that differ from each other in 

terms of chromatin compaction and long-range interaction frequency (Giorgetti et al., 2014). 

These two clusters of alternative configurations have been related to the Tsix TAD transcrip-
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tional activity, and the dynamic fluctuations between different conformations has been pro-

posed to ensure asymmetric transcription of Tsix between the two Xics, which would result in 

monoallelic up-regulation of Xist and initiation of XCI (Giorgetti et al., 2014). Therefore, the 

two Tsix semi-stable transcriptional states that we observed in our transgenic system might 

indeed correspond to the different clusters of conformations in XX cells, with the low mCherry 

population assuming a structure more favourable for Xist expression and the high mCherry 

population in which Tsix is more likely to be expressed. However, further functional validation 

by either high-resolution 3D DNA-FISH or chromatin capture experiments is needed to con-

firm this hypothesis. 

As reviewed in chapter 1, X to autosome rearrangements and Xist transgenic strategies have 

been extensively exploited to understand the XCI process, from defining the Xic to under-

standing the developmental context in which XCI can take place. In chapter 3, we developed 

a novel transgenic Xist expression system in female mouse ESCs. Our strategy brings to-

gether several advantages that allow us to dissect the mechanism(s) directing Xist-mediated 

silencing. In fact, we were not only able to (I) induce ectopic Xist expression from different 

genomic loci, thus uncoupling Xist RNA function from its X chromosome specific context, but 

we could also (II) trigger Xist RNA spreading from many independent loci along the entire 

length of the same chromosome, either the X chromosome or autosomes. In addition, (III) by 

exploiting ectopic XCI to correct for unbalanced autosomal aneuploidies, we were able to 

exclude any confounding bias arising from functional monosomy of autosomal genes. 

Although we could efficiently induce Xist expression from several independent regions of 

the mouse genome, we found that Xist silencing efficiency is locus dependent and strongly 

relies on the genomic environment from which Xist RNA is forced to spread. Thus, if Xist RNA 

starts spreading from gene-rich areas, transcriptional silencing of autosomal genes can be 

achieved with the same efficiency as for X-linked genes. In addition, we found that enrichment 

of LINE elements and specific chromatin features also contributes to the generation of a fa-

vourable environment for Xist-mediated silencing. Particularly, we proposed that H3K27me3 

and H2AK119ub histone marks might work as docking stations for Xist RNA localization to the 

Xi. However, although Xist RNA might indeed exploit these chromatin marks in spatial prox-

imity of its transcription site to recruit PRC2 and PRC1 repressive complexes to the Xi, such 

polycomb recruitment is most likely to occur only after gene silencing is already established, 

most likely in parallel with SPEN-mediated HDAC3 recruitment (McHugh et al., 2015). Indeed, 

as reviewed in chapter 1, Xist expression is the only event known to be critical for XCI to occur, 

whereas PRC2 and PRC1 repressive complexes are both dispensable for the initial phase of 

transcriptional inactivation. Moreover, Xist RNA deleted for the repeat A silencing domain still 

mediates the formation of a repressive heterochromatic compartment from which RNA Pol II 

and several transcription factors are excluded, suggesting that the A repeat-Spen-Smrt-Hda3 
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axis is not the sole mechanism directing gene silencing (chapter 1). In this context, a fasci-

nating example of RNA-mediated gene silencing has been described for the X-linked FMR1 

gene, whose dynamic mutations are associated with the Fragile X Syndrome (FXS) (Colak et 

al., 2014). FXS syndrome is caused by a trinucleotide (CGG) repeat expansion in the promoter 

region of the FMR1 gene that results in epigenetic loss of FMR1 expression. The expanded 

CGG repeat has been shown to form a hairpin structure at the 5’ UTR of the FMR1 transcript 

that binds to its own DNA while it is being transcribed, thus forming an RNA-DNA duplex 

that triggers gene silencing. Accordingly, treatment with small molecules that alter the hairpin 

structure of the FMR1 transcript results in impaired FMR1 transcriptional repression (Colak 

et al., 2014). Several secondary structures into which Xist RNA is likely to be organized have 

been extensively modelled (Duszczyk et al., 2008; 2011; Maenner et al., 2010; Caparros et al., 

2002; Fang et al., 2015), and the existence of different evolutionary conserved RNA structural 

domains within the Xist RNA has been recently proven (Lu et al., 2016). Therefore, it is temping 

to speculate that, similarly to FMR1, Xist RNA itself could directly trigger gene silencing by 

physically interfering with ongoing transcription. However, this hypothesis implies the rec-

ognition of specific DNA sequence by Xist RNA, and such specific interaction is unlikely to 

occur for each gene along the X chromosome. Nonetheless, the repetitive nature of Xist RNA, 

together with several putative secondary structures into which Xist RNA can fold, might allow 

the formation of DNA-RNA duplexes between Xist RNA and repetitive elements which are 

located either in introns or in cis acting regulatory elements of X-linked genes. Such multiple 

interactions between Xist RNA and X-linked transcribed genes might in turn limit accessibility 

of X-linked gene promoters, thus leading to exclusion of the transcriptional machinery from 

the Xist RNA-dependent Xi domain. 

Interestingly, Xist RNA-FISH analysis after induction of ectopic XCI in undifferentiated ES 

cells resulted in a clear morphological difference between the X- and the autosomal- Xist 

RNA coated chromosomes. In fact, independently of the degree of silencing efficiency that is 

achieved upon Xist induction, autosomal clones often showed dispersed Xist RNA clouds, a 

phenotype that partially resembles the one observed upon knock-down of the matrix protein 

hnRNP U, which was shown to ensure Xist RNA localization to the Xi (Hasegawa et al., 2010). 

These observations can be differently interpreted: (I) Xist RNA might not properly localize 

to the autosome from which it is transcribed because autosomal DNA lacks X chromosome 

specific features, or (II) less efficient Xist-mediated silencing of autosomal genes compared 

to X-linked genes might impair the formation of a “Xi-like” silent territory within the nucleus. 

However, robust chromosome-wide inactivation of autosomal genes could be achieved in 

several clones in which Xist RNA domains appeared to be less compacted than the endoge-

nous Xi domain. Moreover, although Xist-mediated silencing becomes robust and irreversible 

upon ES cells differentiation (Wutz and Jaenisch, 2000, chapter 3), the difference in terms of 

Xist RNA clouds compaction between the Xi and inactive autosomes appeared to be main-
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tained in fully differentiated neurons. Therefore, different levels of Xist silencing efficiency 

are unlikely to explain the observed morphological discrepancies. In line with these observa-

tions, Xist silencing and localization functions have been shown to be mediated by different 

domains of Xist RNA (Wutz et al., 2002), and interfering with Xist RNA localization to the Xi 

partially impairs but does not completely abrogate Xist-mediated silencing (Hasegawa et al., 

2010; Beletskii et al., 2001; Chu et al., 2015; McHugh et al., 2015). 

Another possibility is that autosomal chromatin might tend to retain its TAD-based 3D spatial 

organization upon ectopic inactivation, whereas the Xi might be intrinsically more prone to 

acquire a topologically unorganized chromatin structure (see below) (Rao et al., 2014; Deng 

et al., 2015; Giorgetti et al., 2016). Such a difference in structural organization might in turn 

lead to a more or less dispersed Xist RNA domain within the nucleus as observed by Xist RNA 

FISH. However, since our morphological observations are qualitative, we cannot exclude that 

there is a correlation between Xist RNA cloud compaction and silencing efficiency in between 

different autosomal clones, and further experiments involving quantitative imaging analysis 

will be needed to clarify this point. 

In general, understanding the link between higher order chromatin organization of the Xi and 

its transcriptional activity represents one of the major open questions of the XCI field. Minajigi 

and colleagues have recently reported that deleting Xist from the Xi in somatic cells results 

in a restored the Xa-like conformation of the Xi (Minajigi et al., 2015). However, although the 

transcriptional activity of the Xist-deleted Xi was not assessed, it is not likely to result in Xi 

reactivation, as previously observed (Csankovszki et al., 1999) . Indeed, a similar study in which 

the 3D conformation of the Xi was assessed by allele-specific 4C analysis has shown that de-

leting Xist in neuronal precursor cells (NPCs) results in partial refolding of the Xi into a struc-

ture reminiscent of the Xa, but such a structural shift is never associated with X-linked gene 

reactivation (Splinter et al., 2011) . However, both the establishment and the maintenance 

of Xi chromosome-wide silencing rely on several redundant layers of repressive epigenetic 

features that accumulate on the Xi upon differentiation. Therefore, the lack of Xi reactivation 

following the structural changes induced by Xist deletion in fully differentiated cells does not 

exclude that Xist-mediated reorganization of the Xi conformation at an early stage of XCI is a 

key feature of Xist RNA function (see below). 

By using an unbiased approach based on induction of Xist RNA from several loci along the X, 

in chapter 3, we were able to show that ectopic inactivation of X-linked genes always reca-

pitulates endogenous XCI. Thus, the large majority of X-linked genes that were not affected 

by Xist-mediated silencing correspond to previously described escapees. This result confirms 

that escaping genes are intrinsically able to resist XCI, regardless of their relative position to 

the Xist transcription site (reviewed in chapter 1). Escape from XCI plays a major role in prop-

er female mammalian development and susceptibility to X-linked diseases. Indeed, different 
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from XO female mice that do not develop a phenotype and are fertile, women with a single 

X are affected by Turner syndrome (45,XO), and the majority of the XO embryos die in utero 

(Hook and Warburton, 1983; Bondy, 2009). The different phenotype associated with a single 

copy of the X chromosome between mice and women might rely on the different percentage 

of X-linked genes that escape XCI, 12-20% in human and 3-7% in mice. In spite of the fact 

that lack of biallelic expression of several X-linked genes leads to harmful effects on female 

development (reviewed in chapter 1), very little is known about the molecular mechanism(s) 

directing XCI escape. How can escaping genes remain actively transcribed from an otherwise 

completely inactive chromosome? Which cis- or trans- acting features render escaping genes 

intrinsically able to resist XCI? How would cis acting elements mediate escape? By blocking 

spreading of heterochromatin into active euchromatin? Or by preventing inactivated genes 

from being reactivated? Do escaping genes exploit a common strategy to resist XCI? Or is 

escape regulation directed at a gene-specific level?

In chapter 3, we found exclusive CTCF enrichment at the TSS of X-linked escaping genes 

prior to XCI, whereas the autosomal genes that resulted to be unaffected by Xist-mediated 

silencing do not show such an enrichment. We propose that, during XCI, the maintenance of 

CTCF binding at X-linked escaping loci protects them from becoming inactivated, whereas 

lack of CTCF enrichment at the TSS of X-linked genes facilitates gene silencing. Recently, 

genome-wide chromosome capture (Hi-C) analysis of mouse NPCs has shown that escaping 

genes correspond to the only loci that maintain a TAD-like structure within the otherwise 

TAD-depleted Xi. This observation, together with the role of CTCF in directing TAD formation 

(Ong and Corces, 2014; Zuin et al., 2014; Sofueva et al., 2013; Rudan et al., 2015), and the fact 

that CTCF binding sites in proximity of escapees retain DNA accessibility in NPCs (Giorgetti 

er al., 2016), strongly support our finding that CTCF binding is directly involved in XCI escape. 

Our findings also led us to hypothesize that, upon evolution, loss of CTCF binding following 

Xist RNA spreading might have conferred to the X chromosome the advantage of becoming 

easily reorganized into its silenced compartment. In line with this idea, contrarily to the X chro-

mosome, autosomal chromatin would be refractory to the loss of CTCF binding upon ectopic 

Xist induction. Thus, the fact that X-linked genes are generally more efficiently inactivated 

compared to autosomal genes (reviewed in chapter 1, chapter 3) might be at least partially 

explained by the tendency of autosomal chromatin to resist Xist-mediated structural reorga-

nization. However, if this would be the case, we would expect strongly silenced autosomal 

genes to be preferentially depleted of CTCF at their TSS. Instead, we did not find differential 

enrichment of CTCF binding at the TSS of autosomal genes that are differentially affected 

by Xist silencing. Moreover, this hypothesis cannot explain our finding that exactly the same 

autosome can become either efficiently or poorly inactivated upon Xist RNA induction from 

different integration sites along the autosome. Therefore, although loss of CTCF-binding 

upon XCI might facilitate the establishment of Xist-mediated silencing, the Xist-mediated 
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reorganization of the Xi structure is unlikely to be the sole critical event ensuring proper XCI. 

Interestingly, two recent studies have shown that deleting the DXZ4 macrosatellite boundary 

region that mediates the partitioning of the Xi into two large mega-domains in both human 

and mouse does not affect initiation XCI nor silencing establishment (Giorgetti et al., 2016; 

Darrow et al., 2016). However, fusion of the two Xi mega-domains upon deletion of the DXZ4 

boundary in mouse ES cells results in at least partial mis-regulation of facultative escaping 

genes upon XCI (Giorgetti et al., 2016). Thus, although only escaping genes that resist XCI in 

specific tissues or developmental contexts are affected by DXZ4 deletion, whereas constitu-

tive escaping genes remain properly expressed, this study suggests that the structural orga-

nization of the Xi is not completely dispensable to ensure accurate XCI regulation (Giorgetti 

et al., 2016). 

The developmental regulation of Xist function is one of the most fascinating aspects of the 

XCI process. The ability of inducible Xist transgenes to induce gene silencing and faithfully re-

capitulate XCI is restricted to a short time window at the onset of ES cells differentiation  (Wutz 

and Jaenisch, 2000). In the same special regulatory phase during early development, the in-

terplay between Xist and Tsix directs the initiation of XCI (reviewed in chapter 1). Importantly, 

developmentally regulated Tsix repression of Xist relies on antisense transcription through 

the Xist promoter (Sado et al., 2005; Ohhata et al., 2007), and understanding the epigenetic 

features of such antisense regulation might provide us with new insights into the events that 

direct Xist RNA function at the onset of XCI. Therefore, in chapter 4, we developed a con-

trollable expression system that allowed us to mimic the effects of antisense transcription on 

gene regulation in the context of development, independently of a specific genomic locus. 

We generated an artificial sense-antisense gene pair by overlapping an inducible antisense 

transcription unit to a GFP reporter gene. Induction of antisense transcription in either un-

differentiated ES cells or upon ES cell differentiation led to completely different outcomes in 

terms of stability of GFP repression: (I) in ES cells, gene repression is reversible and associated 

with enrichment of H3K36me3 at the GFP promoter, contrarily, (II) upon ES cells differentia-

tion, antisense-mediated silencing of the reporter gene is stabilized, and CpG methylation of 

the GFP promoter seems to be responsible for the irreversible nature of gene silencing. These 

observations suggest the existence of differentiation-specific chromatin modifying complexes 

that mediate epigenetic silencing, but further studies are clearly needed to discover their 

identity. In this context, dissecting the developmentally regulated events that make Xist RNA 

able or unable to induce gene silencing as well as the epigenetic mechanisms that determine 

the difference between reversible and irreversible Xist-mediated silencing is critical for a com-

plete understanding of XCI.

Finally, in chapter 5, we established a novel monolayer differentiation protocol for rat plurip-
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otent stem cells (rESCs). We demonstrated that, at the onset of XCI, monoallelic Xist up-reg-

ulation can be achieved only when female rESCs are triggered to differentiate in complete 

absence of 2i inhibitors. This finding explains why we were not able to track XCI upon differ-

entiation of rESCs according to the previously established protocols (Peng et al., 2013; Cao 

et al., 2011), and underlines the strict link between Xist RNA function and pluripotency net-

work regulation (Schulz et al., Navarro et al., 2008, Navarro et al., 2010). Furthermore, we also 

showed that rat XCI occurs with similar dynamics as the one observed upon differentiation 

of mouse pluripotent cells, and that the critical role of the XCI regulators RNF12 and REX1 

is conserved in rat  (chapter 1). In general, developing novel in vitro strategies to explore 

the dynamics of XCI in different species is of great importance for a comprehensive under-

standing of the XCI process. In fact, although several in vivo observations in early developing 

embryos suggested XCI to be quite variable amongst different mammals, (Moreira de Mello 

et al., 2010; Okamoto et al., 2011; Xue et al., 2002) the majority of our knowledge concerning 

XCI regulation is based on mouse ES cell-based studies. In this context, the induced plurip-

otent stem cell (iPSCs) technology allows us to derive pluripotent stem cells from potentially 

any species of interest. However, although exploiting in vitro strategies would prevent the use 

of embryos in XCI research, thus extending the possibility to explore XCI in many additional 

mammalian species, the lack of in vivo studies is a critical limitation for the establishment of 

robust differentiation protocols that faithfully recapitulate XCI. For example, characterizing 

the XCI status of human iPSCs cells has emerged to be challenging (chapter 1), and many 

efforts have been made to establish specific culture conditions that would maintain both X 

chromosomes active in human pluripotent cells (chapter 1). However, since the mouse system 

is always used as a reference, there is a risk to develop protocols that mimic mouse XCI rather 

than human XCI upon early embryonic development. Indeed, single-cell RNA-sequencing 

analysis of human preimplantation embryos has recently confirmed that, in contrast to the 

mouse, human XIST is expressed from both X chromosomes upon early development, and 

X-linked genes remain bi-allelically expressed while dosage compensation occurs (Petropou-

los et al., 2016, Okamoto et al., 2011). Thus, only by integrating both in vivo and observations 

we will be able to faithfully address species-specific mechanisms involved in XCI regulation.  

In conclusion, after more than fifty years of XCI research, understanding how two genetically 

identical X chromosomes become different epigenetic entities remains fascinating and chal-

lenging. In the future, new insights in XCI regulation will shed new light on several basic epi-

gentic aspects, transcriptional regulation, genomic spatial organization and facultative het-

erochromatin formation, with an impact that will surely reach far beyond the field of dosage 

compensation. I am curious to experience our next discoveries. 
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A
SuMMARy 

In mammals, sex chromosome composition differs between males and females with males 

carrying a Y chromosome and a single X chromosome and females carrying two X chromo-

somes. Early during embryonic development, X chromosome inactivation (XCI) takes place 

to completely shut down one X chromosome in female somatic cells, thus achieving dos-

age compensation of X-linked genes between the sexes. XCI is an extraordinary epigenet-

ic paradigm that involves several mechanisms such as antisense transcription, non-coding 

RNA-mediated silencing, recruitment of chromatin remodelling complexes and 3D chromatin 

structure reorganization. The X-linked non-coding gene Xist is indispensable for XCI to occur. 

During XCI, Xist RNA is monoallelically up-regulated from one of the two X chromosomes and 

spread in cis along the entire length of the X, thus leading to chromosome-wide transcription-

al silencing. Xist is negatively regulated by Tsix, a long non-coding gene that is transcribed in 

antisense direction to and fully overlaps with Xist. Once XCI has taken place, the silent state 

of the inactive X chromosome is clonally propagated through a near infinite number of cell 

divisions. 

This thesis unravels several aspects of Xist regulation and Xist RNA function in a specific de-

velopmental context, by employing genetically modified mouse ES cells as a model system. 

Chapter 1 provides a general overview of the state-of-the-art of science in the field of XCI 

and highlights the major open questions that remain to be addressed. Chapter 2 describes 

a series of experiments in which Xist and its antisense partner Tsix are dissected from each 

other by replacing the two non-coding genes with GFP and mCHERRY fluorescent reporters, 

respectively. By exploting this system, we were able to study the genetic and dynamic regu-

lation of Xist and Tsix independently from their reciprocal antisense transcription. We found 

mutually antagonistic roles for Tsix and Xist and vice versa, and we observed the presence 

of semi-stable transctiptional states of the X inactivation center (Xic) predicting the outcome 

of XCI. Chapter 3 focuses on the mechanisms underlying Xist RNA silencing function and is 

based on a novel Xist expression system that we developed. By triggering Xist expression 

from different genomic contexts, we found that gene density in proximity of the Xist tran-

scriprion locus is a key feature to determine the efficiency of -cis inactivation. We also showed 

that LINE elements facilitate Xist-mediated silencing of both X-linked and autosomal genes 

and that endogenous XCI is faithfully recapitulated upon induction of ectopic Xist expression 

from different loci along the X chromosome. In particular, escaping genes remain consistently 

active regardless of their position relative to the Xist transgenes, and the enrichment of CTCF 

at their promoters is implicated in directing their escape from XCI. The results presented in 

chapter 4 rely on the generation of a EGFP reporter plasmid cis-linked to an inducible anti-

sense promoter that mimics the structure of sense-antisense gene pairs such as Xist and Tsix. 
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By exploiting this transgenic system during ES cells differentiation, we found that induced 

antisense transcription leads to completely reversible silencing of the reporter gene in undif-

ferentiated ES cells whereas stable EGFP silencing can only be achieved upon differentiation. 

Reversible silencing is mediated by chromatin modifications rather than by direct transcrip-

tional interference, and stable silencing is characterized by CpG methylation of the EGPF 

promoter. Thus, we described a specific phase during early development in which antisense 

transcription generates a specific chromatin signature that triggers promoter-associated DNA 

methylation, which in turn is responsible for stable gene repression. Chapter 5 describes a 

novel in vitro differentiation protocol for rat ES cell that allowed us to address the dynamics 

of XCI in a model organism different from the mouse. By mimicking the XCI process upon 

female rat ES cells differentiation, we found that Xist RNA starts accumulating in cis on the X 

chromosome during the second day of differentiation and is rapidly followed by H3K27me3 

enrichment. We also showed that the critical roles of key XCI regulators discovered in mouse-

based studies are well conserved in rat. Finally, in chapter 6, our findings are discussed in 

the context of the existing knowledge and future potential perspectives in the XCI field are 

presented.
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A
SAMENvATTING 

Vrouwelijke lichaamscellen  bevatten  twee X-chromosomen, het ene geërfd van moeder en 

het andere van vader. Mannen bezitten in iedere cel slechts één X, altijd van moeder, met 

daarnaast een klein Y-chromosoom. Op het X-chromosoom bevinden zich ruim 1.000 genen, 

tegenover slechts 50 genen op het Y-chromosoom. Om de hoeveelheid actieve X-genen 

bij vrouw en man min of meer gelijk te trekken (dosis-compensatie), wordt in vrouwelijke 

lichaamscellen altijd één van beide X-chromosomen uitgeschakeld. Dat gebeurt al vroeg ti-

jdens de embryonale ontwikkeling, en vanaf dat moment zijn meisjes verder opgebouwd 

als een mozaïek van cellen waarin óf de X van moeder óf die van vader actief is. X chromo-

soom inactivatie (XCI) representeert een krachtig epigenetisch model systeem, omdat er veel 

verschillende epigenetische processen bij betrokken zijn, zoals functionele niet coderende 

RNAs, tegenovergestelde transcriptie, chromatine veranderingen, en de 3D structuur van het 

chromatine. 

Twee genen, Xist en Tsix, spelen een cruciale rol bij het XCI proces. Beide genen liggen 

op het X chromosoom, overlappen elkaar maar worden afgeschreven in tegenovergestelde 

richting, en spelen een antagonistische rol in initiatie van het X chromosoom inactivatie (XCI) 

proces. In tegenstelling tot de meeste andere genen coderen Xist en Tsix niet voor een eiwit 

maar produceren lange niet coderende RNA moleculen. Het Xist RNA is functioneel en wordt 

alleen aangemaakt op het X chromosoom dat wordt uitgezet waar het accumuleert en het X 

chromosoom inpakt. Xist rekruteert daarbij verschillende eiwit complexen die ervoor zorgen 

dat het chromatine zodanig verandert dat genexpressie onmogelijk wordt. Als de X eenmaal 

is uitgezet tijdens de embryonale ontwikkeling dan wordt de inactieve staat gehandhaafd, 

ook in dochter cellen na celdeling. 

In dit proefschrift worden verschillende aspecten van Xist regulatie en functie onderzocht 

tijdens de embryonale ontwikkeling, door gebruik te maken van genetisch gemodificeerde 

embryonale stam (ES) cellen. In hoofdstuk 1 wordt een overzicht gegeven van de huidige 

kennis met betrekking tot XCI, en worden de belangrijkste wetenschappelijke vragen in dit 

onderzoeksveld belicht. hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft een serie van experimenten waarin de regulat-

ie van Xist en zijn tegenovergesteld afgeschreven partner Tsix, onafhankelijk van elkaar wordt 

onderzocht in ES cellen waarin de gen-sequenties van Xist en Tsix zijn vervangen door GFP en 

mCHERRY fluorescente reporters. Door middel van dit systeem hebben we de dynamiek van 

Xist en Tsix expressie onderzocht, en gevonden dat ook in de afwezigheid van reciproke tran-

scriptie beide genen tegengesteld gereguleerd worden. In hoofdstuk 3 worden de mecha-

nismen onderzocht die Xist in staat stellen een heel X chromosoom inactief te maken. Om dit 
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te bewerkstelligen is een Xist expressie systeem ontwikkeld waarmee Xist op verschillende 

plaatsen in het genoom tot expressie wordt gebracht. Dit onderzoek laat zien dat een hoge 

gen dichtheid in de omgeving van het transgene Xist locus erg belangrijk is voor Xist om zich 

te kunnen spreiden over een heel X chromosoom of autosoom, en dat een hoge dichtheid 

aan repetitieve LINE elementen daarbij blijkt te helpen. Onder de juiste omstandigheden is 

Xist in staat om vanuit verschillende posities op het X chromosoom, dit hele X chromosoom 

efficiënt uit te schakelen. Een aantal X-gebonden genen dat normaal genomen ontsnappen 

aan het XCI proces doen dit ook wanneer Xist vanuit een andere positie tot expressie wordt 

gebracht, en de mate waarmee een gen ontsnapt aan XCI is geassocieerd met verrijking van 

het eiwit CTCF in de promotors van deze genen. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt de regulatie onder-

zocht van overlappende genen in de context van cel differentiatie. Een EGFP reporter gekop-

peld aan een induceerbare promotor die transcriptie initieert in tegenovergestelde richting 

wordt gebruikt als paradigma voor het Xist-Tsix locus. Door gebruik te maken van dit systeem 

is gevonden dat EGFP uitgezet wordt als transcriptie in tegenovergestelde richting wordt 

geïnitieerd. Inactiviteit van EGFP is reversibel in ongedifferentieerde ES cellen, maar wordt 

gefixeerd tijdens ES cel differentiatie. Reversibele inactivatie is afhankelijk van chromatine en 

niet van transcriptie interferentie. Stabiele inactivering van EGFP wordt daarentegen gekarak-

teriseerd door accumulatie van CpG methylering rondom de EGFP promotor. Dit onderzoek 

laat zien dat tegenovergestelde transcriptie een chromatine markering achterlaat die tijdens 

cel differentiatie leidt tot CpG methylering en daarmee stabiele gen repressie. In 

 wordt een rat ES cel differentiatie systeem beschreven dat het mogelijk maakt XCI in vitro 

te onderzoeken. Uit dit onderzoek blijkt dat de rol van belangrijke XCI regulerende genen in 

muis geconserveerd zijn in de rat. In hoofdstuk 6 worden de bevindingen beschreven in de 

voorgaande hoofdstukken bediscussieerd in de context van de huidige kennis, en worden 

daarnaast nieuwe inzichten en ideeën met betrekking tot XCI gepresenteerd.
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